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LBJ Asks $1.66 Billion for Education
Burch Quitting, Bliss Taking GOP Post
Shift Has
Goldwater's
Approval

WASHINGTON (AP) — PresIdent Johnson sent Congress a
record $1.66-billion tots-through*
teens education program today,
with an open invitation to private and parochial schools to
take part.
The proposed program, with
heavy emphasis on the children
of low-income families, is the
heaviest presidential artillery
yet in what Johnson calls his
war against poverty.
The provisions for non-public
schools to share in the benefits
seem certain to trigger a bitter
fight en Capitol Hill.

BULLETIN
PHOENIX, Ariz. (AP ) —
Republican National Chairman Dean Burch today announced he will resign, effective April 1, and that
Ray BUss, Ohio GOP chairman, has consented to become national chairman.

INAUGURATION ONLY NINE DAY$
AWAY . . . Nancy Lou Larson, a White House
secretary, tosses a snowball from inaugural

Johnson and
Sato Open
Asia Talks

WASHINGTON (AP) - President Johnson and Japan 's Premier Eisaku Sato open strategy
talks today on U.S. policies in
the Far East
and Communist
China 's efforts
to cut American
infl u e n c e i n
Asia.
Because o f
c o l d weather,
t h e President
arranged a late
morning c e r e monial welcome
for the 63-yearo 1 d Japanese
Sato
leader in the White House
East Room.
This was to he followed by a
flfr-minute conference in the
President's office with Secretary of State Dean Rusk and
Foreign Minister Etsusaburo
Shiina also attending.
Both nations attached high
Importance to the meeting.
Rusk called it an opportunity
"to do a lot of wood chopping."
On his arrival from San Francisco Monday night , Sato said,
"I feel that it is especially fitting now that this direct personal exchange take place between
your president who embarks on
a new term of office within a
very few days , and myself , so
recent'v come to the helm of a
new administration in Japan. "
Sato took over from ailing
Hayato Ikeda two months ago.
A second Johnson-Sato meeting Wednesday will be followed
by a joint communique.
With the Viet Nam situation
and Communist China's explosion of a nuclear device last October in mind, Sato said that in
the past few months "we have
witnessed significant changes
and critical developments in
areas vitally affecting the conduct of world affairs. "

parade stands in front of the mansion. Four
inches of snow cover the seats. The big event
is on Jan. 20. (AP Photofax)

EASTERN U.S. HIT

Foot of Snow
In Some Areas

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Travel was impaired, schools
and roads were closed and some
Northeastern cities lay under a
foot of snow in the wake of a
snowstorm which struck a dozen
states.
New York City was hit by 5 to
9 inches of snow and the suburbs had deeper accumulations.
Most roads in the area have
been cleared. Rail travel was
heavy Monday as some commuters were forced to leave
their autos at home.
Schools ln five Maryland

Britain Builds
Up Defenses
For Malaysia

SINGAPORE, Malaysia (AP)
— Britain's biggest fleet now is
protecting Malaysia from Indonesian attack.
The aircraft carrier Eagle,
Britain 's most formidable warship, arrived Monday to join the
Far East fleet of more than 70
ships. It includes the carrier
Victorious , the commando ship
Bulwark , guided missile destroyers and frigates.
Defense preparations were
being rushed ashore. The current goal was about 9,000 troops
in North Borneo, where Indonesia shares a 900-mile jungle border with Malaysia. They inclufle
500 hard-fighting Nepnlese Gurkhas being flown from Hong
Kong, beginning Wednesday.
Helicopters were to shuttle
half the Gurkha battalion to the
border as soon as it arrives in
Borneo.

counties were closed from the
storm which blanketed the state
with up to 12 inches of snow.
A snow plan was in effect for
19 of the 23 counties and in Baltimore. Some rural roads were
closed, but main highways were
open.
The horse races at Bowie,
Md., were held despite six inches of snow. Frozen turf at Waterford Park in Chester, W. Va.,
caused the day's racing program to be canceled.
About 10 inches of new snow
fell in the Eastern Panhandle oi
West Virginia and lesser
amounts elsewhere in the state.
Schools in two counties were
closed because of snow.
Snow also struck the Northwest and a new invasion of arctic air swept across the Plains
states.
Two inches of snow hampered
travel in the Salt Lake City,
Utah , area. One inch whitened
Craig, Colo. Fraser — in the
mountains outside Denver —
had 6 inches of snow in a 6-hour
period.
Light snow added to the existing accumulation across the
upper Great Lakes. Amounts
were generally less than 1 inch,
but Petoskey, a northern Michigan sports resort , got 12 inches
over an 18-hour period.
Temperatures remained below zero all day Monday across
the snow-covered Dakotas and
the upper Mississippi Valley.

Battle Lines
Over Sales Tax
Begin to Form

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Anti-sales tax rumbles continued Monday as the Minnesota
Farmers Union and DemocraticFarmer-Labor party Chairman
George Farr spoke out against
any such levy.
Two other voices expressed
approval of the proposed tax.
Farr, writing in the State DFL
News, said, "It is apparently
the fashion these days for commentators and editorial writers
to speculate on some kind of
supposed shift in DFL attitudes
toward revenue - raising techniques to finance state government operations.
"However, the DFL position
on taxes in general and the sales
tax in particular has not
changed. The fact of the matter
is that we maintain as resolutely
as ever that the best gauge of
equity for programs of taxation
is the concept of ability to pay."
He added the progressive income tax is consistent with that
principle more than any other
levy.
Meanwhile , the board of directors of the Minnesota Farmers Union underscored its outright opposition to any sales tax.
"We expect that the 'revenue
gap' will likely be moderate
enough so that it can be met
without the adoption of a major
new tax system," said a resolution passed by the board. The
board is made up of presidents
of the 84 county Farmers Union
organizations.
The group declared a sales tax
would damage business economy and shift a greater part of
the tax load to farmers and
wage earners.

WASHINGTON (AP) - Republican National Chairman
Dean Burch wuTannouncetoday
he is stepping
| down — after a
transition perio d — t o make
I way for Ohio
GOP Chairman
Ray O. Bliss,
a party source
said.
The shift, with
f o r m e r Sen.
B a r r y Goldwater 's approvBUss
al, will be announced later today in Phoenix,
Ariz.
Burch, Goldwater^, Bliss and
former Rep. William E. Miller,
the party's vice presidential
nominee, gathered , there for a"
joint news conference.
Word of the shift — designed
to avert a showdown vote by the
national committee on Burch's
leadership — came after days of
behind the scene negotiations.
"It boils down to this," the
party source said, "Burch is out
and Bliss is in."
But the GOP official who told
of the plan added the change
was not coming at once, that
there would be a transitional
period before Bliss takes over.
The source said the actual
change at the Republican National Committee helm probably
would come early in the spring.
William E. Miller, who was
Goldwater's
vice-presidential
running mate, was said to have
recommended that Goldwater
seek a settlement that would
avert a showdown vote.
In a statement released to
newsmen Monday night in Columbus, Ohio, Bliss said :
"Because cf the fact that my
name has been so frequently
mentioned in speculation concerning the chairmanship of the
Republican National Committee, I feel it is imperative to
express my views on this matter.
"First, I must make it clear
that I am strongly hopeful the
National Committee and Republican party will not go through a
purging or bloodletting over this
issue. I for one am determined
to take no part whatsoever in
any such action.
"I would not accept the chairmanship under any circumstances until such time as an
actual vacancy occurred and I
were asked to do so by Sen.
Goldwater and had his full support For the good of our party I
am sincerely hopeful there will
be no disastrous, intraparty
struggle in Chicago."

BOOKED IN SHOOTINGS . . . Police detectives march
Louis Koullapis, 70, from a police station in Gardena, Calif.,
early today after booking him on suspicion of attempted murder following the shooting up of three poker palaces. More
than 30 were wounded. (AP Photofax)

31 Wounded by
Berserk Gunman

GARDENA, Calif. (AP) Repeated fire by a berserk gunman tiiis morning wounded at
least 31 persons in one poker
parlor, and possibly several
more at two other establishments nearby, police reported.
Within an hour after the
shootings, officers had booked
on suspicion of attempted murder a 70-year-old man who they
said came at them with two revolvers blazing.
They said they captured Louis
Koullapis by startling him with
a shot fired into the ground,
then rushing him.
Police said his car matched
the description of the one which
drove by the Rainbow Club at
the time a flurry of shotgun and
pistol fire began toppling patrons from their seats at poker
tables.
Police said three of the persons were critically wounded.
Off icers said the wounded
were taken to hospitals in the
neighborhood —a Los Angeles
suburb and the only suburb in
which the playing of draw poker
is legalized.
Police counted at least 16 bullet holes in the floor-to-ceiling
window which faces the street
and provides a full view of the
play inside.
Witnesses said the gunman
apparently pulled up to the curb
outside the club, then loosed a
volley of shots through the window, switching weapons from
time to time.
One special officer nt the club
said the patrons — as many as

Quadruplets Born
To Kenosha Pair

KENOSHA , Wis. un - Quadruplets were born in nine minutes Monday night to a young
couple whose family already
consisted of twins not quite a
year old and a three-year-old
son.
The quadruplets , two boys and
two girls , and Ihe 23-year-old
mother, Mrs, Joyce Graf , were
all reported In good condition at
Kenosha Memorial Hospital.
Mrs. Graf , the wife of Robin
F, Graf , 24, a machine operator
employed by a Waukegan, 111.,
roofing firm , entered the hospital four days before tho birth of
the quads, which had been expected.

The first baby, a boy, was
born at 7:34 p.m., and the fourth
arrived at 7:43 p.m. They
weighed : 4 pounds, 2 . ounces ;
3 pounds, 8 ounces ; 4 pounds, 5
ounces, and 3 pounds, 12M*
ounces. The first two were boys,
tho next two girls. All were
placed in incubators.
The Grafs , who live in a trailer, may find it a bit crowded
now. In addition to the older
boy, they have twins, a boy and
a girl , who will be a year old
on Jan. 16.
A search of state records
Monday night turned up only
one previous quadruple birth in
more than 100 years.

350 of them — were so astounded when the shooting started
that they didn't move.
Dave Whitmore, 28, a special
officer , ran out to the sidewalk
during the gunfire and was
wounded, police said.
Witnesses said the gunman
then drove on along the street,
firing one shot into tbe Monterey Club next door and one at
the Horseshoe Club s e v e r a l
blocks away.
Police said one person was
wounded at the Monterey Club,
and none at the Horseshoe Club.
One witness -at the Rainbow
Club alerted police to the license number of the gunman's
car, and officers began spreading through the neighborhood.
Two officers said they came
upon Koullapis' car parked on
the wrong side of a Gardena
street with the motor running.
They said they were approaching it when a man
stepped out of the shadows, revolver in each hand, and began
firing wildly. They grabbed
him.

Superintendent
01 Schools at
La Crosse Quits

LA CROSSE, Wis. Ml — John
Bjorge submitted his resignation as superintendent of La
Crosse schools to the board
of education Monday night because of what he termed "the
failure of the board to give
unanimous backing to a new
salary schedule for teachers."
The new schedule, worked out
after a long controversy between
education and city officials , was
approved by a 5-4 margin, and
now faces a stormy session with
the city council. La Crosse Is
one of the comparatively few
large cities where the council
hns final say on school policies
and financing.
The La Crosse system, Bjorge
snid , has the third lowest salary
schedule in the state for teachers.
The 51-year-old Bjorge, who
left Tomah to take the $14 ,800-a-year La Crosse post less
than three years ago, said his
resignation would be effective
June 30.

WEATHER

PRESIDENT MEETS WITH CABINET . . . President
Johnson meets at the White House with members of his
cabinet in a discussion of the Chief Executive 's proposed
education program. From left , reading clockwise are: Postmaster General John Gronouski; Glenn Seaborg, chairman
of the Atomic Energy Commission; Vice President-elect Hubert Humphrey ; Secretary of Defense Robert McNamara;
Secretary of Agriculture Orville Freeman; Secretary of La-

Invites Public
And Parochial
Participation

bor W. Willard Wirtz; Secretary of Welfare Anthony Celebrezze ; John Connor, newly-named Secretary of Commerce;
Luther Hodges, Secretary of Commerce who .as submitted
his resignation; Acting Attorney General Nicholas Kutzcnbach; Johnson; Budget Director Kermit Gordon; Treasury
Secretary Douglas Dillon; Interior Undersecretary John Carver , and Donald Hornig, special presidential assistant. (AP
Photofax )

FEDERAL FORECAST
WINONA AND VICINITY Snow gradually ending and becoming partly cloudy and a little colder tonight. Fair and
cold Wednesday. Low tonight
zero to 10 below , high Wednesday 8-10.
LOCAL WEATHER
Official observation for the 24
hours ending at 12 m. today:
Maximum , 23; minimum, 0;
noon, 4; precipitation , trace.

Even before the details were
laid before Congress, it was
learned, the group known as
"Protestants and Other Americans United for Separation of
Church and State," made known
its opposition.
However, it also was learned
that the Roman Catholic hierarchy generally approves, and so
do some officials of the National Education Association , which
traditionally opposes the use of
public funds for non > public
schools.
An administration source was
confident: "This is a good bill,
and one we believe we can get
through the Congress."
The comprehensive program
would provide assistance to preschool youngsters in the slums,
elementary
and secondary
school pupils in the nation's
pockets of poverty, and college
scholarships and other help for
worthy and needy high school
graduates.
Johnson said the one-year cost
in excess of $1.5 billion "is a
small price to pay for developing our nation's most priceless resource."
"Poverty has many roots,"
the President said, "but the tap
root is ignorance."
The presidential program
would provide for fiscal 1966:
—Public schools : $1 billion for
elementary
and secondary
schools serving children from
families with less than $2,000
annual income. There are an
estimated 5 million such children and 85-90 per cent of the
nation's school districts will
qualify for assistance. Public
and private schools would ba
urged to cooperate in sharedtime programs and other joint
use of new facilities.
—Higher education: $260 million to provide 140,000 scholarships, partial payment of interest on guaranteed private loans
to fcollege students — perhaps 2
per cent of the usual 6 per cent,
assistance to small colleges,
improved teacher training programs, and university-community
extension
programs,
similar to the traditional agricultural extension programs.
—Pre-school: $150 million to
eradicate the handicaps with
which slum children start first
grade, when many educational
experts say they already are
two or three years behind. The
projects probably would be patterned after the experimental
programs now under way in
Detroit , Baltimore and New
York City. This would be part of
the President's budget for the
Economic Opportunity Act , not
his educational program.
—Book purchases : $100 million in grants to states for the
purchase of textbooks and library books. This would be for
all schools, public and private,
and whether or not they were
in the pockets of poverty. All
books purchased would be thoso
used by the public schools; the
purchase of religiously oriented
books would be barred.
—Education centers: $100 million for supplementary education centers and services , providing public and private school
pupils alike with tutors, programs in remedial reading,
science and language laboratories, summer schools, programs ond teachers for handicapped children , and accelerated programs for the gifted .
laboratories:
—Educational
$45 million to strengthen education research nnd extend it into
such fields as history, litei utura
and economics , and to develop
new instructional materials in
all fields.
x
—State agencies : $10 million
to strengthen state educational
agencies, and help them identify
emerging educational problems,
formulate long-range plans, and
expand educational research
and development.

Delay on New
Dollars Seen
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WASHINGTON (AP) - The
45 miUion silver dollars authorized by Congress last year may
never be minted, administration
sources said Saturday .
Minting of the round dollars
probably will be postponed until
decisions are made on the
broader problem of the silver
content of other coins.
Administration policymakers
said Congress will be asked
meanwhile to rescind its action
authorizin g the new silver dollars. This request will be related to general recommendations
to relieve shortages of coins and
silver.

Plans had been announced I
last year to start issuing the
new coins either late last year
or early in 1965.
There scorns little doubt that
the Treasury will ask that the
amount of silver now in the
coins in general use be reduced
or eliminated .
If the silver dollars were
minted, the Treasury would be
put in the awkward position of
recommending silver conservation in minor coins while consuming 38 million ounces of silver in producing a coin which
has virtuall y disappeared , from
circulation in many parts of the
countrv.

Wisconsin Town
Officials Wait
On Redislricfinq

A shortage of all coins has
persisted for several years despite a tremendous increase in
production. Treasury officials
have said there are signs of
some slight easing of the coin
shortage . But there is usually
some "flowback" of coins into
Federal Reserve banks after the
Chrsitmas shopping season and
officials probably will observe
this flowback before making a
final decision on silver coinage.
No silver dollars have been
minted for about 30 years. Their
use is limited to a few western
states and to trade promotions
elsewhere.

WISCONSIN RAPIDS, Wis . *
— An official of the Wisconsin
Towns Association took "a wait
and see" attitude Friday night
toward the State Supreme Court
decision applying the "one man .
one vote' principle to 70 Wisconsin county boards.
"If we can go along with the
court's decision, we will , but if
It takes away the rights of the
towns, we can 't." said Ben A.
Hanneman of Wisconsin Rapids ,
the association's executive secretary.
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Treasury officials believe
minting of 45 million silver dollars would not bring the cartwheels back into general circulation. Some say the 45 million would be gobbled up immediately by coin collectors, dealers and hoarders. There already
have been advertisements in
some collectors' publications
offering to sell the new coins at
a premium bf $3 to $5.
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Apartment' Building
Burns at Proctor

OF COURSE MC'3 HAPPY/ LOOK
ATM.L THE ffOURAWCf HE HAS /

X &) WINONA
INSURANCE
c.777 AGENCY
Phone 3366

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Fires in fiorthern Minnesota
destroyed an apartment building
in Proctor and a tavern in Biwabik Sunday.
About 30 persons lost all their
personal belongings as they fled
into subzero cold from their
quarters when fire broke out in
the apartment building. Firemen
from Proctor and Duluth battled the flames but the building
was leveled.
At Biwabik , Luke Rivich and
his wife broke a second-story
window and jumped to safety
after fire broke out in Rivich' s
bar. A fire hose broke in the
severe cold and firemen , from
Biwabik , Aurora and Gilbert ,
were unable to control the blaze.
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Students, Bank Staffers
Added to Queen Hopefuls

Annual Taxes Estimated

Gilmore Pushed as School Site

By C. GORDON HOLTE .
Daily Newi Staff Writer
In three meetings Monday
night on its projected school
building program the Board of
Education:
• Received at least tacit approval of the Winona Planning
Commission in the board's selection of a tract near the .west
end of Lake Winona as the site
Marjorie Goodrich

Rose Eickman

Judy Fetting

Two bank employes and two
students have heen added to the
roster of candidates for 1*965
Winona Winter Carnival queen,
chairman James D. Mohan said
this morning.
The list now includes Rose
Eickman , an installment loan
teller at First National Bank;
Judy Fetting, a receptionist at
the same bank ; Marjorie Goodrich , a Winona Secretarial
School student, and Jane Schoewe , a Winona State College
freshman.

Arcadia, is another graduate of
Arcadia High School. She lives
at 550V4 W. King St.
The 18-year-old candidate is
sponsored by H. Choate & Co.
She is 5 foot 7, weighs 130
pounds and wears a size 11
dress. She has blonde hair and
blue eyes. Her hobbies are bowling, ice skating, swimming and
golfing.
MISS GOODRICH, 20, lives at
221 W. Broadway. Sponsored by
Piggly Wiggly Store, she is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Burton Goodrich, Easton , Minn.,
and was graduated from Good
Counsel Academy, Mankato.
She is 5 foot 4 and weighs 108
pounds. She wears a size 9 dress
and has dark brown hair and
brown eyes. Her hobbies are
playing piano, bicycling and
summer sports. She hopes to
become a medical secretary.

MISS EICKMAN . 20, is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Mamert Eickman, Galesville Rt. 1,
and was graduated from Arcadia High School. Her sponsor is
radio station KWNO.
She is 5 foot 6, weighs 115
pounds, wears a size 10 dress
and has brown hair 'and eyes.
Her hobbies are sewing, reading
MISS SCHOEWE, who is the
and most sports. She lives at
daughter
of Major and Mrs. The353 E. Wabasha St.
odore M. Schoewe, Duluth, is a
MISS FETTING, daughter of 19-year-old freshman at Winona
Mr. and Mrs, Norbert Fetting, State, majoring in social sci-

CTImm Studio photos)

ence. She was graduated from
Hermantown High School in Duluth.
She is 5 foot 3Y4, weighs 117
pounds, wears a size 9 dress
and has medium blonde hair
and blue eyes. Her hobbies include knitting, sports, sewing,
speaking Spanish and playing
piano and organ. She hopes to
become a social worker.

City s Housing CodeHow It Should Work

By FRANK UHLIG
Daily News Staff Writer
The fabric of urban renewal
got a thread-by-thread inspection Monday night by members
of the City Council, City Planning Commission, Citizens Advisory Committee, Housing and
Redevelopment Authority add
interested citizens.
Elmer Binford, regional urban
renewal representative, discussing the touchy issue of housing
code implementation, said good
judgment in its use will preserve
public confidence. At the same
time it will help head off property deterioration and falling
land values, he added.
REDEVELOPMENT alone is
but a limited tool, Binford said,
explaining that when there is
a high degree of occupancy in
an area it must be continually
upgraded. This is why the federal government requires such a
code in any city aspiring to
eligibility for renewal assistance. The housing code deals
only with dwellings, outlining a
number of f actors relatirg to
health and safety of occupants.
It's up to the city itself to
find the best way to enforce
such codes , Binford said. He
offered some general guidelines:
• Enforcement should first
be directed toward locations in
which the need for improvement
Is most obvious. The city should
"avoid launching an attack in
places where you are reasonably
sure of compliance. Homes
built since adoption of the city
building code in 1954 could well
be bypassed ."
Since it' s not known what
buildings may be removed in a
subsequent renewal project , the
inspection progra m should not
begin in the 2f>-bloek planning
area. Fringe areas around colleges should be similarly bypassed for the time being, he
added , until school expansion
plans are definitely set.
• IN GENERAL , he said,
code application should begin
where values are going down ,
where defects exist and whore
deterioration can be headed off
bv systematic enforcement.
• A public information progivm is vital , he added , to promote citizen acceptance of the
code as having importance
equal to that of codes for building, electricity, plumbing and
sanitation.
• A sinflle comprehensi ve inspection , using a council-approved check list , should bo the goal ,
he suggested. The list would include such items as toilets,
wiring, windows,
plumbing,
routes of egress and ingress.
Good judgm ent should always
be exercised , he said. If a
house were satisfactory in all
major respects hut had a stairway too narrow , he explained ,
this would he an instance where
discretion is used nnd where
the jud icious inspector would not
demand letter-perfect enforcement.

*
B

• The over-all test should be
whether a condition contributes
to blight or .adversely affects its
area, Binford said.
• Owners of property should
receive a notice of findings and
get a reasonable time in which
to fix up defects, if repairs are
indicated. Binford added that
owners should be asked to state
when and how such repairs
would be made. It also may be
necessary to make allowances
in hardship cases, he sa*id, depending on individual situations.
• An appeal board should be
part of the enforcement apparatus, Binford said. Only in rare
cases, where cooperation by
owners is completely lacking,
should the city have to resort
to such measures as condemnation, he added.

ROY VOSE, city sanitary inspector, asked Binford if the
government "requires that progress be shown in the first year
after adoption of the housing
code," and if a systematic enforcement plan required in the
second year , following this "interim" period.
Binford answered affirmatively. He said the interim period
is "peculiar to Winona ," since
normally the implementation of
such a code should have started
immediately.
Vose then asked whether the
city 'would be required to "show
two years of progress in January 1966" despite the fact the
code was adopted in January
1964 and nothing has been done
in the interim to activate it.
When the city 's Workable Program for Community Improvement' is reviewed for annual recertification next August, Binford said , the Housing and
Home Finance Agency will ask
what has been accomplished.
The agency does not set exact
quotas or performance norms,
he said, since all cases vary.
First-year progress is naturally
slow, he said , but the objective
should be to build an implementation program that will be extended to all potential improvement areas within 10 years.
VOSE ASKED whether the
agency designates the number
of inspectors needed. Binford
said this is left to local discretion. The rule of thumb i.s that
most properties which need it
should be inspected in the program period , in this case 10
years, he added . If the city
chooses to insocct obviously
needed areas fi rst, especially
rental properties , and issues occupancy certificates on this basis, the HHFA will accept the
method , Binford said.
Attempting to define the degree of city compliance further ,
Joeph Krier , WHRA board member , asked if "Intent nnd some
progress' in code enforcement
would satisfy the agency.
"Wc don 't have set quotas ,"
Binford said. "Y o u should
march forward , of course. But
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Subzero Cold
Seen Tonight

Snow ending and becoming
partly cloudy and a little colder
is tiie forecast for Winona and
vicinity tonight.
A low of zero to 10 below is
the prediction for tonight. Fair
and cold is Wednesday's fare
with a high of 8-10 above. Thursday's outlook, is for no precipitation and a little warmer.

Jane Schoewe

the city should try to induce
voluntary compliance of property owners. We don't deal in absolute numbers. We want to
know about qualitative aspects
as well as quantities. "

COUNCIL President Harold
Briesath asked whether the
city's present corps df inspectors could also inspect for housing code compliance.
Any licensed, trained inspector, replied Binford, could do
the job. They should report to
a single supervisor, he cautioned, in order to avoid duplication
and preserve economy.
Vose asked whether retroactive credit for implementation
could be granted by the agency
in connection with buildings removed to make way for college
expansion and similar new construction.
This would not relate to the
housing code, Binford said, since
it was carried on without reference to the code or any inspections made under it.
Answering a question by Police Chief James McCabe, Binford recited experiences of several other cities. Some issue informative literature to instruct
citizens. Rockford , III., trying
to carry out its own program
without federa l assistance, found
it necessary to enact a strict
housing code as the only method by which it could proceed .
Smaller cities have more difficulties than larger ones, Binford
said , but the code is "valuable
in and of itself to maintain a
high degree of values."
THE ANNUAL progress report needed for re-certification
next August should be submitted
abou t June 1, Binf ord told City
Attorney George M. Robertson
Jr. Even if the city's Workable
Program certification lapses,
Binford said , the $77,660 planning grant now in force will be
honored by the government. But
certification must be kept up in
order to qualify for any subsequent assistance in an actual
project , he cautioned.
A neighborhood analysis , also
a requisite, need not be "elaborate ," he told Robertson , but
it should have been produced
by now . It is the basis for
identifying functioning, Improving areas as well as those which
appear to be declining and in
need of upgrading, he observed.
ALD. WILLIAM Holden asked whether housing code enforcement could be the province
of other than the department
of health. Binford snid the decision is tho city 's and that it
could conceivably be made a
fire department function , for
instance. Availability of funds
in one or another department
might determine the choice, he
noted .
Aid . Holden and James Stoltman asked what city liabilities
would be, should Winonn decide
not to go ahead with projects
when the government - financed
improvement plan is finished.
Some justification for allotting
funds is needed by tho government , other than pure "experimentation ," which it does not
(Continued on I'agc 14 Col. 4)
WHOSE JUDGMENT

owners who said they have figures on how this expendi- BOARD MEMBERS then replans for development of the ture's impact would be reflect- turned to Senior High School
for their formal meeting at
proposed school site as a resi- ed on the local tax levy.
dential area.
Bonding consultants, he said, which a delegation of Gilmore
have estimated that if the $5.98 Avenue area property owners
THE FIRST two building bond issue were to be retired was waiting to be heard.
matters were discussed inform- over a 20-year period the in- The tract under consideration
ally at what
. terest rate would be approxi- as a school site is owned by 17
were more or £ ¦ i
mately 3.2S percent or, trans- different private owners and a
less briefing OChOOl
lated into mills, 20.4 mills would portion is city park property..
sessions
on
be required for debt reduction Richard H. Darby, a Winona
t h e progress
D oard
and interest payments. Over 25 attorney, told directors that his
of the school | POoa U
years the interest would be 3.3 firm represented nine property
expansion propercent and the mill cost 17.2 owners along Gilmore Avenue
gram. The meeting with the while over a 30-year period a who have plans for developing
property owners was later in 3.4 percent rate would be an- a portion of the area under conthe evening at a regular board ticipated for a millage increase sideration for homesites.
meeting at which the nine di- of 15.6.
"While we're not opposed to
condemnation if the board feels
rectors also acted on several
other details associated with HOW THIS would be felt ln that this is tbe site it must
dollar terms was spelled out have, we do feel that we should
school construction.
using, as as example, a properthings," Darby "
The triple-header evening ty owner with a house whose point outwcertain
a
s
accompanied
by
— who
The temperature rose to 4p started at Central Junior High market price was $21,000.
about a half dozen owners —
Monday afternoon and nearly School where the school board
• The 20-year bond retire- said. "First, I think we aD real,
half an inch of snow fell over was host to six members of the ment plan would increase his ize the city needs aU the taxSoutheastern Minnesota and Planning Commission at a din- taxes $44.88 a year; the 25-year producing property it can have
Western Wisconsin. Overnight ner during which the recent de- plan, $37.84 a year, and over and if this property would be
the low was zero and at noon cision designating the Lake Wi- 30 years, $34.32 a year.
condemned it would become tax
today the thermometer reading nona site as the most desirable
A c t u a l l y , it wouldn't •xempt"
•
of some seven which had been amount to that much, Nelson
was 4.
under consideration was re- pointed out, because taxpayers HE SAID the owners he represented had been planning for
A YEAR AGO today 3 Inches viewed.
of snow lay on the ground with The principal speaker at this now are paying $22 a year on development what amounts to
the high 17 and the low 1. All- meeting was Edwin O. Eckert, the 10-mill levy for the school about two-thirds of the tract for
building sinking fund.
residential purposes and that
time high for Jan. 12 was 50 in
The net amount expected three proposed plats had bees
1928 and the low —34 in 1912. a member of the Winona firm
•
Mean for the past 24 hours was of Eckert & Carlson, associated tb be added to the tax rate un- prepared. One of these, he
12. Normal for this time of the with Caudill, Rowlett & Scott , der the 20-year plan , then, showed, made provision for
Houston, Tex., as architects for would be $22.68, on 25 years, about 90 lots in the area the
winter is 16.
Slippery stretches were re- the high school project. Eckert $15.84 and over 30 years, $12.32. board is considering as a site
for the high school building.
ported on many Minnesota and backgrounded c o m m i s s i o n
An annual sinking fund levy
Wisconsin highways from the members on studies made of of between 2 and 3 mills prob- One proposed plat, he said,
light snow. Passing lanes on in- suggested school sites and pre- ably would be necessary, the had been prepared in 1960 and
terstate highways, too, were sented preliminary results of superintendent added, to provide he added , "We think the board
slippery and motorists were soil tests taken at four locations for routine maintenance and should be aware of these factors. We don't know how the
in different parts of the city improvement of plant.
urged to drive cautiously.
other property owners feel but
Lowest reading in Minnesota that figured in the board 's uland the nation loday was —30 at timate decision to use the west BRIESATH TOLD b o a r d we're here to point out to the
Intertiational Falls. It was —25 lake area , is possible for the members that he had heard no board something to consider
at Bemidji and —22 at Duluth. new high school.
opposition to the school build- when it thinks about taking
Rochester posted a low of —2
ing program and felt that it was choice potential tax producing
AS HE HAD told the board endorsed generally by residents land which has become more
after a Mond".y high of 20 and
valuable with the construction
La Crosse had figures of —2 and last week, Eckert said that the of the city.
architects'
recommendation
of
(
22 for the same times.
Aid. James Stoltman other of tbe shopping center."
Edmonton and Regina, Cana- the tract lying south of Gilmore Council members at the meet- Superintendent Nelson asked,
da, had -34, while Minot, N.D., Avenue and just east of the ing were Daniel Bambenek , Neil "Are we to understand that
new Miracle Mall shopping cen- Sawyer, Jim Mohan, Henry you 're opposed in principle to
had —15.
Light snow dusted the upper ter now under construction Parks, Clarence Tribell and putting the school here?"
portions of WISCONSIN again would be the most desirable Harold Thiewes ) asked the "WE'RE NOT opposed in
today but most of the southern for building purposes was based superintendent what the board principle," Darby replied , "but
on the findings that this area expected the life of the new we think it would be wise for
landscape remained bare.
Temperatures again were on was the most centrally located buildings would be.
you to consider other sites bethe cold side following a new as far as student population is Nelson replied , "We assume cause this is choice tax propcold front that passed through concerned and that it probably that 60 years from now they'll erty and these people have plans
the state Monday. Superior hit could be developed most econ- still be there and in use.- After to sell lots for houses here."
a low of 22 below zero early to- omically for school building all, the present Senior High One of the property owners
day. Park Falls had 15 below when all factors were taken School was built in 1916 and interjected , "One of the owners
and Eau Claire 7 below.
is still being used."
into consideration.
in this area just lost out on a
Nelson recalled that in its $10,000 sale when it came out
The Beloit region topped the A number of
questions
about
-the building pro- about you considering this for
state Monday with 36.
the soil studies and other as- discussion of
gram the board had considered a school ."
One inch of new snow was on pects of site selection
were
the ground today in the Superior posed by commission members the possibility of constructing Santelman told the delegation
area as a result of Mondayte present—Vice Chairman James a plant to accommodate 1,200 that the board's selection of the
light snowfall.
T. Schain , William F. White, students with core facilities to lake area site as the most deThe U.S. high was 84 at Pom- James Foster , James Klein, allow for expansion to a future sirable had been made after
,800.
pano Beach, Fla., Monday.
thorough study and that the
Philip A. Baumann and Norman enrollment of 1
Indall — but during the session "THEN WE FOUND ont that board had not known until a
lasting a little more than an the estimated cost of a full few days ago that plans for plathour no objections to the site school project would come to ting the area for residential pupselection were heard.
only $390,000 more than the lim- poses had been initiated.
School board President Law- ited building," he continued.
rence Santelman asked that the "We felt that in 10 years or so "UNLESS something come*
commission at its meeting building costs probably will be up to change our minds I asThursday consider formal action higher, the cost of adding to an sume we'll go through prescribapproving the site for school existing building always is ed condemnation proceedings,"
Santelman said, "with appraisbuilding purposes.
greater than the original cost ers named to set values on all
and we felt it would be more of the property. As you know,
SCHOOL DIRECTORS then economical
LA CRESCENT, Minn. (Spein tbe long run to
cial ) — Everett Newburg Jr., went to City Hall for a meet- construct the complete school if you're not then satisfied with
the appraisers' amount you
ing
with
members
of
the
City
22, 3rd and Elm streets, La
at the outset."
have your opportunity for your
Crescent, asked Justice Wayne Council to present the draft of
Stoltman wanted to know if day in court. We made studies
the
proposed
bill
the
board
Lottes here Monday for a conthe vocational school contemtinuance of one week on charges wants the state Legislature to plated now would be adequate to at four sites N that appeared to
be large enough to accommoenact
at
its
current
session
aupending against him for allegeddate the school building and dethorizing the bond issue for meet future needs.
ly striking a car which injured school
"We think that the school termined that this was the most
building.
two Winona County girls SaturCouncil President H a r o l d we're talking about would house desirable."
day night.
Briesath explained that Mon- all that we have now — you One property owner asked
He is scheduled to plead next day was not a regular meeting know we're now spread out all
whether Westfield Golf Course
Monday to charges of careless night for the Council so no ac- over the city with our voca- had been considered as a posdriving and leaving the scene of tion could be taken on the mat- tional program — and would sible sita
a personal injury accident .
ter but indicated that it would allow for plenty of future exLottes said his driver 's license be placed on the agenda for pansion ," the superintendent Santelman said that thought
had been given to this but in
didn 't show that he had a re- next Monday 's meeting.
answered.
consideration of the fact that
stricted license.
Most of the meeting with the
Sharon Mosher of the Pano- Council was devoted to a pre- BRIESATH asked how many Westfield had just completed a
rama Motel , La Crescent Rt. 2, sentation by Superintendent of students were enrolled at Senior substantial clubhouse construcand Eileen Gile , Dakota, were Schools A. L. Nelson of data High now. Nelson said there tion program and that in fairwere about 1,100 in attendance ness to the club it would be necthrown from the small foreign on the contemplated plans for but
consideration is being given essary to provide a new site.
car when it allegedl y was struck financing construction of the to a proposal to enroll Cotter
"We felt that the cost of this
from the rear by Newburg. The two schools.
students on a shared time bas- would be prohibitive ," Santelaccident happened about oneNelson explained that esti- is in the new school.
man explained, adding that oththird of a mile east of La Cres- mates call for an expenditure
This would swell the enroll- er factors also figured in the decent on Highways 61-14 at 10:30 of 54 ,630,000 for a new Senior ment by an estimated 200 and , cision.
High School to accommodate the superintendent said , a fup.m .
AFTER THE delegation h a d
Sharon remains in critical 1,800 students and $1,350,000 for ture enrollment of close to 1,left the board took action on two
condition with fractures of both a separate facility for the vo- B00 is anticipated .
legs between knee and ankle. cational-technical school.
Briesath asked whether the other matters associated with
the building project as recomShe has 24-hour nursing service.
UNDER PRESENT regula- board had made any decision mended earlier in the evening
Eileen , less seriously injured, is
as
to
the
length
of
time
over
, the superintendent noted ,
which bonds would be retired. by City Attorney George M.
recovering from head and leg tions
Winona taxpayers now pay ap- Santelmnn said thnt no discus- Robertson.
cuts and bruises. Both are at proximately 13 percent of the
One requests the city engineer
Lutheran Hospital , La Crosse. cost of vocational education sion had been devoted to this
The accident was investigat- with the remainder of the cost factor , but that when the board to make a position survey of the
ed by the Highway Patrol and financed by slate and federal had determined what it believed entire tract under consideration
the Houston County sheriff' s of- aids , tuition and other sources. would be the most economical as a school site and the other
fice. Both cars were proceeding At this rate , he continued , the period , n recommendation would authorizes the city attorney to
secure abstracts of title to tho
be made to the Council.
west toward La Crescent .
total building cost to the tax- He then asked that the Council property and provide an opinpays of Winona would come to act as soon as possible on the ion on title.
around $175,000.
Directors also voted formal
proposed legislative request ond
Rochester Planning
Nelson snid that an expand- Briesath indicated it would be adoption of a resolution requestFor New High School ed program of federal aids to taken up at the Council's next ing legislative authorization for
vocational education has been
tho bond issue.
ROCHESTER , Minn. - A drafted but since the formula meeting.
planetarium and a development- for distribution of funds hasn 't
Taenday. January rz. 196S
WINONA DAILY NEWS 3
al reading laboratory will be in- been precisely determined yet
corporated in the new Mayo this wasn't taken into considHigh School scheduled for com- eration in figuring Winona conpletion here next yenr.
struction data. Any additional
The planetarium will bo a money realized from these new
To th* Mtmbers ef
large, blacked-out room with a provisions probably would cut
domed roof where students can the local cost of the building
see projections of stars and program even more.
planets and their relationships
Revenues available for thn
to each other and will be used
vocational school projec t
by all Rochester schools.
anil use of $200,000 the board
The reading laboratory will
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that the annual nwt.mg of the
believes can be drawn from
have individual booths in which
the school building sinking
Fidelity Savings and Loan Association of Winona will he
studepts will use special readfund by l'-M>7 would reduce
held at the office of the Association , 172 Main St.. Winona ,
ing machines designed to imthe overall cost of $4,605,Minnesota, on Tuesday. January 19. 106S. at 7:30 P.M..
prove reading rates and com000. of which M percent
for
the purpose of electing Directors and amendment of
prehension levels.
would be charged against
Artich
8, Sec. I . of the by-law s and for the transaction of
nonresident students to bring
STOCKTON PATIENT
such other business as may properly come before the
the
net
cost
nf
the
two
LEWISTON , Minn. (Special)
meeting.
buildings to Winona taxpay— lister Ladewig, Stockton , is
ers to $3,684,000.
FREDERICK G. SCHILLING
at St. Mary 's Hospital , RochesSaxrttary
ter , receiving treatment and
The superintendent then preX-rays.
sented tha Council with some

for a new Senior High School
building and, possibly, a structure to house the Winona Area
Vocational-Technical School.
• Submitted to the City Council the draft of a proposed bill
to authorize a $5,980,000 bond
issue to finance construction
of the two buildings.
• Heard from a delegation of
Gilmore Avenue area property

County Told of
Need for Home
Nursing Service

Need for a home nursing service was discussed by iSftss Susan Steiner , Winona County public health nurse, at Monday
night's meeting of the county
nursing board.
Intensive visiting of patients
in the 65 and older age group is
needed, she said. In 1964, she
visited 12 such patients a total
of 87 times, she went cm, visiting one such patient 35 times.
HER DEPARTMENT received an increasing number of requests for housekeepers and
nurses, Miss Steiner told the
board. One nurse, however, can
visit only a limited number of
patients she said.
Tlie situation, is complicated,
she explained, by many patients
having a chronic illness needing
daily care and by many families
being financially unable to hire
help.
What is worse, she said, is
that help is not available even
for many families able to hire
it.
Adding home nursing to the
services provided by the county
public health department, Miss
Steiner said, would involve hiring another nurse and adopting
a policy of fees for services.
This added cost, she said, would
be balanced by a decrease in
county payments for use of
nursing home and hospital facilities.
Miss Steiner showed the board
a film, "Care in the Home,"
dealing with home nursing.
THE NURSE'S annual report
for 1964, presented at the board
meeting Monday, indicated that
she had made a total of 277 visits to 141 patients. Most of these
were made to patients in the
school age group. A total of 154
visits were made to 109 such
patients.
The Mantoux testing program
was carried out in 41 schools,
with 2,239 of a possible 2,629
pupils take tests. A total of 10
new reactors was found. Vision
tests were given to 989 pupils,
and the hearing of 1,177 was
tested.

Physical Education
Programs Topics at
2 Whitehall Meetings
WHITEHALL , Wis. (Special)
— Orlo Miller , state physical
education supervisor , will be
here Wednesday to speak at two
meetings sponsored by the office of the Trempealeau County
superintendent of schools, Mrs.
Lily Reich.
Miller will talk to school administrators and supervisors at
3:30 p.rn. and physical education instructors at 7:30 p.m
His topic will be improving physical education programs in
schools and the state requirement programs.

2nd Dairy Meeting
Set for Thursday
At State Line Inn
PR ESTON, Minn. (Special)
— The second dairy education
meeting will be held Thursday
at the State Line Inn for the
60 persons who have enrolled
for the course.
Last week many farmers
who had not enrolled had to be
turned away at tlie door.
This week's topic will bo
quality milk ond dairy products which will be conducted
by two dairy specialists from
the University of Minnesota.
am

RUSHFORD PATIENTS
RUSHFORD, Minn. (Special)
— The Rev. John B. Rockne nnd
Mrs. Ed Peterson arc patients
at Lutheran Hospital, La Crosse
Benny Jacobson returned Monday. Jlobert Steinbaucr i.s a
patient at Community Memorial Hospital, Winona.

La Crescent Man
Delays Plea
To Two Charges

NOTICE OF ANN0AL MEETING

Fidelity Savings & Loan Association
of Winona, Minnesota

9t Kj app sauuL
<y aii. TUqhL

To Attend Army
Command School

Men Who Like
Knees. Arise

ST. CHARLES, Minn. - Ma].
Karl 0. Kuckhahn, whose wife
lives in St. Charles, has arrived
at Ft. Leavenworth, Kan., to attend the 1965 spring associate
course at the U.S. Army Command and General Staff College.
Maj. Kuckhahn is one of 455
officers selected for the 18-week
course which prepares students
for duty as commanders and
general staff officers of combat
divisions or logistical commands.
A graduate of St. Charles High
School, the major was graduated in 1950 from the "U. S. Military Academy, West Point, N.Y.
He was commissioned in 1950
and was recently stationed in
Korea. His mother, Mrs. Louise
H. Hoeft , lives in Johnson
Creek, Wis.

By EAJtl WILSON
NEW YORK - We metf ai t being gypped by the nation 's
female fashion editors who ha i-e privately decided, during a
convention here, that they 'll pr ibably oppose the new "abovethe*knees hemline " which would let us chaps see a pretty knee
now and then.
I object ! I appeal to Amer can men to rise up and speak
out for freedom of the knees.
"The ugliest part of a woman shouting "Down with Khrushis her knees, these woman chev!" got out of prison the
fashion editors are saying. other day and , anxious to make
"Men don 't like to see a knee. " amends, went around shouting
Is that so? I happen to adore
"Hurray for Khrushchev!" He
knees. I'll bet that Kim Novak's
knees . . . and the knees of was sent back to prison for 5
Shirley MacLaine, Lee Remick , years .
Eva Marie Saint, Elke Sommer
I LEARNED a neiv drunk —
and . Ann-Margret would not uhhh, drink — at Killer Joe 's
prove so ugly as to make me
" (that's a new dance)
wince and turn away. Could "Crowfly
party
at
the Jack Frosts' home
's
Sophia Loren knees really be
at tne former Gamble Benedict
disgusting?
"You fashion editors," I told mansion. It's called "Crow."
one of them, "are thinking of and it's Old Crow and aquavit ,
older women's knees . . . but and after drinking "Crow , " you
I'm sure that even Joan Craw- fly. 'Bye!
Outer Space news : "Do you
ford and Marlene Dietrich have
have universities in Outer
real darling knees. "
The fashion editors probably Space?" . . . "No. we teach our
will come out for just-below-the- children to drink at home"
knees hemlines. So get is there (Frank Lee Wilde, Humor Soc.
and fight, men, if you want the of America)
aee-level about the knee-level,
The young jet set s shook by
word
from Serena Russell,
JOEY HEATHERTON, the 20granddtr of the Duke of Marlyear-old Wondshell just signed
'
by Jack Warner for 5 years , is borough , that's she s giving us
up
and
going
back
to England,
also being wooed by NBC for
forever . . . Duo: Rich play"
"Hullabaloo
a long TV deal.
choreographer David Winter wright Ron Alexander and rich
ex-actress Jean Hipp . . . Some
aays, "In 5 years she'll be playticket
guys are on thin "ice , "
ing the Marilyn Monroe Story "
hey?
. . . Henry Fonda, at a La FonTODAY'S BEST L A U G H :
da del Sol party, posed with
French dancer Jocelyn, 13. He Ray Rieves admits his wife is
kidded us columnists saying, a terrible cook: "She's burned
"You're going to say 'There's so many slices of bread that our
Fonda with one of his older toaster was declared a fire hazfriends ' " . . . He 's right . I, ard. "
WISH I'D SAID THAT : An expersonally, wronged him a couple of items that way . . . My pense account is what permits
B.W. and I LOVED Dick Shawn some men to live on the allowand Joan Hackett in the two- ances they get from their wives.
character "Peterpat." S u c h
REMEMBERED Q U O T E :
laughs! Director Joe Layton "One trouble with the publishlaughingly aaid in Sardi 's, "But ing business is that too many
I think it's easier directing 75 people with half a mind to write
people, than 2!"
a book , do it. " — Anon.
Red Skelton's story: A RusEARL'S PEARLS: Divorces
sian sentenced to 5 years for have become so commonplace
in Hollywood that some girls
WINONA DAILY NEWS can hardly wait for the wrong
man to come along.
TU1SOAY,JANUARY It, 1HI
It's Bob Hope's story about
VOLUM1 19», NO. 43
Jack Benny : "During the war
Published daily except Saturday md Holi- Jack was a dollar-a-year man"
days by Republican and Herald Publishing Company, _ \ Pranklln St., Winona, . . . "You mean that's all he
Minn.
got?" . . . "Oh no — that's all
he spent." . . . That's earl,
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Slnglt Copy — 10c Dally, 15c Sunday
brother.
Delivered by Carrier—Pir via* K cents
a weeki MS.50
16 weeks $12.75

In Flllmor*, Houaten, Olmittd, Winona,
Wabasha. Buffalo, Jackson, Pepin and
Tr*mptaHav ewnllee :
1 year
I11.09 3 month* . . . . S3.so
« months .... M.M l month
tl .35
All other subscriptions:
1 year
$15.09 S montht
4 months .... $1.00 1 month
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2 Local Exhib its Show
Contrasting Techniq ues
By GEORGE McCORMICK
Dally News Staff Writer

A wide variety of paintings in
two contrasting techniques are
available to Winonans in current
exhibits here.
On display through January
in the Bell art room of the Winona Public Library are 20
works by Herbert Hultgren, Central Junior High School art
teacher . Hanging through Jan.
22 in the little gallery of the College of Saint Teresa are 10 oil
collages by Yetta Bornstein,
Norfolk , Va.

Sand diang* ef addrass, netleas. undelivered coplie. subscription orders and other
mall Itemi to Winona Dally News, P. 0.
Second class postage paid al Winona.
Bex 70, Winona, Minn.
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In Downtown Winona

"TIME OUT" . . . One of a group of oil collages now
on display at the College of Saint Teresa, this work by
Yetta Bornstein combines the varying textures of cloth and
paper with strong greens. It may be seen in the college 's
little gallery. (Daily News photo)
i^H******MHBa>^aBiBBMe<enwMM>«Ksu ^eoajc^v
a*aaiBa**H****a
'<.>/.- .'.'*k.^t.vM.v-

LIBRARY EXHIBIT . . . Herbert Hultgren , Central Junior
High School art teacher , stands beside "Freighters , " an oil
painting of his now owned by Dr. Charles H. Mayo II of
Rochester. Twenty of Hultgren 's works will hang in the Winona Public Library 's Bell art room through January.
(Daily News photo )

at the point of abstraction at j mers in a clear blue and green
which Hultgren leaves off. Fig- '' canvas.
urative subject matter is sometimes strongly suggested — al- ! MRS. BORNSTEIN has relied
most explicit — but more often i on implication to an even greatis less clearly implied. Four er extent in "A Sun Goes
works are completely nonobjec- i Down ," in which she makes
tive.
j her point hy expert arrange;
The former portrait painter ment of light.
i
Her abstracts 'range from
MRS . BORNSTKIN'S exhibit has used bold oils , pieces of pa- the lively — such as the violent
i
per
,
strips
of
clot
h
—
even
bits
of 10 oil collages starts almost
restof foil — and covered the whole "Storm's End" — to the
ful , such as the massive , blocky
with heavy varnish.
"Beach — Pier — Waves " and
Human figures arc clear in Ij the vertically sweeping "Balmy
"Enfant , " "Time Out , " "Fi- i Day. " Somewhere in between —
nale " and "Mother and Daugh- although tending toward the
ter. " The figure is less obvious lively — i.i the complex "Tonal
in "Homage to Nijinsky, " in Nuance. "
which a dancer almost shimBoldness and a command of
the division of the plane surface
Immmjifyi
i.s evident in all of the works
< ' M(>* *JL&> *^Slv
afflftffjal
ivlb
ete»V
"' - ^^ajsy**;*^iL»*
displayed in the current exhibit.
I
FAMILY STYLE
Mrs . Bernstein 's colors arc usually warm , and they are clear
when they are not. She combines
with bold modernism nn al#
*e£**iejC»^iJJj***«J
^^^^^
most - impressionistic treatment
of faces.
I (Breasts and Lags Only)
Her exhibit is reached from
the fourth floor of the college 's
ISERVED EVERY
Saint Teresa Hall .
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;

Lutefisk & Lifts

DINNER

|

WED., JAN. 13

PORTA BLE
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Serving Starts 5;0O P.M.
Reservations Appreciated
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Fremstad

9th Child Born
To Bob Kennedys
NEW YORK (AP) - Ethel
Kennedy, wife of Sen. Robert F.
Kennedy, D-N.Y., gave birth by
Caesarian section Monday ta
an eight-pound son at Roosevelt
Hospital. ,
The hospital said mother and
baby were fine.
It is the Kennedys' ninth
child. They have six boys and
three girls.
The senator accompanied his
wife to the hospital Sunday.
Mrs. Kennedy, who will be 37 in
April, had a previous child by
Caesarian section in Boston July
4 , 1963.
The oldest child, Kathleen, 13,
also was born on July 4.
The senator and his wifes are
the only members of the Kennedy clan to match Joseph P.
Kennedy and Rose Kennedy,
child for child. The grandparents had four sons and five
daughters .
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The blaie was discovered by
a policeman around 2 a.m. The
local fire department -was
aided by detachments from
nearby Park Ridge and Whiting.
A vacant building next to the
clothing store suffered heavy
water damage and other nearby
structures had smoke damage.

^

I
y LOW, LOW Prices !

H HUTH'S

STEVENS POINT, Wil. OB A fir* Monday ruined a pair
of buildings housing, two Jong
established businesses in one of
Stevens Point's worst downtown
blazes in many years.
Firemen were at the seme at
midmorning and expected to remain for most of the day.
Heavily damaged were Hannon's Pharmacy and the Con.
tinental Men's Clothing Store.

Dolls were popular in America
long before . Columbus. Indian
tribes twisted corn husks into
PIGEON FALLS, Wis. - Air- Figures for use in ceremonies and
man Thurman M. Fremstad Jr., as children's playthings.
son of Mr. and Mrs. Thurman
M. Fremstad, has completed his
¦
¦ !¦¦¦ • INDS TONIGHT •>
*>
Air Force basic military train- f
^%
m t JM m 3
"JOY HOUSIing at Lackland AFB , Tex. Air7:M-9:10
ZylBI.BLMJBJB.Jj
man Fremstad will be trained
• 25«-iSe-IS«
as a language specialist at the
Defense Language Institute at
• STARTS WEDNESDAY •
Monterey, Calif. A 1963 graduate
of Whitehall Memorial High
School, he attended Eau Claire
State Universitv.

WASHINGTON (AP) — General Services Administration
will award Wednesday a contract of $744,900 for extension
and modernization of the post
office at Mankato, Minn., Minnesota congressional sources
said.
HULTGREN HAS evoked the
The award is to go to Comb delicacy of the flower by makConstruction Co., Minneapolis.
ing "Faded Geranium" a mass
of small facets of painted surface.
In the less representational
works , notably "Bus Stop" and
"Behind the Squall , " Hultgren
has kept within two-dimensional
bounds more than he did with
some of the landscapes. More
textural interest retTirns, however, in the more abstracted
work s, such as "Ice Pond"
(loaned by Harris Choate, Tucson, Ariz.) and "Freighters "
(loaned by Dr. Charles H. Mayo
II , Rochester).
The form of the b ird is strongly suggested in "Heron ," the
first of Hultgren 's prints , but
the inspiration is merely evoked in the second, "Great Banks
Tender. "
Unique in the show is a
stylized still life , "Arrangement
5," in which solid forms are
sharply defined hy heavy black
lines.

M.J5
tl .M

P. Mueller , son of Mrs. Norman
L. -Mueller, has arrived for duty
with a U.S. Air Force support
unit^in Berlin, Germany. Sgt.
Mueller, a radar maintenance
technician , previously served at
Altus AFB, Okla. He is a graduate of Alma High School. His
wife , Dorothy, is the daughter
of Roman Mlynek, Independence.
New address: Spec. 4 Ronald L. Metzler, Aero Scqut Platoon (A-119) , APO 24, San; Francisco, Calif. 96224.
•
INDEPENDENCE. Wis. —
A.l.C. David . C. Marsolek , son
of Clarence A. Marsolek , Independence Rt. 2, has completed
a special course for Air Force
communications technicians at
Goodfellow AFB , Tex. Marsolek",
a graduate of Independence
High School , is being assigned
to a U.S. Air Force support unit
in Europe. His mother is Mrs.
Martha B. Marsolek , 124 W. 2nd
St., Winona.
¦

LA CRESCENT, Minn. — S.
Sgt. Roy F. Barkley Jr., son oi
Mr. and Mrs. Roy F. Barkley ,
300 N. Elm St., will be an
official Air Force recruiter at
La Crosse. He was selected as
a volunteer with an outstanding
920 in J ewelry
military record, according to the $11,
preAir Force. Sgt. Barkley ,
Returned to Owner
viously assigned to an air base
ST. LOUIS, Mo. (AP ) - A
in Germany, has completed a
little
bit of luck was riding with
special course for recruiting ofCarlota Busch Flanigan , daughficers at Lackland AFB , Tex.
ten-. o f August A. Busch Jr. ,
president of the Anheuser-Busch
brewery and owner of the St.
Louis Cardinals.
She lost jewelry worth about
$11 ,920 at a parking lot at the St.
Louis airport. It was returned
Monday by a man who found a
leather case containing the jewels.
¦
Barkley

HULTGREN'S exhibit includes
18 oil paintings and two oil
prints. The works — all but two
of which were painted in 1964—
range f r o m representational
landscapes, plus a portrait and
a still life, through less objective canvases that still contain
recognizable life forms to the
almost complete aonobjectivity of the prints.
The painter has made textural interest a dominant theme in
all these works, often using his
palatte knife to build up the
paint into craggy forms and
thick planes.
This is especially evident in
such representational works as
"Pleasant Valley" and "Knife
River Cascade. " Foreground
rocks are almost in bas-relief in
the latter painting.

Post Office Addition
Planned at Mankato

By mell strictly In advance,- pip.r stopped on expiration date.

2 Stores Burn
In Stevens Point

By Jimmie Hatlo Serving in Armed Forces

They'll Do It Every Time

2 Vocal Groups
Set at Wabasha

WABASHA , Minn. — Two St.
Paul groups which appeared at
the um Minnesota State Fair
»otii iimuwioa ^-fttSBBSBM^^
MISTBHMHIH SW I will he presented ut « liootonanMiHMA fdi
^"""eYMaVMs ***^ ,
I MtlNllOM
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ny from 2 until 4 p.m, Sunday
| »*MI _____—————-~——
in the St, Felix auditorium hero.
'¦** ¦¦
They are the "Wanderers, " a
|
.
.
|
' »Of>Wf St
,
irio comprising two hoys and
_ 1»M
..
. ,: ilr
»**'*,
ono girl , and "The Misty Crystals , " consisting of four boys
nnd two girls.
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ARCADIA. Wis. (Special) —
Pfc. Linus Weaver has returned
to Ft. Sill. Okla.. after spending
a few days at the home of his
parents here, Mr. and Mrs. Roman Weaver. Linus is equipment records clerk in a Sergeant Missile Training battery .
Pvt . James Blaschko has returned to Ft. Polk. La., after
spending the holidays with his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Blaschko.
HOUSTON, Minn. — Douglas
O. Botcher has returned to the
Great Lakes, 111., Naval Training Center after a two-week
leave at the home of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Lyle Sweet,
Sheldon. He is a 1964 graduate
of Houston High School and is
attending an electronics school
at Great Lakes.
Technical Sgt. Arnold R. Mireau, son of Mr. and Mrs. Richard A. Mireau , Houston Rt. 1,
has arrived for duty at Keesler
AFB , Miss. Mireau . a technical
instructor , previously served at
Finley Air Force Station , N.D.
He is a graduate of Houston
High School.
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ALMA , Wis. — M. Sgt . Dell

Caledonian Visits
Concert Pianist

CALEDONIA , Minn. - A Caledonia couple spent part of the
weekend with a concert pianist
who played Beethoven 's "Concerto in G Major " with the La
Crosse Symphony Orchestra at
the Vocational School auditorium there Sunday night.
John Browning, 30 , is a cousin of Mrs. John Bates here. The
musician left La Crosse for a
concert at Obeiiin , Ohio , and
then plans to fly to London to
begin a series of concerts in
European capitals . In April he
will play in the Soviet Union
and tho Scandinavian countries.
Drowning, who studied under
the same teacher as Van Cliburn , was a guest at the Bates
home when he was 9 years old.
He now lives in New York City
Bales i? a piano teacher herp .
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Teacher Writes
For Realist
An article by Tad Richards of
Iho Winona State College English department appcurs in tli«
current issue of "The Realist. "
The article , "A Future in Your
Ford," is a satirical esnay on
what Richards views tin advertising agencies ' self - created
problem of how to use Negro
celebrities In television commercials .
"Tbe Realist , " which has Invited Richards to become a reRular contributor , Is a monthly
magazine of satire and criticism, lt was recently described
by "NewRweek" ns an "olton
significant , frequently funnyttatirical magazine. "
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SAVE ON TIRES!! BUY EM RIGHT OUT OF
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When you need tires . . . buy from tire experts! "Babe"

tsE

anc "Chi p" combine their experience, knowledge and talents

'
that will save you many dollars on tires!

SHOP THE SUPERMARKET WAY FROM OUR TIRE "BARGAIN LIST''
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TODAY IN NATIONAL AFFAIRS 'DON'T GO WAY, FOLKS! YOU AIN'T SEEN NOTHING YET!'

Property Taxes Here
THE FEDERAL government has released figures showing that property taxes
take a bigger bite out of personal income
in Minnesota than in any other state, according to Charles P. Stone , executive director of the Minnesota Taxpayers Association.

By DAVID LAWRENCE

WASHINGTON - The "great society " has a
competitor . Nobody would have suspected , after listing to the President's address last Monday night , that there are any states in the union. For they were not mentioned as partners
in. his plans for Utopia. In fact , the whole
message ignored the contribution that 50 states
can make to a "great society."
Now, however, Gov . Nelson Rockefeller has
projected a "great society" for the state of
New York. It is even more specific than President Johnson 's plan , though it is confined to
a single state, which happens to be one of the
most populous and the richest in the union.
The governor 's message to a joint session
of the New York state Legislature on Wednesday reveals that benefits are to be extended in
almost every field under the sun, beginning with
water-pollution control and water supply and
continuing through practically every phase of
public activity.
There is a section devoted to transportation ,
covering commuter service, "full crew" laws
and mergers on the railroads, plus accelerated
highway construction .

Per $1,000 of personal income, general
property taxes in Minnesota in fiscal 1962
amounted to $61.21 — highest in the nation
and nearly 46 percent above the $41.97 average of all 50 states and the District of
Columbia , Stone said , citing Publication
G-SS-No. 47 of the Bureau of the Census,
U.S. Department of Commerce, dated November 1964.
The new federal government figures
are the most recent available offering a
of
dependable nationwide comparison
property tax burdens. Since the period
covered by the federal report , there have
been two years of sharply increased property taxes throughout the state.
With costs of both state and local government continuing to lise, there can be
no hope of relief for property owners so
lo ng as Minnesota's state an d local tax
structure puts major dependence on the
taxation of property to meet revenue
needs.

A WHOLE chapter deals with "human and
social concerns," starting out with education ,
both in the elementary and secondary schools
and in higher education , and including an elaborate statewide educational television network
and a state conference on library programs.
There are proposals for increasing funds for
low-income public housing, for middle-income
housing and for rent assistance, while continuing rent control .
A special message is promised on holding
down health costs, while another committee is
looking into means of halting rising welfare
costs, even as additions are made to the next
budget for these purposes. More facilities are
to be provided for youth rehabilitation in forestry camps, youth centers and urban homes.
So that nothing will be missed, other proposals cover such things as more protection
for workers, special centers for the training
and guidance of women, the development of
more playgrounds and recreation facilities, protecing the consumer, and even incorporating
the council on the arts into the regular structure of the state government as a permanent
agency.

THE ANSWER to this problem rests
with the state legislature.

How Far Can Labor
Relations Board Go?
RECENT FAR-OUT decisions from the
National Labor Relations Board naturally
agitate employers, but it would be a mistake to think that only those among us who
employ others are adversely affected by
them.
In the Reilly Tar and Chemical case ,
the Board' s examiner held it to be an unfair labor practice for a father who was
also a supervisor to advise his son who was
also an employe to leave the union and to
hunt another job.

THE NEW YORK governor doesn 't use the
words "great society," but he speaks of an
abiding purpose "to prove the creative power
of free men to direct their own destiny in a
revolutionary would or change. "
One wonders, after reading Gov . Rockefeller 's message, just why it was necessary for
President Johnson to give a long list of federal programs to be paid for all by the nation's
taxpayers, when the states themselves are fully
cognizant of these same necessities and can
raise the money to pay for them.
Education , for example , has long been a
responsibility of the states . But just because
some states have been unable to put as much
money into education as the richer states — or
have been reluctant to use their own funds
when they thought Uncle Sam would provide
the money needed — education has not received all the benefits that might be expected in
a prosperous country.
But so far as a state version of the "great
society " is concerned . Gov. Rockefeller has
presented the most elaborate program anyone
has set forth. Incidentally, it means a change
in his own policy of the past , for usually he
has been in favor of a "pay as you go " administration. But now he admits that at least
part of the money needed for these purposes
will have to be borrowed.

This incident is not too important in its
immediate consequences, because it was
merely one element in a case with many
elements, and probably did not affect the
examiners recommendations very much.
But it does mark the first time we can
remember that an agency of the federal
government has asserted that it has the
right to determine what members of a family may talk about to each other.
STAYING IN OR getting out of a union
both are lawful courses of conduct. A father who recommended that junior commit
a crime might be guilty of something, but
can Washington now step in and dictate
what you may advise your son about the
general business of earning a living?
In another recent case, the Board upheld the right of a union to fine its members if they produced more in a day than
the union wanted them to. The work was
paid for on a piece-work basis. If a worker produced a given amount , and then had
to quit , expensive machinery would stand
idle, increasing the cost of the product
which the public must pay.

IN YEARS GON E BY
Ten Years Ago . . . 1955

In still another case, the Board seems to
have taken the position that an employer
must offer less than he is really willing to
give in collective bargaining, so that the
union can get credit for wangling more
money and benefits.

Elgin 0. Sonneman , was elected assistant
cashier of the Winona National & Savings
Bank.
Five sophomore and five junior students at
Winona Senior High School, members of the
English classes taught by Mrs. Bettie Hunter ,
have had their poems accepted (or publication
in the annual Anthology of High School Poetry.

OF COURSE , THIS would increase the
prestige of unions mightily, and workers
presently ind ifferent might be eager to
join.

Twenty-Five Years Ago . . . 1940
William A. Mahl , president of the First National Bank since Aug. 4, 1M7, was chained
chairman of the board of directors and G . M.
Robertson , executive vice president , was elected president of the- bank.
Mr.s. S. L. Parish and Mrs. R. B. To/.ier
were elected delegates and Mr.s. O. A. Clessler
alternate to the state convention of the Daughters of Ihe American Revolution .

Carniva l Royalty
Invades Wa basha
OUR AREA SURVIVED its a n n u a l invasion by Winona 's Jack Frost the 15th ,
Kermit Bergland , and his royal henchmen
Bob Olson and Bill Wieczorek , who k n i g h t ed .some of our citizens .

Fifty Years Ago . . . 1915

J . W. Hardwick left for Minneapolis where
lie will purchase new apparatus for his milk
depot on Fourth Street.
During the present week the amount of grain
brought into market here has shown an increase.

Joe Halverson received a scroll emblazoned with the title of Royal Extractor of
High Interest , A . J. Doffing was nanied
Royal Dispenser of t h e (ireen Buck , Dan
Foley as Legionnaire Supreme . John R.
Flatt as Royal Healer , Norm Scheel Supreme Ambassador of Wabasha and Ray
Young as Royal Provider of News and
Views.
At Kellogg Glen Snider was dubbed
Protector of Cold Cuts and "Red" Deming
t h e Seller of the Silent Ride . Weaver po stmaster Lyle M ontgomery became tt ie Royal Reader of the Post Card. At Minneiska
Leroy Rogers wa.s nanied Royal St a m p
Dispenser, Frank and Mariece Schultz
Royal Food Dispensers and "Muck" ArImckle the Baron of B ourbon
ALL THE RIGMAROLE led up to tbe
fact that Winona is observing ils a n n u a l
W i n t e r Carnival b e g i n n i n g w i t h a parade
on Saturday, Jan. 10 , a boxing; show ,
({iicoii imgcuii t , curling Unirtiiinunil . .square
dance festival , sports gymkhana on ice ,
and a huge t a l e n t show , They promise a
whole slew-pot full of excitement and guess
we 'll all have to go .
- Wabasha C o u n t y
Herald.
a
The surgeon hud music piped
operating room while he repaired
of Windsor 's uorla -~ but one
missed was tbe theme from "The

Seventy-Five Years Ago . . . 1890

The stockholders of the First National Hank
re-elected all of th e old directors: I, . C. Porter , Charles Horton , Thomas Wilson , R . D.
Cone , (.'. Simpson , C. 11. Porler and K. S.
Youmans.
The work of placing the machinery in the
new Porler mill i.s progressing steadily and satisfactorily.

One Hundred Years Ago . . . 1865
Fresh oysters are selling at $1 per can.
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WASHINGTON CALLING

By WILLIAM S. WHITE
WASHINGTON — The showdown in the design of the
moderate and liberal Republicans tp repudiate Barry Goldwater as the party's leader without directly and openly
doing so is approaching in a cloud of elegant double-talk.
Their ostensible target, Dean Burch, Goldwater 's chosep
chairman of the Republican National Committee, is, of
course, refusing to make it
easy for them. Their cenTo Your Good Health
tral argument is that somebody — and while they carefully spell the name as
B-u-r-c-h they really mean
G-o-l-d-w-a-t-e-r — currently
represents a "policy of exclusion." That is, they ire
saying that thla somebody
tends to read people out of
the party rather than welcoming people in.
This is the indictment
By JOSEPH G. MOLNER,
brought in by tlie Republican
M. D.
Governor's Conference, under the hot prosecuting zeal
Dear Dr. Molner :
of such men as Gov. Robert
How
can an adult memSmylie of Idaho. (Friends
ber of our family be
call the governor "Smiling
Bob," but this ro not precisemade to understand
ly the nickname one hears
that he is in need of
now around the Republican
or mental help?
physical
)
National Committee. And
He says that others
this is the indictment under
which Burch in theory and
are using dope and the
Goldwater in actuality is to
fumes are smothering
be tried at the national comhim. He refuses to eat
mittee's meeting in Chicago,
or be In the same room
Jan. 22-23.
with us. He locks himTHE DECLARED issue Is
self in one section of
whether the committee is gothe house and stuffs the
ing to let Burch keep his
chairmanship. The real issue
doors w ith rags "to keep
is whether it is going to huout the fumes,," and
miliate Goldwater by Kicking
has all the windows
Burch out and thus proopen
no matter what the
claiming in substance that
temperature.
Goldwater is no longer to be
regarded as even the titular
Is he using this dope
leader of the Republican
theory to hide some phyparty .
sical aihpent , or do you
There may well be the
think he really believes
soundest of reasons in pracwhat he says?- WORtical politics for thus castRIED
ing the G. O. P. presidenThere is hardly room for
tial nominee onto the ash
doubt. The man 's trouble
pile of party history. He
is mental. Even if he were
did , after all, manage to
using the dope theory to
lose in a truly spectacular
hide some physical ailment ,
way. But , sound or not as a
which I decidedly doubt, his
the
pragmatic
maneuver
,
IN FLORIDA, for instance ,
actions would still be far
case brought by the moderJ. Hal Stallings of Tampa ,
from normal.
ates and liberals through
chairman of the state welthe governors' conference is
There are plenty of cases
fare board , described the
short of both candor and
of mental illness in which
ads as "selfishly inspired
logic.
the patient realizes that
and definitely misleading."
Not even the Goldwater
he needs help There are
All this, plus the landpeople are always wrong,
more cases, however, in
slide victory for Johnson ,
though not many are left
which the patient insists
was behind the skepticism
to say as much in these days
that he is all right and
of the New Jersey. Michiwhen Republican is eating
everybody else is wrong.
gan , and D. C. doctors at
Republican with an avid
the Bal Harbour meeting.
IN SUCH instances there
cannibalism that can only
At Bal Harbour , however ,
is
no point in waiting for
be produced within a party
their complaints were rethe patient to consult a docby a very bad licking at the
jected , and the board of
tor. He won't. Arguments
polls. And the simple fact
trustees got the House of
are futile. The only course
is
that
it
is
not
Burch
but
Delegates to pass a resolulikely
to succeed is to conthe rather the moderates
tion giving it "unequivocal
sult your family doctor , and
and
liberals
who
are
presupport " for the new propalet him help you take such
sently excluding other Reganda campaign because
measures as will permit
publicans from the party ,
"a variety of techniques
the man to be examined
if exclusion means what
and media must be utilized
psychiatrically whether he
the dictionary says it does .
to reach the public . Conagrees or not.
gress, and special audiences
FOR THIS effort to oust
effectively."
There are some instances ,
Goldwater while seemingly
I might add , in which a
only to oust Burch is in itTEN DAYS later , Dec. 13,
person , when told that he
a second meeting was held
self demonstrably an effort
has to be examined , finally
at the Drake Hotel in Chiat exclusion ; and on a very
will go quietly rather than
cago, attended by tbe board
big scale indeed. But Burch
have hospital attendants or
of trustees plus two doctors
— and Goldvvater , too, since
the police escort him.
from each state medical sothe election at any rate —
Getting the patient to cociety. These were not electhas been almost pathetically
operate is better for him
ed , but handpicked by the
trying to include rather than
and for everybody else (han
AMA hierarchy . Rebels such
to exclude Republicans of
doing it by force.
as those from New Jersey,
every shade.
Michigan , and the District
NOTE TO MRS. R.N.M.:
When the governors ' conof Columbia w e r e thus
I
don 't know of any pill or
ference
met
in
Denver
and
avoided.
medicine that will "improve
there solemnly resolved upThe meeting was dominatthe memory."
on the need for "uniting "
ed by Dr . F. J. L. Blasingthe
party
and
opening
its
ame , Dr. Ernest B. Howdoors to more people and
more sophisticated antiard , and the 18 conservative
so on , it met under the sponGoldwater adversaries. And
members of the board of
sorship of what? Why, of
trustees.
this perhaps most of all
the Republican National
burns them in their season
Committee. Yet , about the
of maximum discontent.
only influential Republican
The crucial fact i.s that
to be pointedly excluded
the present split within the
from that gathering devotG. O. P . is far more fundaed to "unity " was — who '.'
mental than disagreement ,
Why, the chairman of- the
however basic , on policy
Republican National Comlines . The crucial fact i.s
mittee , who later had the
this ; East i.s East and West
pleasure to receive some of
is West here , in certain
the bill for the meeting.
human terms surmounting
All this is infuriatin g to
all ideology, and it is not
the Goldwaterites , but most
going to be easy to get this
infuriating of all to the m
twain truly to meet afiain
is the semantical skill of
soon,
their opponents. If the sit¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦
¦¦¦^
¦
^
¦
¦
^
¦¦
l
uation were in reverse and
the Goldwaterites were out
PLAIN t, TREAT ED
to knock off some liberal
or moderate Republican
from headshi p of the party
they would simply unsheath
their knives , walk up to him
For Slippery Walki
in broad daylight and say
or Auto Ballflit
to him : "Old fellow , as of
this moment you have had
DftDD BROS.
it. "
RvDD

Answers
To Some
Questions

THE WASHINGTON MERRY-GO-ROUND

AM A Hierarchy Plans
Blitz Against Medicare

By DREW PEARSONWASHINGTON - T h e
great majority of dedicated
doctors have no idea what
the American Medical Association does in its inner
councils. They are too busy
taking care of people. Like
a lot of union members,
they have to leave things
to the hierarchy.
Probably most doctors do
not know, for instance , the
details of two AMA meetings regarding Medicare , at
which it was decided to
spend around $3,500,000 to
oppose the bill at this session of Congress.
The first meeting took
place at Bal Harbour, Fla.,
when the 228-member AMA
House of Delegates met at
the Americana Hotel Dec. 2.
At this meeting there was
a careful analysis of Goldwater's defeat — in view
of the fact that the AMA
leaders had backed him so
vigorously. One reason for
that defeat , it was concluded , was that older people
and younger working people
were against anything which
might weaken the social
security system and they
figured Goldwater was a
threat to social security .
Therefore , a r g u e d the
AMA leaders at Bal Harbour , the best way to defeat Medicare was to convince the public that it
would break down the social
security system .
TO THIS FNI) , the AMA
leaders decided to inspire a
flock of mail to Congress
from people all over the
country, warning against
Medicare as a threat to social security. It wa.s also
decided to have the letters
come not from nurses , doctors , and doctors ' wives,
but from thousands of citizens outside the medical
profession.
Some opposition was voiced by the New Jersey,
Michigan , and District of
Columbia doctors. The New
Jersey State Medical Society, through its delegates ,
presented a resolution urging that any AMA propaganda campaign he submited to all medical societies
throughout the country in
order to get a democratic
vote.
This resolution got a surprising number of votes
from doctor delegates , even
though finally voted down .
Behind this protest was a
certain amount of unhapp iness over last year 's "Operation Hometown ," the propaganda effort to defeat
Medicare and members of
Congress who voted for it
OPERATION
Hometown

THE WIZARD OF ID

consisted not only of newspaper and magazine ads
pouring scorn on Medicare,
but also organizing special
county committees to get
local doctors to talk to their
patients , stimulate mail to
Congress, and enlist the
support of insurance companies , C h a m b e r s of
Commerce ,
manufacturer
groups , and trade associations.
Operation Hometown was
estimated to h a "v e cost
around $3,000,000.
However , toward the middle of the election , the AMA
hierarchy — without the approval of the House of
Delegates — decided that
the campaign was not getting across and , using AMA
money, launched a saturation advertising campaign
ot TV spots on the ABC network , plus a thousand ads
in daily newspapers and
several thousand in weeklies.
This was described as an
"educational program " to
boost the Kerr-Mills law and
confuse the public regard ing the King-Anderson bill .
il owever , the Kerr-Mills
act does not operate in
some states. Furthermore
its eligibility requirements
differ from state to state.
Therefore , many medical
societies were embarrassed
to find that the AMA-financed advertising which appeared in their state was
completely inappropriate.
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'Oil , de;ir! The fashion desi gners are k'oinji U> .show
more of mo this year than has ever
been seen before ."

TIIKY WOULD n « v « r
choose Home intermediate
victim ns a means of hitting at the real victim
They are Incapable of the
calm dissimulations and the
sound circuitous approach
to an objective of their far

'
By Park.r and Hart
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SANTA MONICA, Calif., - A
two-time All-America end turned missionary-surgeon, a civicminded editor, the outspoken
FCC chief and a student adventurer are among the Ten Outstanding Young Men of 1964
named today by the U.S. Junior
Chamber of Commerce in the
current issue of Look magazine.
In commenting on the 27th annual award, national Jaycee
president Stan Ladley said these
men "reflect the strength of
this nation and the world."
The Ten Outstanding Young
Men of 1964 are :

, Hrank .J, Uojsche' , Jf<
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JOHN ARTICHOKER JR., 34,
of Lame Deer, Mont., first Indian superintendent of t h e
Northern Cheyenne Indian Reservation, who is continually
striving to improve the economic self-sufficiency of the American Indian.
John Cowles Jr., 35, of Minneapolis", Minn., vice president
and editor of the Minneapolis
Star and Tribune, who has demonstrated an editor's ability to
contribute immeasurably to the
economic and cultural development of a community and state;
Capt . Joe H. Engle, 32, of Ed-

U Thant Seeks
U.N. Solution

UNITED NATIONS, N.Y.
(AP) — Secretary-General U
Thant launched a final effort
today to break the U.S.-Soviet
deadlock over U.N. peacekeeping dues before the General
Assembly returns to work Monday.
' Delegates saw little chance of
avoidin g a showdown which
could result in loss of assembly
voting rights for the Soviet Union , France and 16 other nations. Thev are more than two

Youth Survives
Golden Gate
Bridge Jump
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - A
stocky, blond high school student has survived a 236-foot fall
from the Golden Gate Bridge
into San Francisco Bay.
The boy, identified as Tom
Tawzer , 16, of nearby Livermore, Calif., was reported recovering today at Letterman
General Hospital in San Francisco from a broken collarbone
and three or four broken ribs.
The Coast Guard said Tawzer
was treading water when they
pulled alongside him to make
the rescue Monday. Doctors
said they were amazed at the
boy 's good condition .
He is only the second person
known to survive a fall from the
span. Bridge authorities list 278
known deaths from suicide
leans.
"I was walking on the
bridge. " the boy was quoted .
"The next thing I remember I
was in the water. "
INDIAN IN HOUSTON
HOUSTON , Minn . - Sudhir
Dharia of Bombay, India , was
a guest of Robert Onsgard ,
Houston , during the Christmas
holidays . He's a student in
industrial engineering at North
Dakota State University. Dharia came to the U.S. lust August
to study. His father is in the
wholesale paper industry in
Bombay.

,

years behind on their U.N. assessments as a result of their
refusal to pay peace-keeping
costs.

A U. N. spokesman said Thant
has turned over to "interested
parties" in the dispute a plan
the 59-nation
Asian-African
group has submitted as a basis
for solving the financial crisis
which has brought the United
Nations close to bankruptcy.
The plan calls for voluntary
contributions to pay off the
peace-keeping deficit of nearly
$86 million and suspends Article
19 of the U.N. Charter. The article says any member who is two
years behind in its payments
shall lose its vote in the assembly .
The Soviet Union has said it
would go alon g with such a plan
provided its contribution would
not be earmarked for peacekeeping and Moscow would not
be required to state in advance
how " much it was contributing or
when .
The United States was reported still determined to invoke the
voting penalty unless the Russians gave more than a vague
assurance that they would pay
some undisclosed amount. The
American delegation was reported surprised that Thant was
still trying to keep the AsianAfrican plan alive.
Most delegates feel a showdown is inevitable when the assembly meets Jan. 18 in view of
the adamant U.S. stand and the
Soviet refusal to make a solid
financial commitment.
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wards, Calif ., number two U.S.
Air Force pilot for the X-15
manned rocket-powered hypersonic research aircraft, who is
destined to become the nation 's
yountest Pilot Astronaut ;

DR. DANIEL E. Fountain. S4,
of Kwill Province, Republic of
the Congo, a medical missionary from Homer, N.Y., who
faces constant danger as doctor and teacher to 265,000 Congolese in the strife-torn province;
E. William Henry, 35, of
Washington , D.C, chairman of
the Federal Communications
Commission, the youngest man
ever appointed FCC chief , who
is regarded as a fair-minded
but tough regulator;
Dr. Herbert E . Kaufman , 32,
of Gainesville, Fla., chief of
ophthalmology at Florida University, who discovered a successful treatment for Herpes
Simplex, and found the first
true treatment for a virus disease.
Dr. William F. McColl , 34, of
Los Angeles. Calif., orthopedic
surgeon, who snagged passes
for two years of All-American
honors, then snared aerials for
the Chicago Bears, and later
performed delicate surgery on
deformed and broken bodies in
Korea;
DR. JAMES E. Mercerean,
34, of Dearborn , Mich., research
scientist for Ford Motor Company, who discovered a "giant
quantum system," labled a historic breakthrough in low-temperature physics by the American Institute of Physics;
Dr. Frank J. Rauscher Jr.,
33, of Rockville, Md., research
microbiologist for the National
Cancer Institute, who discovered a leukemia-producing virus
which accelerated developments
in several branches of cancer
research;
Charles Jackson Wheeler. 21,
of Beverly Hills, Calif., UCLA
graduate student in anthropology, who climbed the Matterhorn (age 14) , lived with
Ecuadorian headhunters (age
16) ,- swam the Hellespont between classes ( age 16), killed a
man-eating tiger , a beserk elephant and captured two Viet
Cong Communist guerrillas in
South Viet Nam (age 19).
The ten men will be honored
by the U.S. Jaycees at an
awards congress in Santa Mon ica , Calif., on Jan. 15-16, 1965.

By ROBERT LIU
TOKYO (AP) - The sharpness of Communist China's denunciations of the United Nations in connection with Indonesia's withdrawal raises a question.
Is Peking hinting it will refuse
to join the United Nations even
if the invitation comes on Communist China's terms?
There are indications that
Peking still has its eyes on U.N.
membership but may raise new
demands to boost its prestige
among the African and Asian
nations.
The Red Chinese may call for
amendments to the 20-year-old
UN. Charter to benefit the African and Asian countries admitted to the world organization
«*
since 1945.
In a government statement
Sunday, the Red Chinese declared the United Nations needs
to fee "thoroughly remolded."
Peking claimed the organization
had become a tool of the United
States.
But Peking did not suggest
how it should be changed.
In their attacks on the organization the Chinese Reds were
careful not to offend the new
African and Asian nations who
are prime targets in Peking's
communization drives.
The Chinese statement said
that "it is fully understandable
that newly independent Asian
and African countries have
placed hopes in the United Nations." But it added that "blind
faith in the United Nations must
be liquidated. "
Communist China has repeatedly claimed the United Nations
needs it more than it needs that
body. It has said it will join only
on its terms.
It wants Nationalist China
ousted. Both Nationalist and
Communist China have rejected
a "two-Chinas' or "one China ,
one Formosa" compromise
since both agree that Formosa
is part of China.
Should Peking join the world
body, the Red Chinese could be
expected to demand that the
U.S. 7th Fleet be withdrawn
from the Formosa Strait , separating Formosa from the mainland, and that all U.S. forces be
removed from the island.
Before withdrawing from the
United Nations, Indonesia also
claimed the organization did not
truly represent the world's nations. Indonesia announced it
would try to establish a "newstyled" United Nations.
Should the two nations attempt to establish a new world
organization, it is doubtful if
they will win much support
from the rest of the AfricanAsian bloc.
The new nations would be
hard hit financially if they
pulled out of the world organization since many of them get
funds from U.N. agencies for
their development programs.

GOP May Not
Tie Self Up
With South
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
new leader of the House Republicans, Michigan's Gerald R.
Ford, indicates some organizational changes may be in tbe
offing for his charges.
In an AP interview, Ford said
his party should not assume
there will be a congressional
coalition with Southern Democrats.
Said Ford : "The Republican
party can only build itself in the
South if it does things that will
elect Republicans down South.
And I'm not sure, based on past
history, that having a tightly
knit coalition with the Southern
Democrats is helpful. So therefore, I don't believe that we
ought to handle it quite the way
we did in the past."

Former La Crosse
Youth Indicted in
Slaying of Parents
CHICAGO UP>—An 18-year-old
University of Illinois freshman
who formerly resided at La
Crosse, Wis., was indicted by a
Cook County grand jury Monday on a murder charge in the
rifle slaying of his parents and
teen-age sister Jan. 2 .
The three-count indictment
was returned against Harrison

Ski-Equipped
Plane Crashes
AUCKLAND, New Zealand
(AP) — A ski-equipped U.S.
Navy DCS crashed while landing early today near Byrd Station In the antarctic, the Christchurch headquarters of the antarctic expedition announced .
Cmdr. D. Balish, an operations officer, said no one *>as
hurt but the twin-engine plane
piloted by Lt. Charles P. Hoac
was damaged considerably.
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This is Oldsmobile'g Delta 88. It's unique. Unique because ivi new.
.
New dear through.
Styling in new. So new, not a line nor & highlight WM borrowed from last year.
Power plant is new. Super Rocket V-8 is the biggest in Olds history:
425-cubie-inches big, up to 370-horses strong.
Transmission is new , too. Turbo Hydra-Matic, available on any Delta 88,
provides up to 40% more torque from a standing start, auperiativs performance
at all speeds.
New styling. New engine. New transmission. This year, only Delta 88 leta
you have all three , oil nev. Other cars have a lot of catching up to do,

Teresan Partici pates
In Mathematics Meet

MILWAUKEE (tfi-Juan Hermilla , 37, a railroad electrician,
was crushed to death Monday
under a turntable he was attempting to repair. The accident
occurred at the North Western
Road's roundhouse where he
was employed .

ROME (AP) - Actress Sarah
Churchill, 50, daughter of Sir
Winston Churchill, refused Sunday to confirm a report that sho
will soon marry an American
artist and entertainer, Lobo N<v
cho. 44.
The two have been frequent
companions around Rome since
last summer.
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BUENOS AIRES, Argentina
(AP) — The National Congress
building was rocked Monday
night by a powerful plastic
bomb which ripped apart a second-floor reading room. Windows a block away were shattered , but no one was injured .
¦

Man Crushed Under
Train Turntable

Sarah Churchill
Silent of- Remarriage
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Explosion in
Buenos Aires

Sister M. Leontius, OES, of
the College of Saint Teresa, is
one of 35 mathematics teachers who have been invited to
participate in a conference this
week in Chicago.
Sponsored by the National
Council of Teachers of Mathematics, a department of the
National Education Association,
the group will work on the "Project for the Improved Use of
New Educational Media in Elementary School Mathematics."

Grouse, who has been held in
the Cook County jail without
bond since the bodies were
found in the family home in
Wilmette, a fashionable North
Shore suburb .
The victims were Morris j
Grouse. 47, a partner in an accounting firm and former executive of the Northern Engraving Co., at La Crosse; his wife,
Norma , 47, and his daughter ,
Sally, 16.

'SS T}j OLDSMOBILE
Try o Rocket in Action...
Look to Olds f or the New!

SEE YOU* LOCAL AUTHORIZED OLDSMOBILE QUALITY DEALH ... WHERE THE ACTION IS) ¦

WESTERN MOTO R SALES , 225 W. 3rd St.

___—— fOR THE BEST IH USED CARS ... SEE YOUR OLDS DEALER FOR A tAFE MOOEL VALUE RAEED USED CAItl ————
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(None Held Back)

Reg. $10.95

"BRIARCLIFF" MEN'S SHOES IN STOCK
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"A man couldn 't si art his car.
A pood Samaritan Rave him
n push . . . I lie bumper slipped and crushed the front
grill. Who pays the bill? Is
this considered collision dam,'i<I< ! tn his own ear. or liability
dnnuige by (lie one he was
pushing ' "
for thi «n«w»r lo your ln«ur»nc«
quaillon, feel Irta ta call ut.

Clark & Clark, Inc.
117 C«nt«r SI.
Phont 2904

N«v«r before in King's Optical History have we offered »o
much for so little. Think of it, American made National
Branded frames , complete with Single Vision lop quality
lentet that you need, al the one low price of
$9.98 . If bifocals are needed or desired, then for only
}12.98 you have your choice of the kind of bifocal vou
need—Kryptok , Ullex or Flat-fop, al Ihe one low, low price.
NO ArTOINTMtNT NtCIHAKY
C^atiS
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CUBAN HEELS —-POINTED TOE
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SAVINGS ON CLOTHING AND fOOTW EAR
NOW DURING THE GREAT JANUARY CLEARANCE.
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ALL STYLES BLACK

THIS SPECIAL GOOD
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Pithy Poetry A )Out .Vermont
Heard by Ruski i Club Women

Times bet for Instructions
B/ LWV on Voting Machines
Mrs. D. B. Robinson, chairman of the League of Women
Voters' Voter's Service project,
announces that the Winona
League will demonstrate the operation of voting machines at
the First National Bank of Winona, the Merchants National
Bank, and Winona National and
Savings Bank Friday and January 18 through 22. Demonstrations will be mid from 10 a.m.
to 12 noon and from 1 p.m. to
3 p.m. Monday through Thursday and from 10 a.m. to 12 noon
and 1 p.m. to 3 p.m. and 6
p.m. to 8 p.m. on both Fridays.
Mrs. Robinson announced that
those members of the LWV who

have volunteered to conduct the
demonstrations will meet in the
office of the city recorder on
the second floor of the City
Building Wednesday at 7 p.m.
for a demonstration of the operation of the machines by John
Carter, city recorder. The public is welcome to attend, Mrs.
Robinson said.
The new voting machines,
which are being leased by the
city, will be first used in the
city primary elections to be held
Feb. 1. The League of Women
Voters is endeavoring to instruct as many voters as possible in the use ol the new
machines to facilitate voting on
election day.

Winona Athletic Club Women
Install Auxiliary Officer s
New officer! were installed
at the Monday night meeting of
the Athletic Club Auxiliary . Fifty members witnessed the ceremony conducted by Mrs. Jerry
Rozek.
Mrs. Ray Bambenek was installed as president; Mrs. Arvel
Allred, vice president; Mrs.
Harry Czaraowski, secretary ;
and Mrs. Andrew Rozek, treasurer. Mmes Peter Kulas, Josephine Breza and Edward Kleinschmidt wera named to serve

MISS ROXANNE STEVENS' engagement to Rodney Allemann, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Emil Allemann,
Independence, Wis., is announced by her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Stevens, Arcadia, Wis. A September wedding is being
planned.
¦

Moravian Women
Elect Officers
BETHANY, Minn. ( Special)Mrs. Milton Simon was elected
president of the Bethany Moravian Church Women's organization at its annual meeting Thursday.
Miss Ethel Hardtke was elected vice president; Miss Alma
Wollin, secretary, and Mrs. Edwin Howe, treasurer. Mrs. Meinert Nienow will have charge of
the birthday box and Mrs. Alfred Mueller, the mission study.

JUMBO

HAMBURGER
50c
Steak Shop

on the kitchen committee and
Mrs. Stella Chick was appointed
welfare chairman.
Mrs. Lawrence Jaszewski and
Mrs. Alios Wiczek audited the
secretary's a n d treasurer's
books.
It was announced that the
next meeting on Feb. 8 will be
a Valentine party, when members are asked to wear house
dresses. They are to make their
reservations by Feb. 5 with
Mrs. Kulas or Mrs. Breza.
Lavona Holland ,
Prizes during the social hour
after the meeting were won by Donald Meiners
Mmes. Edward Wantock, Kulas,
Mary Prondzinski, Rose Mro- Exchange Vows
zek, Lucian Grupa, Anna Knop- EITZEN, Minn. (Special) ick, Clarence Chuchna and Har- Lavona H o l l a n d , Caledonia,
ry Smocke. Mrs. Kleinschmidt Minn., became the bride of Donwon the attendance prize.
ald Meiners, Eitzen, on Dec.
¦
31.
A private wedding was solFuture Activities
emnized in the Immanuel Lutheran Church in Caledonia, with
Discussed by
Rev. Richard Hansen officiating.
Parish Women
Attending the couple were
DODGE, Wis. ((S pecial) - Mr. "and Mrs. Dean Bulman.
Several future activities were Eitzen.
discussed at the meeting of the Mr. and Mrs. L. L. Duxbury
Rosary Society of the Sacred and Mr. and Mrs. Ted RanzenHeart Parish, Pine Creek, Wis., berger, were hosts at a recepWednesday evening in the par- tion at the Duxbury home followish hall. A bake sale will be ing the ceremony.
held Jan. 24, between and af- Mr. Meiners is cashier in the
ter the Masses, to which every Eitzen State Bank and Mrs.
woman of the parish is to do- Meiners is a secretary in the
nate. A public card party will Caledonia High School.
be held in the parish hall Jan.
31. Mrs. Dominic Wozney is
chairman. A pot-luck lunch will Goodview Trinity
be served. Women of the par- Guild Meets Today
ish attending are to contribute
to the lunch.
Goodview Trinity Lutheran
The Madonna plan for foreign Church Guild will meet at 7:30
relief netted $7.75 in pennies p.m. today at the church.
collected at the last three meet- The Rev. David M. Ponath
ings, it was reported.
will conduct devotions and lead
Members were reminded to a question box period.
pay their belated 1964 dues be- Members are requested to
fore the publication of the an- bring their topics booklets and
nual report in February.
their mite box offerings for
Mrs. John Lambert won the missions.
attendance prize.
Hostesses, Mrs. Roy Rose and
Group 2, of which Mrs. Mar- Mrs. Gerald Bade, said friends
cel Jaszewski is chairman, en- are welcome.
tertained. She was assisted by
¦
the Mmes. Joseph Jaszewski ,
Roman Dorawa, K e n n e t h Card Party Series
Frahm, John Herek , Ben Jaszewski , Frank Peplinski Jr., Start at Pickwick
Genevieve Tulius, and Theodore
PICKWICK , Minn .-The PickWantoch.
¦
wick Volunteer Fire Department will sponsor a series of
Betty Jean Humm card parties Saturday evenings,
beginning this week and on Jan.
Engaged to Wed
23 and 30. The parties, to be
TAYLOR , Wis. ((Special) - held in the school basement, will
Mr. and Mrs. Francis Humra, start each evening at 8 o'clock.
La Crosse, announce the engage- The game of 500 will be played.
Lunch and prizes will be givment of their daughter , Miss
Betty Jean Humm, to Marvin en and a grand prize will be
Nelson, son of Mr. and Mrs. awarded at the last game of the
Ludwig Nelson, Viroqua, Wis. series.
¦
Miss Humm, student at La
Crosse State University, is a EITZEN PTA MEETS
secretary in the North American
Van Lilies office. Nelson is a EITZEN, Minn. (Special ) graduate of Plattev ille State Eitzen PTA met Monday eveUniversity and is the vocation- ning with Mr. and Mrs. John
al-agriculture instructor at Tay- Stokman and Mr. and Mrs.
Kenneth Myhre in charge of the
lor High School.
program. Lunch was served by
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Haar and
Mr. and Mrs. David Kurk.

ECONOMY GONSOLETTE TV
|B|

MISS ROSANN CATHERINE McGRAW'S engagement to 1st Lt. James B.
Young, Quantico, Va., son of
Mr. and Mrs. Cosmas B.
Young, Wauwatosa, Wis., is
announced by her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Frank J. McGraw, Wabasha, Minn. The
wedding will be Feb. 20 at
St. Felix Catholic Church,
Wabasha. Miss McGraw is
a graduate of St. Felix High
School, Wabasha, and Mount
Mary College, Milwaukee.
Her fiance is a graduate of
Marquette "University and
Marquette College of Law,
Milwaukee. He is serving
three years with the Marine
Corps.
•
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ST. HELEN'S UNIT
LANESBORO , Minn. (Special)
- St. Helen's Unit of St. Patrick's Altar Society will meet
at 8 p.m. Tuesday at the rectory, with Mrs. Willie Flattum
and Mrs. Kenneth Peterson as
hostesses.

Mrs. Petty said Hard is described by Holiday magazine as
a "120-pound leater-bound compendium of Vermontiana." She
quoted Hard as saying of his
own poems, which seem at first
to be meterless, "they have a
kind of Vermont rhythm."
The speaker stated that Robert Frost and Carl Sandburg
have praised Hard's books of
verse highly, but Hard's critics
have repeated themselves to
say, " his work is not poetry at
all. "
Mrs. Petty pointed out that
both Sandburg and Hard believe
that an anecdote of sufficient
pith and portent is a poem in
itself and that Hard does not
set up shop as a formal poet:
that his writing might very well
be called "poetry for the man
who does not like poetry."
A brief business session was
conducted by Mrs. J. Milton
Dahm, vice president. Mrs.
HARMONY , Minn. (Special)- Karl Lipsohn presided at the
H,
Bergey
Mr. and Mrs. John
tea table. Miss Helen Hlllyer
announce the marriage of their was assistant hostess.
daughter , JoAnn Marie Bergey ,
Minneapolis, to Bruce H. Rahm,
son of Mr. and Mrs. William
Rahm, Minneapolis.
The ceremony took place at
Hudson , Wis., Dec. 26.
The bride is a graduate ypX
Gustavus Adolphus College and
Is a member of Sigma Delta so- CEDAR VALLEY , Minn. (Sperority. Prior to her marriage, cial) — A former area man is
she was employed as an assist- a patient at Lutheran Hospital ,
ant buyer at Saks in Minneapo- Milwaukee , with a heau injury
lis.
received when his car crashed
Mr. Rahm is a graduate of the into the rear of an unlighted
University of Minnesota and Is a truck. It was pulling a car from
member of Delta Chi fraternity. a ditch in a Milwaukee suburb
He free lances as an interior de- Friday night.
signer.
Roger Rice, in his late 20s,
The newlyweds will make
their home at 150L Hawthorne was thrown through the windAve., Minneapolis, until the first shield and received a cut across
of February, when they will the top of his head from ear to
leave on an extended tour oi ear. It required surgery, relatives here said. The man coupEurope.
Open house in their honor was ling the truck to the car was
held at the bride 's parents' killed.
Roger 's brother, Kenneth, Cehome in Harmony Sunday afterdar Valley, and a partner in a
noon.
four-passenger plane flew to
Milwaukee Sunday. He said RogMabel Sons Install
er's condition apparently is
good.
Officers Thursday
Roger and his wife , formerly
MABEL , Minn. - Officers of of Winona , recently purchased
Valheim Lodge 364. Sons of Nor- a new home in the suburb.
way , will be installed Thursday
night .
The ceremonies will be conducted in the old gym and cafeteria of the school at 8 p.m.
Mrs. John Willaman, Rochester ,
District 1 director, will be installing officer , assisted by her
husband and Verdayne Melbostad as installing marshals.

Ruskin Study Club, meeting
Monday afternoon at the home
of Mrs. Herbert Bierce, heard ft
talk on Vermont by Mrs. Mc*
Kendree Petty, a native Vermonter.
Mrs. Petty 's paper , "Humor
and Pathos-Vermont Style,"
included excerpts of country
anecdotes and c h a r a c ter
sketches in the free verse of
Walter Hard. She read pieces
from his latest published work ,
"Vermont Sampler, " which is a
selection of Vermont vignettes ,
an anthology of poems taken
from "A Matter of 50 Houses ,"
"Vermont Valley " and "Vermont Neighbors."

JoAnn Bergey
Weds Mr. Rahm
In Hudson

Former winonan
Injured in Crash
In Milwaukee

WESTFIELD LUNCHEON
Westfield Women's Golf Association will meet for luncheon
and bridge at 1 p.m. Thursday
at the clubhouse. Reservations
may be made by calling Mrs.
Van Kahl this evening.
TOLLEFSONS' OPEN HOUSE
ELEVA, Wis. (Special) Open house in observance of
the gtflden wedding anniversary
of Mr. and Mrs. George Tollefson will be held at the Eleva
Lutheran Church parlors Sunday, from 2 to 5 p.m. Their
children are hosting the celebration. No cards are being
sent.
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• All-channel VHF and UHF tuning
• Powerful Now Vista Tuners
• Improved 22,500-volt chassis (design avorarje)
• New RCA tinted Pan-O-Ply picture lube
• Big 6" x 4" duo-cone speaker
• One-set VHF fine tuning
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D & D ELECTRONICS, Inc.
DAVE GUENTHER and DICK CULHANE
Formerly with Nalton Tlrt Service
St. CherlM, Minn.
Phone 2304 or Rolllnottone direct 8 689-2334
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• Wedding Napkins
• All-Occasion Napkins
• Iinprintnd Coasters

•Thank You Notes
• Imprinte d Matches
mPlnyinf > Viu tls

24-Hour Service — Free Bride's Book
MAIL ORDERS FILLED PROMPTLY

•

KELLOGG HOMES SOLD
KELLOGG, Minn. (SpeciaDMr. and Mrs. Arnold Hoffman
and family moved here last
week after purchasing the Mrs.
Clara Peters home. The Hoffmans have sold their farm to
Donald Wille, Plainview. Mrs.
Esther Bruhnke purchased tht)
home of the late Miss Katherine
Galvay. Mrs. Bruhnke will do
extensive remodeling.

_______________________
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ONLY 199.77 w/t

• Push-button water
temperature controls
* Agitator Action
* Safety tub brake
Zinc coated rrtctftl
cabinet lo prevent
*
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Announcements & Invitations
From $8.00 Per 100
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TRAILER LOSES WHEELS
WEAVER , Minn. ( Special) All wheels on the rear end of
a semi-trailer became separated
from the frame in a freak accident on Highw ay 61 north of
Weaver Friday and rolled off
the embankment. The back end
of the trailer dropped to the
pavement. The vehicle stayed
on the road.

They're slightl y nicked , scratched , bent or bruised . . . but all of them in PERFECT
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RAWALPINDI , P ak i s t a n
(AP ) — More than 40,000 school
teachers went on strike today in
West Pakistan Province.
The teachers demanded that Prairie du Chien
the provincial government take Woman Is 102 .'
over all educational institutions
teaching the first 10 grades to PRAIRIE DU CHIEN, Wis.
improve teaching and working * — Mrs. William Swingle,
conditions and to raise salaries. whose farm was the winter
¦
quarters of the little Rlngling
Bros. Circus before the turn
Kosygin to Visit
of the century , will celebrate
her 102nd birthday Tuesday.
Bri tain in Spring
Mrs. Swingle, who lives alone
LONDON (AP) - Soviet Pre- and enjoys generally good
mier Alexei N. Kosygin will vis- health, will be honored at a
it Britain in the spring, and family gathering in her home.
Prime Minister Harold Wilson She is Crawford County 's oldest
will be in the Soviet Union later resident.
in the year.
The circus which wintered at
Dates for the trips are still to her farm, now part of Prairie
be fixed, an announcement said du Chien, was headquartered
Monday night.
across the Mississippi River at
McGregor, lowa. The show
TAYLOR GUN CLUB
TAYLOR , Wis. ( Special) - eventually grew into the huge
The Taylor Rod and Gun Club Mingling Bros., Barnum & Bailwill meet Thursday at 8 p.m. y Circus.

1 WE RE SELLING THESE MAYTAG FLOOR SAMPLES
FOR S-C-R-A-T-C-H!
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Teachers Strike
In Pakistan

Trial wa§ set for Friday at
9:30 a.m. in District Court on
an anon charge brought by tha
state against Leonard J. Rich,
258U E. 4th St.
The action was taken Monday.
Rich waived in writing his
right to a jury trial, and tha
case will be heard by Judge
Arnold Hatfield. Rich entered
a not guilty plea to the charge
Nov. 10. He is represented by
Attorney Roger P. Brosnahan.
County Attorney S. A. Sawyer
will prosecute.
The second-degree grand larceny charge against Robert L.
Keller, Cincinnati, Ohio, will
not be tried until the April
term of court at the earliest.
Attorney Robert Dunlap, Plainview , representing Keller, will
be busy in the state Legislature until then.
investigations
Pre-sentence
are in progress In the final two
cases on the criminal calendar
for the January term. Robert
j. Dingfelder, 23, Fountain
City, Wis., and Dennis Savoy,
24, no permanent address, pleaded guilty Dec. 22 in District
Court to charges of carnal
knowledge of minor girls. Attorneys Dennis A. Challeen
and Harold J. Libera represent Dingfelder and Savoy, respectively.
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ST. CHARLES, Minn. (Special) - The St. Charles City
Council will open bids tonight on
doubling the capacity of the
sewage disposal plant a n d
changing to aerobic treatment.
Mayor Donald Hankerson said
the rebuilt plant, with minor
changes, would serve a population of 10,000.
Construction will be financed
by a revenue bond issue, to be
liquidated by a user 's tax. When
the present plant was 'built in
1954, a $200,000 revenue bond issue was sold. Balance remaining Dec. 31 was $139 ,100.
Also on the agenda is an appearance by Charles E. Burrill,
district engineer of the state Department of Highways, Rochester, to discuss lighting along
U.S. Highway 14 in St. Charles.
A request for appointment to
handle the city's auditing will
be heard.

Two two-car collisions in Winona Monday afternoon caused
one minor injury and more than
$700 damage.
Eugene L. Letts, 1*45 W. Sth
St., was driving west on Simla
Street at 1:25 p.m. when a collision occurred with a car ' driven south on Huff Street by
John G. Zenk, Winona Rt. 2.
Lotts complained of pain after the accident. Damage was
$450 to the left side and rear
of the Lotts vehicle and about
$50 to the front of the Zenk
car. Patrolman Robert A. Theis
investigated.
A collision at 4:35 p.m. between a car moving east on 2nd
Street and a car parked on the
south side of the street, 60 feet
east of Market Street, caused
more than $200 damage to the
vehicles.
Raymond J. Jaszewski , '920
E. Sanborn St., was driving
east on 2nd Street when he slid
into a car parked facing east
and belonging to John V. Boyle,
Winona Rt. 3. Police found a
broken tie rod on Jaszewski 's
car after the collision.
Damage to the left side of
Boyle's car was $200; no damage estimate was available on
the other vehicle. Patrolman
John A. Erickson investigated.
¦
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DORCAS FUN NIGHT
LEWISTON , Minn. (Special) H
—Dorcas Society of St. John 's
Lutheran Church will meet
Thursday at 8 p.m. in the school
auditorium for a fun night . The
Mmes. Edwin Kiese, John Nahrgang, Hubert Volkman, Marv
Benicke , Fred Erion and Miss
Margot Schuetze will captain
the groups. Mrs. Herbert Krienbring and Mrs . Edwin Kiese
will have charge of the serving.
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Sewage Plant Damage High Arson Case
Bids Asked In 2 Collisions Slated Friday
At St. Charles
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Central Lutheran Two in Court Business Mirror
Annual Reports
Pastor Resigns
On Check
Forgery Counts Go Into Mails
When Dr. L. E. Brynestad
btcant pastor of Central Luthtran Church Sept l, 1941, he
planned to return to research
and writing after 10 years. It
is new nearly 24 years, but
he'll still keep his vow,
After Sept. 1, 1965, he and
Mrs. Brynestad will move to
NortMield, Minn., where he'll
resume researching church history of the American colonial
era and writing about it . His
ministry at Central Lutheran
will end Aug, l.

Dr. L. E. Brynestad

Anniversary
PlansMade af
St. Matthew's

The congregation of St. Matthew's Evangelical Lutheran
Church voted Monday night to
observe the 45th anniversary of
the church's organization on
Jan. 31.
The event will be observed
tn the regular Sunday services
with the Rev . E. E. Kowalke ,
Semitic language professor at
Northwestern College , Watertown College, Wis. , who preached one of the sermons at the
church's dedication, as a guest
speaker.
The services will be followed
by an anniversary dinner. The
committee consists of: Donald
Kiekbusch, Leon Larson and
Harold Stender.
In his annual report, Pastor
A L. Mennicke commended
the congregation on its financial performance and recommended the names of 20 persons
for membership in the congregation.
The election of officers to the
church council resulted in the
re-election of Donald Skeels and
Kenneth Spittler and Ln the
election of Norman Schiepp,
Lorenze Rusert and EIroy Gaedy. Eugene Czaplewski and
John Meyerkoff were elected
head ushers.
The council will meet Thursday evening to organize, and
the newly elected members will
be installed at the 10:30 a.m.
service Sunday.
The congregation voted a
stewardship campaign to be set
up by Herb Peter and to be
held in Lent. A budget of $107,000 was approved.
¦

3 Bombs Set
Off in Nicosia
NICOSIA , Cyprus (AP) Three bombs were exploded
within 14 hours in this divided
capital. One , in a Greek sector
theater, stampeded hundreds of
patrons into the streets.
No one was hurt in the theater
blast Monday night, but several
nearby shopfronts were damaged and one of the theater 's
emergency exits was blown out.

HE LIKES Northfield, where
he graduated from St. Olaf College in 1621, because of religious
research materials available
there and because it is nearer
to libraries ia the Twin Cities.
He also plans to return to
the East in the pursuit of knowledge. He was there after graduating from Luther Theological
Seminary in St. Paul in 1926.
He took his master's work at
Princeton and his doctor's work
at New York Biblical Seminary
and Union Seminary. Degrees
were awarded by Princeton in
1930 and by the Biblical Seminary in 1992.
Between Luther and Princeton, he had been in the parish
ministry at Redfleld, S.D., from
1926 to 1929 and after 1932 he
began a ministry at Warren,
Minn., which lasted until he
came to Winona Sept. 1, 1941.
THE CENTRAL Lutheran -edifice then was at Center and
Saflborn streets; there were
about 400 adults and children,
and about 75 in the Sunday
school. Now there 's a new edifice at Huff and Wabasha
streets, about 1,900 souls and
about 500 in the Sunday school.
"It's not to my credit," said
Dr . Brynestad. "It has been a
marvelous congregation. I loved every year of it."
Dr. and Mrs. Brynestad—she
has been particularly active in
Girl ,Scouting—reared their two
children here. Lorens, an attorney, is a captain in the Air
Force judge advocate's division
at the Air Base in Clovis, N.M .,
and Andrea Marie is married
to Dean Gillund, a third-year
University of Minnesota medical
student, and is ft nurse in a
research project et University
Hospitals.
THE END to these Winona
years was forecast when Dr.
Brynestad read his resienation
to the congregation Sunday
morning.
"The wise old king Solomon
said once there is a time for
everything under the suit," He
told the congregation. "Believing this to be true , I have
thoughtfully and prayerfully
come to the conclusion that the
time has come for the good of
the congregation as well as myself to turn the pastoral ministry of this congregation to a
new leadership."
He resigned effective on the
Sept. l anniversary but said he
would vacation during August
to give the new pastor an opportunity to become acquainted
betore the opening of the fall
program of the parish.
He resigned "with a deep
sense of gratitude to God and
this parish for 24 blessed years
of the ministry."
Some 30 tribes inhabit the
rugged, wooded backbone of
South Viet Nam. These hardy,
independent people called montagnards, or mountaineers, resent the lowland Vietnamese and
have many grievances against
them.

By SAM DAWSON
AP Business Analyst
NEW YORK (AP ) - Another
avalanche of mail is headed the
way of the nation's stockholders. It falls somewhere between
Christmas cards and Velentines
and the bulk helps flatten the
feet of the mailman. It's the
corporate annual report.
Thousands of corporate executives and technical and clerical
employes have labored long and
hard to enlighten, please and
sometimes \o make customers
of the company's owners. Now
this big peak in corporate activity has been reached and hopefully conquered.

A guilty pleayand a sentencing were among actions taken
during the arraignment of criminal actions in the new term of
District Court Monday afternoon.
Eugene A. Garrison, 21, 56
Hamilton St., pleaded guilty to
a charge of check forgery , and
Judge Arnold Hatfield ordered
a pre-sentence Investigation.
LARRY J. Kenosha, 20, Chicago, was sentenced to a term
with the Youth Conservation
Commission at Lino Lakes,
Minn. He had pleaded guilty
to check forgery Dec. 3 and a
pre-sentence investigation had
been ordered.
Kenosha's term is indefinite.
At the Lino Lakes institution,
he will be taught a trade and
given his freedom when the
commissioner of corrections
judges that he is ready to take
his place as a citizen,
However, one to ten years
are the limits placed on his
confinement. This is the period
specified for the prison term
that can be .given upon a check
forgery conviction.
Judge Hatfield told Kenosha.
"People of the Indian race just
don't seem to want to work . I
think that's your chief problem. But you'll have to conform
if you want to get. along," the
judge concluded.
Judge Hatfield expressed the
hope that Kenosha would learn
a trade at Lino Lakes and be
able to settle down when he reentered society.
THE JUDGE questioned Garrison before ordering a presentence investigation. Garrison
said that he had been desperate when he cashed the check
for $53.50 in early September,
signing the name of Henry
Scharmer to it.
His wife had just gotten out
of the hospital with their , first
child, Garrison said; and both
were getting thin because he
was broke and jobless. Garrison, whose father-in-law posted
$1,500 bond for his release while
action was pending against him,
is now employed in Winona,
making $60 a week,
He eagerly accepted Judge
Hatfield's suggestion that he
make restitution to Scharmer.
The judge dismissed Garrison
with an admonition concerning
the "check-writing habit."
"THERE'S something about
being able to get a fast buck
with a piece of paper that induces people to do it time and
again," Judge Hatfield warned.
Garrison will be sentenced
when the investigation is completed in about a month.
Assistant County Attorney
Richard H. Darby represented
the state in both cases. Attorney Harold J. Libera was appointed by the court to represent both Kenosha and Garrison.
¦

American stockholders are
variously estimated to number
from 17 million to 20 million,
and many own shares in more
than one company and will be
on many mailing lists. Some
will literally be flooded with
annual reports. And many will
pay little heed to what's inside
the pretty covers.
Corporate treasurers and controllers say they've found that
the short summary at the start
of most reports will satisfy a
majority of the shareholders. ,
"This is all I really understand," writes a widow with ten
shares.
"That's all 1 have time for, "
explains the busy owner of
many shares.
But extreme brevity Isn't
what satisfies most readers, the
Financial Executives Research
Foundation reports. What matters is how the material is organized. The foundation says
the report must be so arranged
that the impatient reader is able
to grasp the essentials quickly.
But skillfully done the summary
will arouse his interest and lead
him on to sectlonallzed description, special features, formal
financial statements and even
the accompanying notes, which
most shareholders tend to skip.
The
foundation
surveyed
practices of 183 companies,
large and small. It found tht
median cost Of the annual report is 50 cents a copy. This includes preparation, printing and
mailing, but not postage. Spending on the reports now being
mailed, or nearing that stage,
will be the same as the previous
year.

Reader complaints have led
one company in four this time to
seek-to improve the report by
using layman's lauguage rather
than accounting terms.
But an earlier survey by the
American Institute of Certified
Pubjfc Accountants found 38
yrifys being used to state stockholders' equity, 25 ways of stating earned surplus, 20 terms for
tax reserves, 11 different titles
for the Income statement, and
23 labels for retained earnings.
One of the nation's largest
corporations says one reason it
is trying so hard to raise standCanada Cutting Jet
ards of readability, clarity and
Squadrons in Europe simplicity is that women figure
in 70 per cent of its stockholder
OTTAWA (AP) - Canada's records, either as sole or joint
eight low-level jet bomber squa- owners of shares.
drons in Western Europe are
likely to be reduced to six and "We used to visualize the litthe Canadian air force 's Euro- tle old lady," says its annual
pean headquarters at Metz , report compiler. "But now we
France, may be closed, in- aim at the young suburban matron driving her station wagon
formed sources say.

SUCCESS NEWS! AMBASSADOR BY RAMBLER
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Fenner was a passenger in a
car driven by Jerry R. Sorn, 20,
Rochester. Sorn and two other
passengers, Charallet Winkle
and Mary Ellen Silker, both 20
and of Rochester, also were hospitalized with severe injuries.
The car left a Street after
making a turn and struck the
tree.
Police said the Silker girl
crawled through the car's rear
window and was attempting to
walk on severely injured legs to
seek aid. She collapsed in the
arms of a patrolman who arrived on the scene shortly after
the crash.

Huong said rumors of undue
American interference in South
Viet Nam's affairs "were the
results of misunderstanding between Vietnamese and American authorities, particularly
during the conferences which
took place (following the event of
Dec. 20, 1964." This was a reference to the .purge of the legislative High National Council
by the nation 's military leaders.
Huong said "extensive and
frank discussions conducted in
an atmosphere of mutual concern and good- will have dispelled whatever
misunderstandings that might have been
apparent."

"Vietnamese-American relations are now, as always , intimate and cordial ." he declared.
U.S . Ambassador Maxwell D.
Taylor strongly objected to the
military purge, and the embassy suspended talks on plans to
increase aid to South Viet
Nam's war effort against the
Communist Viet Cong.
Initially Taylor and his aides
pressed for the generals to repudiate their purge and reinstate tl High National Council.
Last weekend , however , American officials softened their
stand, and a settlement was anThe Mariner 4 spacecraft now nounced Saturday.
speeding toward Mars will help
answer a question that has tanThe United States and Brazil
talized men for centuries: Is are the world's largest orange
there life on the red planet? producers.
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Extra Value. The '65 Ambouador
keepj all the solid Rambler virtue, and
entra-value feature, .nth On DoubleSafely Brake, (.operate »y.tem», front
and rear), Deep-Dip ruitproofing, Advanced Unit Con.trucllon, Ceramic-

Advanced Slyllnfl. Ambaiiador'i g lamoroui new ityllng can"5 oul tint agaiml
all direct competitor. In a survey at the
first major .how of 1965 car.. Look at
Iho .weeplngly changed Amba.iador.
Spectacular new size and length. New
power, Including big V-8 option., other
sporty options like wire wheel coven,
reclining bucket seats , and olher sports

Armored axhau.l .y.tem, Coll Spring
.eats . Weather Eye Heotlng ond Venlllatlng and more—all standard at no
extra coil I

equipment.

low Maintenance Coiti, High Reiale. Tho
Ambaiiador, like any Rambler, make,
»en»e when you buy It, return, more In
trade. You'll find all the realoni "why "
In Ihe '65 Cor X-Ray Book. 48 page.
with slHe-by-»lde comparisons of leadIng '65 cars. Can «ave you hundred, of
dollar. In the purchase of your ne xt ear.
Free at your Rambler dealer,
American Motor*—Dedicated fo Excel/once

WINONA AUTO SALES, 9th & Mankato' Wfnona< Mlnn- M . *k
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REG. $5.95 to $6.95 LONG SLEEVE

3 FOR $10.00

2 FOR $7.50

Sport Shirts
$3.95

REG. $12.95 to $15.00 LONG SLEEVE

ALFRED LONG SLEEVE
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A most unique free offer ef speclal Interest to thoie who hear but
di rot understand words, has lust
been announced by Motorola Dahlberg, A true life non-operatlnj
modi), actual slit replica ot the
smallest Dihlberg ever made, will
ba given away Ira* to anyone
answering
this advertisement.
Wear-test It In the privacy of your
own home without cost or obllgaHon of any kind.
"ITS YOURS FR6E TO KE6P"

Sport Shirts
$3.50
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The 3 Sensible Spectaculars - RAMBLER '65
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AID GIVEN

CAMP HOSIERY

reason three):

rftaton two:

reason one :

MINIATURE HEARING

Special groups of Men's Furnishings, including: Sport Shirts, Sweaters, Pajamas, Hats, Slacks, Hosiery
and Neckwear from our regular stock of Quality Men's Furnishings. A FEW EXAMPLES ...
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custodian overtime, $429.
An adjustment from $6,tOO to
17, 194, retroactive to September,
was made in the salary of John
Januschka of the vocational agriculture department aftef the
board was advised that he had
completed requirements for his
master's degree for advancement on the salary schedule.
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LAKE CITY, Minn. - About
50 persons attended a public
bearing conducted here Friday
by the Minnesota Railroad and
Warehouse Commission on the
proposal by Dwelle Telephone
Co. to increase rates.
The Dwelle company, member of the Pioneer Telephone
system, also is asking to extend
toll-free service to tbe Millville
and Zumbro Falls exchanges.
Manager Glens J. Dwelle said
there was no formal dissenting
testimony. The bearing was
conducted by D. W . Carr, director of the telephone division of
the commission.
The company can't proceed
with its plans until the commission has reviewed the case.

Here's The Sale You've Been Waiting For!
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Two request* for UM of the
Winona Senior High School auditorium were granted Monday
night by the Board of Educa*
cation.
Winona Chapter, Winona Society for Preservation and Encouragement of Barber s h o p
Quartet Sing- ,
.
ing of Ameri- » ,
ca, was grant- bCnOOl
ed use of the
auditorium for
D-.---!
DOdiu
a concert next
—'
Dec. 4 and for
a rehearsal Nov. 28.
St. Teresa Guild of Cathedral
of the Sacred Heart was allowed use of the auditorium for a
concert by the St. Mary's College clioir Feb. 7, if it isn't being used for any school activity.
Payrolls approved: H o m e bound teachers, $781; substitute teachers. $1,152; noon hour
supervisors, $500; miscellaneous
instruction and office and .custodial assistance, $1,289; student cafeteria help, $316, and

SPORT COAT CLEARANCE
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ROCHESTER, Minn. (AP) A young Rochester man was
killed and three other persons
were injured earl*/ today when
their car crashed into a tree.
The death raised Minnesota 's
highway toll to 19 for the year
compared with 16 through this
date in 1964.
Calvin W. Fenner, 21, was
dead on arrival at a hospital
shortly before 1 a.m.

SAIGON, South Viet Nam
(AP) — Premier Tran Van
Huong denied today that the
United States tried to dictate a
settlement of South Viet Nam's
recent government crisis.
"The government and the
armed forces ef the Republic of
Viet Nam," Huong told a news
conference, "regard as their
obligation the responsibility for
resolving the internal affairs of
their country, and reaffirm that
there has been no demand made
by the United States to follow
any particular formula for the
resolution of the past crisis.".

Reg. $10.95
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Rochester Man
Dead When Car
Rams Info Tree
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Sales up 110%...greatest increase of any 1965 car!
Read tbe reasons why :
X^fBL. ^-Bi^L^B

to the shopping center. The annual report is a minor episode
in her busy life. What is there
about our company, aside from
dividend checks, that would interest her? What shall we tell
her?"
,
Well, any day now, she — and
countless of her sisters, along
with their husbands — will get
the answer, thanks to the carriers of the mail.
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Mobs Riot
Against U.S.
In Viet Nam

Dear Abby:

Tell Mother or
Police Promptly
By ABIGAIL VAN BUREN
' DEAR ABBY : I am a girl of 14. My father died before
I was born. About six years ago my mother took in a man
who was looking for a room to rent, only we didn 't have
an extra room so she let him sleep in her room. AU my
friends know about it because they keep asking me who
the man is and, when I say he rents a room from us, they
ask how many bedrooms we have.
My biggest problem is that he is always tryuig to get
me alone and touch me. My mother works from 3 P.M.
until midnight and I walk the streets so I won 't have to
stay alone in the house with him. I know I shouldn 't be
walking the streets alone at night , but I don 't want to hurt
my mother's feelings by telling her why I'm afraid to stay
at home. What should I do?
CAN'T SIGtt MY NAME
DEAR CAN'T: Tell your mother
ALL about the man 's behavior immediately! And if she doesn't get rid of
him at once, call the POLICE DEPARTMENT and tell them exactly -what
you have told me. I urge you to follow
this advice now.
DEAR ABBY. Your advice to widows
who wonder what to do about their wedding
and engagement rings was a revelation to
me. You said, "Widows who would like to
start dating again and eventually to remarry
ABBY
should leave their wedding rings at home
and wear their engagement rings on their right hands."
My husband died two years ago and recently I started
dating. But I felt guilty every time I went out with another
man. It was as though I were betraying my deceased husband by wearing his rings with another man. After reading that piece in your column, I put my wedding ring in
the drawer and placed my lovely diamond engagement ring
on my right hand. I broke into tears, but I realized for the
FIRST TTME that I am no longer a married woman, and
L.S.
should not feel guilty. Thank you, Abby.
DEAS ABBY: 1 disagree with you, Abby. I think a
woman who has lost her husband and who has children
should wear her wedding ring at all times.
My father died four years ago (I was 12) and a year
later my mother took off her rings. When I saw her bare
fingers I asked her please to put her rings back on and to
keep them on. I pointed out that although she no longer had
a husband, she had a son, and I didn't want people to think
I was illegitimate. I would appreciate seeing a retraction in
your column.
A WIDOW'S SON
DEAR SON : No reasonable person would assume
that because a woman wears no wedding ring, her children are illegitimate. Nor would I worry about the oddball who might think so.
DEAR ABBY: Just read your reply to the young woman
with braces on her teeth who is getting married and wanted
to know if you thought she should have her dentist take
her braces off for the wedding. ( Her dentist said he would
have to put them back on again immediately afterwards.)
I completely disagree with you. I wore braces for years
and it is sheer misery to have them taken off , and even
worse to have them put back on again. She will probably
have a sore mouth for her wedding, unless her braces are
removed several weeks before the event. Then there is always the chance of having her teeth go crooked again and
she will only have to wear braces longer.
That girl should be glad she's getting her teeth straightened and as long as ber fiance doesn't mind, she should let
ONE WHO KNOWS
well enough alone.
Problems? Write to ABBY, Box 69700, Los Angeles, Calif.
For a personal reply, enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope.

GOP Shouldn't
Buck Everything
Laird Believes

WASHINGTON .(AP) .- Rep.
Melvin Laird , R-Wis., said Friday. "I don't think we should
oppose everything," and suggested that Republicans be
selective tn opposing programs
of President Johnson .
The GOP has some House
members who will oppose anything, Laird said , but selective
opposition to the administration 's program "i.s not a change
as far as I am concerned. "
Laird said the forces that
would oppose every Democratic
program do not have majority
GOP strength , and he predicted
substantial Republican support
next week for the vocational
education amendment which the
President wil l ask be approved
He said there were other
amendments tha t would receive

GOP support because "those are
our bilk which we proposed
initially."
Republicans. Laird said , probably will strongly oppose such
bills as hospital care for the
aged financed through Social
Security.
"My party." he said , "believes
in ability to pay to finance hospital care for the aged program ,
not through a regressive tax ,
such as Social Security. Under
Social Security financing, the
man who is earning $5,000 will
be paying as much to support
the program as a man earning
one million dollars. "
Incom e tax financing would be
better , Laird said.

Castro May Attend
Session of U.N.

HAVANA (AP ) - Reliable
sources in Havana report Cuban
Prime Minister Fidel (' astro is
considering a visit to New York
id attend the United Nations
General Assembly, but hns not
made up his mind.
He last attended an assembly
session in !*>(>. •
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SAIGON, South Viet Nam
(AP ) — Noisy antigovernment
mobs roared through the central
Vietnamese city of Hue again
today, parading with banners in
front of the U.S. consulate .
Antigovernment demonstrations also began in Da Nang,
South Viet Nam 's second largest
city .
Reports from Hue, 400 miles
north of Saigon , said some of
the marchers carried banners
demanding neutralization of the
war-torn country'•
Hue city was also in the grip
of a general strike for the third
day. Businesses and transportation faciliti es were halted. A
general strike also continued at
Quang Tri , farther to the north.
The demonstrations a n d
strikes were organized by a
group calling itself the "Buddhists and Students Protective
Association ." The agitation has
centered around Hue University.
...
...
U.S. sources said about 1,500
marchers demonstrated in Hue.
Neither the American consulate
nor the U.S. Information Service closed their doors. In another part of the city 3,000 gathered
to hear antigovernment speeches.

AMA Suggests
New Program
For HealthCare

CHICAGO (AP) - The American Medical Association came
out Saturday with a proposed
program of health care for tbe
aged and stated it woul d give
elderly citizens far more than
the administration 's medicare
plan.
Dr. Donovan F. Ward , president of the AMA, hit out at
President Johnson's more for
health insurance for the senior
citizens imKea
; to the Social Se! curity system.
7 He said that
program would
give the people
"far less than
they expect,"
and "have a
disastrous effect on the quality" of hospital
and m e d i c a l
Dr. Ward
treatment.
Under tlie AMA proposal,
Blue Cross and Blue Shield and
other health insurance companies would provide policies to
protect the elderly against the
costs of illness.
Public and private funds
would share the cost, according
to each recipient's income.
Under the new program , an
over-65 citizen would purchase
through an insurance company
a "wide spectrum of medical,
surgical and hospital benefits,
and would pay all or none of the
cost of the policy , depending on
his income ," Ward set forth in a
statement .
"For individuals with income
under the specified minimum,
the state agency, using federal
and state funds , would pay the
entire cost. "
The AMA progra m would
make some use of the federalstate health aid machinery set
up by the Kerr-Mills Act and
now in effect in 40 states .
The law permits states to determine
eligibility
through
checkups by welfare depart ments on income, assets nnd
o'her resources of the applicant. But Ward called for congressional action to make some
changes . He suggested amendment of the present law to permit citizens over 65 to submit
";i simple informati on return !o
the appropriate state agency
outlining income from
all
sources. "
"On the basis of this return
alone , " he said , "an individual
willi income within limits set by
Ihe states would immediately
become eligible for benefits. "
Ward said the AMA program
"would provide far more to our
elderl y citizens than is proposed
iri the administration 's medicare lax program.
"Aid would consist of comprehensive health care benefits ,
rathe r than being limited to hospilal and nursing home care
represent ing only a fraction of
the cost of sickness
"Benefits for eligible recipients would include not only payment of hospital and musing
home charges , but also payment
of medieal , surgical and drug
costs ."
He also pointed out lhat it
would operate withi n tht- established insurance system , private
insurance companies would administer it , and it woul d make
use of existing insiii iitiee and
prepay ment plans in which millions of Americ ans are enrolle d.
The AMA labeled its proposal
a sound and workable program
thai would accomplish "far
more " thnn medicare , "wiih
none of the attendant evils of
iinprcdi rtiihle expense , invasion
of medica l practice by the federal bure.iiiracy . or disruption
of the private health insurance
industry by the government. "

BILL MERRILLS.. Redistricfing Compromise Pill
QomsMimFaces Badger BUT Suggested
Legislators

tb/iktex^y

T WONDER . . . are you on speaking terms with the family,
cr is yours a grunt and groan communication system?
Most folks are decent to be around in this whirl-a*day world
of ours. They give out with friendly greetings, exchange small
talk in a market or on an elevator and make at least an effort
at being likeable. They will even surpress the urge of disgust, in
most cases, and based on these
niceties, they are accepted as in your relationship with the
happy Janes and good Joes. family.
But the real person is the
IF, WHEN you get together
kind of person we are at home
What kind of an individual does and no one can think of any
your wife see when she pops small talk, let Dad or Mom look
open an eye as you reach for over to the other one and say
that noisy alarm clock? Or, In simply, "You know what I'm
the case of the women, what going to do tod$y?" And before
kind of an atmosphere do you you know, the small talk will
lend to the breakfast table? come forth as freely as if .you
Perhaps you 're at your worst were on an elevator or in a marin tie AM, but nevertheless, it ket making like a nice guy. Yes,
sir, I guess if families will talk
is you.
And how about the kids? As together, they'll grow together ,
they ready themselves for and as many a family has
school, how congenial are they proved in tMs sense, life can be
toward each other, and in turn , beautiful. Now I'm not saying
you to them and they to you as this communication bit will ansyour emotions respond to each wer all of one's needs in life,
other? You see, the family but it's a step in the right
should have more regard for direction.
each other than for the casual
Be sure you never cut off comacquaintance in the market or munication with the family. Not
on the elevator. Yet , often all to share with each other is to
they see of each other is a few turn living into mere existence.
minutes between getting up time
and leaving the house, ahd if
people are in a bad mood, theirs
is more of a grunt and groan
communication system, leaving
all participants in a bad mood.
IF AT OTHER times throughout the day the family keeps
the talk down to, ' 'Pass the butter , " "Can I have the car tonight?", or, "Whose got the inside of the paper?", it's possible to lose something in this
association , causing it to fall
short of a state of bliss.
So, here's a basic rule. Treat
your family a little more cordial than you would a casual
acquaintance. To do so, start
with self. Even before you look
in the mirror, say, "I feel
healthy , I feel happy, I feel terrific." The first time you may
not even believe it. Now say it
again, only with more gusto,
and finally , while standing on
your feet, say it with expression
and meaning, and you will believe it. Your attitude will be
good , and this will reflect itself

Election Recount
Plan Is Submitted

MADISON, Wis. m- - The
1965 Legislature, which will convene Wednesday politically divided and poised for the biennial battle to make ends meet,
faces an additional challenge:
A Nov. 1 deadline set by the
Wisconsin Supreme Court to reorganize county -boards.
The Legislative Council, a 15meraber group comprising leaders of both parties, started the
machinery Monday to change an
1849 law which the high court
says runs counter to the principle of "one man , one vote" as
enunciated in the U.S. Constitution.
The council unanimously recommended for introduction in
the new session a proposal that
would reorganize county boards
and limit their size according to
population.
Sen. Walter Hollander, RRosendale, chairman of the
council's county boards reorganization committee, said the plan
would meet the Supreme Court's
requirements and "preserve
some semblance ot representation for small communities. "
Under the plan, supervisory
districts would be created "in
such a manner that each supervisor shall represent as nearly
as practicable an equal number
of persons, but considering such
other factors as continuity of existing town, village and city
lines."
A day after the 132 senators
and assemblymen return to the
State Capitol, Republican Gov.
Warren P. Knowles will address
a joint session of the Legislature.
J,
Knowles, faced with budget
requests totaling $896 million,
will outline his program to the
lawmakers in the 11 a.m. address.

ST. PAUL (AP) - The Elections Interim Commission of the
legislature recommended Monday that future recounts in contested statewide election races
should be handled similar to the
plan used in the gubernatorial
recount of 1962-63.
Petitions for recounts would
be filed in Ramsey County District Court with the case to be
heard by three District Court population over 300. The current
judges named by the State Su- figure is 10,000.
The commission is headed by
preme Court.
Sen. Franklin P. Kroehler, HenThe commission said the sug- derson Conservative. Karl Rolgestion was motivated by expe- vaag, the Democratic - Farmer riences of the gubernatorial re- Labor candidate, defeated incount of two years ago. It also cumbent Republican Gov. Elsuggested that permanent vot- mer L. Andersen in the 1962 eler registration should be main- election and the lengthy recount
tained in Bamsey and Hennepin followed . The margin was 91
Countv municipalities with a votes.

Raphael Salmore, Stillwater Liberal.
Permanent rules are slated to
be introduced in the House today
and likely will be approved Wednesday. That would clear th«
way for introduction of bills.
First committee sessions will
be the Senate Welfare Committee hearing at 8 a.m. Wednesday.
The Legislative Public Retirement Study Commission voted
Monday to recommend that the
legislature require the state's
major retirement associaDaylight livings time loomed five
tions to have complete actuarial
as an Issue again this session surveys every four years.
when three lawmakers said they
planned to introduce a bill to
lengthen the period in Minneso- Cache of Garbage
ta.
Rep. John Tracy Anderson, St. Lids Uncovered
Paul Conservative,/ said he BISMARCK. N.D. (AP) — A
would introduce a measure to cache of garbage can lids —
make the time correspond with apparently stashed away by
Wisconsin's. At present, Minne- vandals — has been uncovered
sota has "fast" time from the by police in Hillside Park.
last Sunday of May through La- Home owners were informed
bor Day. The Badger state ex- Monday and many of the 60 lids
tends it from the last Sunday picked up Saturday night were
in April through the last Sun- reclaimed.
day in September.
Householders were told later
Also proposing bills similar to to claim the remainder of the
Anderson's are Sens. Leslie Wes- lids because they 're unsightly —
tin, St. Paul Conservative, and and smelly.
, ST. PAUL (AP) — A legislative interim study group waa to
me«t today on the home remedies issue — trying to work out
a compromise on the so-called
"pill bill."
The regulation spells out how
the sule of home remedies
should be shared by drug stores
and grocery stores.
The legislature held brief Monday night sessions -nd picked up
the tempo -today. The prospects
were for another four-day work
week.

WEST ERN
BLUE BLAZE NO. 2

FUEL OIL
1C.5< Per Gal.

GASOLINE
2S'9< per Gd-

NO STAMPS—NOTHING FREE.

WESTERN
AT THE END OF IAFAYETTJ ST.

Young Men and YoungWomen !
If you're 16 through 21, here's your chance to

BE SOMEBODY!
Join Job Corps

If you're 16 through 21 years old, out of
school, and can't find a job—
can't get into the Armed Forces—
and sometimes think you have no future JOB CORPS may be the answer.
Just fill out the coupon below, send it in,
and you'll soon find out.
If you 're accepted , you'll live in
a Job Corps center with others your age.
You'll eat good food. You'll learn a trade,
You'll enjoy sports and recreation.

Learn how to speak and write well,
Learn how to get and hold a good job.
Best of all...
YOU'LL GET PAID WHILE DOING IT!
You'll get daily spending money...
and when you leave you'll be paid $50 for
every month you were in Job Corps !
It's all true... it's a big opportunity,
Send the coupon in today and start
a new future.
Join Job Corps and BE SOMEBODY !
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The Daily Record
At Community
Memo rial Hospital
Vltltlng htun: Musical ind lurglcal
patl«nf»: 3 1o 4 md 7 to 1:30 p.m. (No
chlkJrm wafer if.)
Maternity patients: J to 3:30 and 7 to
1:30 p.m. (Adults only.)

MONDAY
ADMISSIONS
Edmund Pavek , Minneapolis,
Minn.
Rickey Freed, Rollingstone,
Minn.
Karl Doffing, 330 Elm St.
Robert Googins, 259 W. 2nd St.
Mrs. Omer Harem, Lamoille,
Minn.
' Edward Serva Jr., 450Vfc E.
Wabasha St.
Mrs. Allie Becker, Galesville,
Wis.
Mrs. Elise Druey, 309 W.
Wabasha St.
David Angst, 58 W. Mark St.
Julian Krzoska, Fountain City,
Wis.
Mrs. Adolph Hicks, 464 W.
Howard St.
Rodney Sfolfaj.. 265 Vila St.
Miss Theola Vail , 21? W. Sth
St.
Mrs. Fred Schmidt, 4610
7th St., Goodview.
Mrs. John Loesel, Cochrane,
Wis.
Mrs. Arline Webb, 1845 W.
Sth St.
Mrs. Ottmar Kochenderfer,
Cochrane, Wis.
Mrs. Harold Bade, Cochrane,
Wis.
DISCHARGES
Mrs. David Stiles and baby,
264 E. Sth St.
Gerald Kukowski , D a k o t a ,
Minn.
Thorvale Larson, Galesville,
Wis.
James Carroll, 320 Elm St .
Herman Guderian, 968 W.
Wabasha St.
Mrs. John Drazkowski , 553 E.
Howard St.
Richard Schell, 206& Hamilton St.
Mrs. William Bailey, 510 W.
Broadway.
Mrs. Cyril Crawford , Winona
Rt. 3.
Mrs. Earl Benson, Rushford,
Minh.

TUiSDAY
JANUARY 12, 1965

Winona Deaths

Two-State Deaths

MUa Martha H. Galvwtkl
Miss Martha H. Galewski, 71,
857 E. Broudway, died Mpndpy
at 4) p.m. at Otpununlty Men?*
rj»l Hospital after a brief Illness.
She was born here June 9,
1893, to Mr. and Mrs. William
M. Galewski and was a lifelopg
resident.
She was a member of St. Stanislaus Church, Rosary Society,
Sacred Heart Society and St.
Helep's Guild of St. Stanislaus.
Survivors are: A nephew, William H., Winona, and three
nieces, Mrs. William (Rita) larras, Winona; Miss Mary, Hudyard, Mich., and Mrs. Arnold
(Teresa) Rhiel, Sheboygan, Wis.
He? brother, William A., died
last Jpije 26.
Funeral services will be
Thursday at 8:30 a.m. at Borzyskowski Mortuary and at S at
St. Stanislaus, the Rt. Hev.
Msgr. N. F. GfuUwwski officiating. Burial will be in St. Mary's
Cemetery.
Friends may call Wednesday
after 2 p.m. at the mortuary.
The Hosary will be said at 6:45
p.m. by the societies and at 7:30
p.m. by Msgr. Grulkowski.

Alfred Bredvlatn
PIGEON FALLS, Wi*. (Special ) — Alfred Bredvigen, 59,
Minneapolis, died Sunday at B
a.m. a t V e t e r a n s Hospital,
Minneapolis, Minn., a week
after being admitted. Hft had
been ill several months.
He was born July 23, 1905,
in the Town of Pigeon, Trempealeau County, to Hans and
KaroJioe Bid Bredvi^en. He
served with the Army in World
War II in Europe. After the
war he worked as a laborer
in Minneapolis and had never
married.
Survivors are: Two brothers.
Ole and Hans, Pigeon Falls, and
one sister, Mrs. Henry (Ann?)
Nelson, Blair.
Funeral services will be
Thursday at 2 p.rn. at Pigeon
Creek Lutheran Church, Pigeon
Falls, the Rev. Gordon Trygstad
officiating. Burial will be in the
church cemetery.
Friends may call at Hagen
Funeral Home, Wednesday afternoon and evening and Thursday at the church Irom 10 a.m.

Winona Funerals
Mrs. Delia Morrison
Funeral services for Mrs.
Delia Morrison, St. Anne Hospice, were held today at Breitlow Funeral Home, the Rev.
Harold Rekstad of First Congregational Church officiating.
Burial was in Woodlawn . Cemetery.
Pallbearers were W a l t e r
Thompson, Robert Selover, Dr.
Robert and Dr. John Tweedy,
Clyde Morrison and Richard
Henry .

Mrs. George BUsen
CALEDONIA, Minn. (Special)
—Mrs. George Bissen, 52, died
Monday at 7:45 a.m. at Caledonia Community Hospital.
The former Helen Feyen, she
was born Aug. 12, 1912, at La
Crosse to Mr. and Mrs. Emil
Feyen, She was married May
9, 1933, and had lived here
since.
Survivors are : Her husband:
three sons, David , La Crescent, and Allan and Tim, at
home; three grandchildren; her
mother, Mrs. Nellie Feyen, La
Crosse; one sister, Mrs. Arnold
Bissen , Caledonia, and one
brother, Raymond, La Crosse.
One son, Terry, has died.
The funeral service will be
Thursday at 9 a.m. at Steffen
Funeral Home and at 9: SO at
St. J ohn the Baptist Catholic
Church, the Rev. Thaddeus
Derezinski officiating. Burial
will be in Calvary Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 7 p.m. today
and after 2 p.m. Wednesday.
The Rosary will be recited
Wednesday at 8 p.m.

Mr«. Beatrice E. Peterson
Funeral services for Mrs.
Beatrice E. Peterson, 452% Center St., will be at 1 p.m. Wednesday at Grace Presbyterian
Church, the Rev. William T.
King officiating.
Burial will be in Woodlawn
Cemetery.
BIRTHS ELSEWHERE
Friends may call at Fawcett
Funeral
Home from 7 until 9
)
Earl Benson Infant
HOKAH , Minn. (Special Mr. and Mrs. Verian Craig a p.m. today, and at the church RUSHFORD, Minn.—A burial
service for the stillborn son
daughter Jan. 5 at St. Francis after noon Wednesday.
of Mr. and Mrs. Earl Benson
Hospital, La Crosse. Mrs. Craig
Felix P. Bronk
is the former Donna Kirchof.
Funeral services for Felix P. was held in Rushford Lutheran
WHITEHALL , Wis. (Special ) Bronk , 119 Johnson St., will be Church cemetery Monday by
—At Tri-County Memorial Hos- at 9 a.m. Wednesday at Wat- the Rev. Eugene Foehringer.
pital, Whitehall :
kowski Funeral Home here and The child , Thomas Allen, was
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Sura , In- at 10 at Sacred Heart Church, stillborn at Community Memordependence, a daughter Jan. 5. Pine Creek, the Rev. Augustyn ial Hospital , Winona, Saturday
Mr. and Mrfc. Martin P. Mat- Sulik officiating. Burial will be evening.
Two other children survive.
chey Jr., Whitehall , a daughter in Sacred Heart Cemetery.
Thursday.
Friends may call at the fuJames A. Robinson
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Wiench, neral home after 2 p.m. today. BUFFALO CITY, Wis. (SpeIndependence, a d a u g h t e r A Rosary will be recited at 8 cial)—James A. Robinson, 82,
p.m.
Thursday.
who retired 15 years ago from
STOCKTON, Minn. (Special )
river improvement work with
Miss
Celia
Walch
—Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth ValenFuneral services for Miss Ce- the U. S. Army Corps of Entine, Huntington Beach, Calif.,
ginees, died Monday at 5 a.m.
a daughter Thursday. Mr. and lia Walch, 159 E. 4th St., were at Lutheran Hospital, La Crosse,
Catheconducted
today
at
the
Mrs. V. G. Daniel , Stockton, and
where he had been a patient a
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Valentine, dral of the Sacred Heart, the week. Death followed a long
Harold
J.
DittRt.
Rev.
Msgr.
Minnesota City , are grandparillness.
man officiating.
ents.
Burial was in Immaculate He was born Sept. 23, 1882,
Heart Catholic Church cemetery in the Town of Alma to Mr.
and Mrs. James Robinson Sr.
TODAY S BIRTHDAYS
at Oak Ridge .
He
spent his entire life in BufPallbearer's were Robert and
Jeffrey Wayne Hernmelman, Arthur Speltz, Thomas Lehn- falo County.
He married Alvina Hoffman
3740 6th St., Goodview , 2.
ertz, John Schell and Soman June 16, 1906 at her parents'
and La Verne Walch. The Cath- home in Buffalo City.
olic Daughters of America pro- • Survivors are : One son,
WEATHER
Ray,
vided an honor guard at the Memphis
, Tenn.; three grandchurch.
OTHER TEMPERATURES
children , and one brother ,
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
George, Buffalo City . His wife ,
High Low Pr.
one son, four sisters and three
Court
Municipal
27 23 ..
Albany, cloudy
brothers have died.
Albuquerque , clear . 50 26
The funeral service will be
WINONA
Atlanta , clear
43 30
(all of charges Thursday at 2 p.m. at Colby
Dismissals:
Bismarck , snow — 12 -4 .0!)
driver's Funeral Home, Cochrane, the
35 32 .04 of driving with no valid
Boise, cloudy
Rev. Gene Krueger officiating.
)
30 22 .. license in possession .
Burial will be in Buffalo City
Boston, clear
Margaret M. Cisewski , 557 Cemetery.
36 17 ..
Chicago , clear
11:40
Saturday
at
Mankato Ave.,
Pallbearers will be Norman
Cincinnati, cloudy .. 39 28
p.m. at Wabasha and Chatfield Hansernann, Leonard Leitha,
Cleveland, cloudy .. 34 30
streets.
Harry Gifford , Clyde Baumann,
. 40 20
Denver , clear
David G. Ehler, 477 W. San- Fred Hobbs and Glen Mulyck.
Des Moines , clear... 40 7
Friends may call at the fuborn St., Sunday at 9 p.m. at
37 30
Detroit , clear
neral home Wednesday afterFairbanks, clear .. -ll -22 .. Sth and Lee streets.
Edward £>. Mohan , 10CC W noon and evening and ThursFort Worth, clear .. 51 32
Wabasha St., Sunday at 1:45 day.
33 18
Helena, clenr
a.m. at Broadway and Huff
Honolulu, clear . . . 79 74
Laurence Miller
Street.
Indianapolis , cloudy 40 2ii
MONEY CREEK , Minn. (S peJacksonville, cloudy f>r> 45
cial) — Laurence Miller , 48 ,
, BUFFALO COUNTY
Los Angeles, cleur . 09 50
ALMA , Wis. (Special) — The died of a heart attack Monday
Louisville , cloudy .. 40 29 .. license of Daniel H. Ringger . 16, afternoon at his home. He had
Memphis , clear .... 48 26 .. Mondovi Rt. 4, was suspended been periodically ill for several
79 64 .. for 30 days by Buffalo County years and had just returned
Miami, cloudy
Milwaukee , clear .. 34 11
Judge Gary B. Schlossteln Mon- from Veterans Hospital , Minne16 -1 .02 day Ringger also paid $3 costs. apolis.
Mpls. -St.P., snow
He was charged with driving
New Orleans , cloudy 52 33
He was born Dec. 11 , 1910 ,
too fast for conditions Dec. 3 in to Mr. and Mrs. Charles Miller ,
New York , cloudy 35 2a
Okla. City, clear ... 42 29 .. Mondovi. He is the son of Mr. Bangor , Wis., and graduated
and Mrs. Herbert Ringger, Mon- from high school there. He serv. 4 0 10
Omaha , clear
ed in the Army from March 11,
Philadelphia , cloudy 33 15 .. dovi.
Forfeitures on charges listed : 1942, to Dec. 2, 1945. He worked
65 40
Phoenix, clear
Gary L. Bauer , Durand, Rt, 2, at Winona Produce Co. several
Pittsburgh , cloudy . 30 25 ..
Ptlnd , Mc., cloudy . 28 16 .. $10 fine and $3 costs, careless years, later farmed in the Widriving, Mondovi , Dec. B.
toka area , and moved to Money
Ptlnd, Ore., cloudy . 40 35
Byron Leon Voerding, Glen- Creek a year ago.
Rapid City, cloudy . 35 16 ..
Survivors aro: His wife ,
St . Louis, cloudy . 44 31 . wood, Minn., $55, furnishing
beverages to persons unSalt Lk. City, cloudy 33 30 .24 malt Nov. 13, Town of Naples. Blanche lone, and three brothers, Ronald, in the armed
54 49 ,0Q der 18,
San Fran., rain
Thomas Thrune, 184 N. Baker
, Bangor, Wis.,
39 35 .. St., Winona , $53, intoxicants In a forces; Golfin
Seattle , cloudy
La Crosse.
Alvin,
and
cloudy
.
39
27
..
Washington ,
vohlcle carrying a minor , Jan.
Funeral services will be WedWinni peg, clear .... -5 -27 .. 10.
nesday at 2 p.m. at Witok a MethAIUPOJiT WEATHER
Robert G. Culp, La Crosse , odist Church, the Rev. Roger
(North Central Observations) $30, driving 40 m.p.h. in a 25- Lynn officiating. Burial will be
Max. temp. 22 Wednesday at mile zone , qnd $13, arterial vio- in Witoka Cemetery .
4 p.m., min . temp. 1 at fi n.m . lation nt the junction of highFriends may call nt Pottertoday, 6 at noon today, over- ways 35 and OS , Fountain City, Haugcn Funeral Home , Caledoncast sky nt 1,500 fwit , visibility Dee . 10,
ia , this afternoon and evening
Dewey Stay, Mondovi , $13 , and at the church Wednesday
7 miles with lij'lit .snow, wind
i.s calm, barometer 30.26 and driving without his headli ghts after 1 p.m.
on, Jan. 0.
.steady, humidity 69 percent.
Mrs. Otto Martin

DR. C. R. KOLLOFSKI
DR. MAX L. DEBOLT
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RUSHFORD , Minn. ( Special)
— Mrs. Otto Martin , 78, form
eiiy of Rushford , died suddenly
at her home at Los Angeles,
Calif-, Jan. 2. She was M".
Floyd W. Parish prevjotw to her
marriage to Mr , MartinShe WOH born at Ilushfprd
Aug. 27, intIG , oldest daughter
of Mr . and Mrs, Arndt Larson. A graduate of Rushford

Fire Damages 790 Enrolled in
Houston County
Residence on Vocational School Accident Case
East Wabasha
Transferred Here

A basement fire at the Barbara Kulas home, 873 E. Wabasha St., charred first-floor joists
and beams and caused smoke
damage throughout the onestory structure Monday afternoon. , .
Fire Marshal Cleo Keiper said
today that tbe fire was caused
by misuse of an electric heating tape. The tape had been
wrapped around basement water pipes, but it was doubled
over itself , which caused overheating, Keiper said.

A currept enrollment of 190
students in the Winona Area
Vocational-Technical School was
reported Monday night to the
Board of Education by Superintendent of Schools A. L. Nelson.
Nelson said that five courses
conducted under provisions of
the federal Manpower Development & Training Act are in
progress.

DATA submitted by. Thomas
Vf . Raine, vocational school director, show? ,—.
that 20 are ej » i
,
rolled in a bCnOOl
class in auto
body repair at
D ^--J
BOard
a rented build—
ing at 1552 W, ~
Broadway ; 20 each in classes in
general office clerical work and
in stenography- conducted in
rented quarters at 79% W. Srd
St.; 20 in the course for highway technicians at the Winona
Armory, and 16 in a welding
class at Senior High School.
Ojher courses also are under
way.

Broadway, Nicholson in Yakima,
Wash., Blank «t 677 E. Sanborn
St. and Joseph Lane at SIS E.
3rd St. Galawaki and Nld»l*on
were drfoaw in • two-car coillsion Oct. 3, IMS, oa Highway
During Monday's discussion of
76, three miles north of Calea proposed new building to
donia, Minn. Blank was a pashouse ai) vocational school
senger in t3» GalewsW car,
¦
classes, 4th Ward Director Daniel Sadowski asked whether an District Judge Arnold Hatfield RED CROSS MEETING
alternative to construction of a ordered a change in venue of a
meeting of the
new building might be a change personal injury case, scheduled The quarterly of the Amerboard
of
directors
in the graded arrangement at to be tried in Houston County,
here
the senior and junior high school after a hearing in chambers ican Red Cross chapter
at , noon
luncheon
will
be
at
a
Monday
afternoon.
level.
,
Attorneys in the Lane-Galew- Monday in the chapter houseSADOWSKI wondered whether ski case on the calendar of 276 W. Sth St. Members are askshifting ninth grade classes to Houston County District Court ed to call the chapter house to
the new senior high building agreed to have the case tired in make reservations not later
when it's completed and using Winona County, since it involves than Friday. ¦
the present senior high building virtually the same issues as
only for seventh- and eighth- those in the William H. Galew- DODGE WOMAN FALLS
graders might allow for use of ski-Charles L. Nicholson and DODGE, Wis. (Special) —
Mrs. Jacob Losinski tore ligathe Central Junior High School
building as a vocational school. John R. Blank-Galewski and Ni- ments in her left arm between
Board President Lawrence' cholson cases. Both the latter the shoulder and elbow Tuesday
Santelman said that the present. cases are on the new January when she fell on the ice at
formula by which state aids are term calendar of Winona Coim- her home. Raymond Jereczek
computed would dictate a re-. ty.fj alpwdri liVM a. KM V. Jr., is in critical condition at
St. Joseph's Hospital, Arcadia.
duction in aids should such a
plan be implemented. The junior
high students then would be
counted as elementary pupils,
for aid purposes, he said, and
tbe resulting loss in income to
the district was estimated at
more than $25,000 a year.

MISS KULAS came home
from work about 5:15 p.m. to
find the house filled with smoke.
She called firemen who, eventually, dispatched two hose companies and a truck company.
The first of these arrived five
minutes after the call.
Firemen found underpinnings
of the first floor a mass of
flames, but they were able to
extinguish the blaze in about an
hour. Aside from charred joists
and beams, firemen found some FOR BUiGLARY ACTION
flame damage in a bathroom.
Fire had found its way between the walls in the channel
created by water pipes. However, Keiper said that the heat
had been so intense that solder
in the joints of the copper tubing melted and water squirted
over the flames in the bathroom Assistance given law enforce- While not criticizing an inwall
ment officers during their inves- structor involved in last week's
THERE WAS smoke damage tigation of en attempted burg- incident, directors thought that
I, ir -^- ^^^
throughout the house, but no lary at Senior High School last a policy might be adopted which ^
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m
m
m
^
^^^
^^^
^m
m
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^^^m
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^^
^^
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^
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drew expressions of com- would preclude the possibility ^
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BBtmmmvtf
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damage figure has been deter- week
mendation for the o u b 1 i c of any personnel being in a
mined yet, Keiper said.
schools' supervisor of buildings
About 500 feet of hose was and personnel, John Timmons, school building without specific
after custodians
used in the hour-long battle from the Eowd of Education authorization
have left at night.
against the fire.
Monday nigW.
Miss Kulas is staying with rel- Superintendent of Schools A. The burglarly attempt was
atives while the house is recon- L. Nelson said that after an discovered last week by a vocational school night class inditioned.
early Thursday morning attempt structor who decided to remain
___ in the building for the night
to open a!sale
in t h e high
. ^ rather than attempt to drive to
,
^
school h ad
_t>ChOOl
his home in Chatfield during
been thwarted
heavy fog.
by police-ia
D_ _ „ J
Directors said the suggested
DOaiQ
the process of
policy
was proposed to insure
which one po- ^ —
liceman and one of the burg- that the safety of no one on
Four new members were lars were wounded by gunfire the school staff would be jeopelected to the board of directors — a question arose as to wheth- ardized should another similar
of the Winona Chamber of Com- er the school could be opened incident happen.
merce retail division at a divi- to pupils Thursday morning No action was taken on eith
sion meeting this morning at the since at least one accomplice er policy suggestion Monday.
chamber office.
in the burglary was missing and
Chosen to two-year terms on there was tbe possibility he
the eight-member board were might be hiding out in the
0. C. Bell, Harlen Holden, Leo school.
Arnold and Emil Nascak.
Holdover members are Le Roy A DECISION had to be made
Backus, Robert Boschulte , C. R. as to whether a room-by-room
Hauge and John Thompson. In search of the school should be
addition, Robert McQueen, pres- made during the night or deent chairman, and Wayne Him- layed until daylight. The latter After a four-hour discussion
rich, board adviser, will remain would have resulted in a morn- of school building matters and
ing closing of the schools.
members.
a rundown on other items of
New officers of the division Timmons, who has the keys business on its agenda, memwill be elected at its next meet- necessary for gaining access to
all areas of the high school, was bers of the j .
ing.
^
called to police headquarters Board of Ed- r L.
I
ucation
MonJChOOi
and accompanied officers to the
day decided
high school around 4 a.m.
Nelson said that Timmons it was getting
D-.af .J
volunteered to accompany po- t o o late to I POqiM
lice on a tour of the building. launch i n t o
Since he knew the location of consideration of teacher salary
all light switches, the superin- issues for the 1965-66 contract
Poems of 20 sophomores of tendent paid , Timmons opened year as originally planned.
Cotter High School have been each room and flipped on the Directors have scheduled a
accepted for publication in the switches so the search could be meeting for Wednesday night to
"Annual Anthology of High made. No trace of the missing discuss the teachers' salary proSchool Poetry" published by the burglar could be found and posal asking an upward reviNational High School Poetry classes were able to be conduct- sion in salary schedule figures
Press, Los Angeles, Calif. Cer- ed on schedule the next day.
and had hoped to discuss the re1964 has been an historic year—one of fundamentificates of Acceptance have Several members of the board quest Monday night.
said Timmoas' action "was certal conflicts and of human drama which struck home to
been sent to:
Instead , Board President LawMary Boland , Susan Burmeis- tainly above and beyond what rence Santelman
you personally.
suggested that
ter, Jerome. Gallas, Paula He- he would be expected to do "
directors
meet
an
hour
prior
Keep its memory bri ght forever with this unique
and
the
board
asked
that
the
genbart , Thoma^ Hoeppner , Alar Kaufman, Carolyn Karasch, superintendent c o n v e y the to Wednesday's session w|th the
volume-an
annual , unlike any other, which brings to
Linda Kieffer , Robert Klein- board's commendation to Tim- joint teachers' salary committee
life
the
history
of our own time.
and consider the proposal in deschmidt, Colleen O'Reilly, Rich- mons.
It 's a book to cherish , tb refer to, and above all
ard Philipps , Darlene Pulchin- IN REVIEWING the circum- tail.
slci, Christine Raphael, William stances of the burglary attempt, The teachers ' delegation then
to READ.
Reinarts, Mary Rivers, Patric- Nelson spld that investigation will come in to discuss the proia Schneider, Douglas Smith , has indicated that apparently posed schedule.
THE 300-PAGE, HARD BACK VOLUME CONTAINS:
Sherman Smith , Stephen Speltz entry to tho building was gained
and David Wendt.
through a door that somehow
• Month by month, tho stories thai struck home to newspaper
had been left ajar.
leaders. • Hundreds of h\otk and white nam photographs, disThe burglars then apparently
Rollingstone Class
went to the superintendent's ofplayed so you can appreciate them. • About 24 pages of color
Changes in the income tax fice, forced open the door by
I
photographs. • Maps, including a double spread world map in
laws relating to formers and breaking or removing the lock
Warren Eustis, 1st District
and
remoyed
buildings
keys
how to file a return will be exDFL chpirman , will speak at ! color sparring the year's news events . • A chronology of the
plained by John Januschka , from the superintendent's desk. the Winona County DFL Victory
'
iadult agriculture teacher at Wi- These keys would provide ac- Dance Saturday at the Winona | year s roofer events for easy reference. • An almanac of basic
nona Senior High School , at a cess to other areas of the build- Athletic Club.
current information on U.S. and forei gn governments, sports,
meeting for urea farmers at ing such as the high school cafeDance
Chairman
Lester
Dienbusiness and economics, births, deaths ond marriages.
8:30 p.m. Thursday at Holy Trin- teria , in Ibe vicinity of the ger announced that refreshwelding shop from which equip- ments would be available. Tickity School in Rollingstone.
ment wns taken for the safe- ets can be obtained from DienBLAIR WOMAN ILL
cracking attempt .
ger or William Bell at the AthBLAIR , Wis. - Mrs. Anna
DURING Till!, discussion of letic Club. The dance will be
Johnson, 88, suffered a stroke
at her farm home in Vosse tho attempted burglary , direc- from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.
Coulee Sunday afternoon , and tors also suggested that steps
is in a critical condition. Garth he taken lo insure that only a
Duxbury, 7, son of Mr. and minimal amount of cash is kept X JMCHECKED YOUR ^H ; THE WORLD IN W4
j
Mrs. Larry Duxbury, fractured in any of the schools at one
WINONA DAILY NEWS
*
j
liis left arm in a skating ac- time.
jj
BOX it , POUGHKEEPSIE , N.Y.
j
Arrangements
s
h
o
u
l
d
be
cident.
made, board members suggested, for deposits of nil funds in
«
Enclosed i.s $
. . . for
cop ies of THE
',
FIRE CALLS
excess of minimal amounts on I Ilonp itnl costs have gono up!
«
WOULD JN 1%4 ill $.1 each. Please reserve a copy for me.
i
\
grounds tliat this would serve - Mnke miro your protection will >
Monday
4:10 p.m.—Sweazy Pond , rub- aa a deterrent to any future I jircviUo tlm Itiahtr daily room I | NAME
i
attempts.
nnd »urjjic.al bitnoflta you need •
bish fire, ignited by brush burn- burglary
Nelson
Clerk
I today. For a frca nualygis of I
and
and
Busining in tho area, extinguished ess
ADDRESS
•
yoiir Jiealtli protection progra m |i
Manager Paul W. Sanders
with 2,695 gallons of water from explained
I (without obli gation), write , I
that
receipts
in
any
CITY AMD STATE
tank truck,
I
i
phono or vUit
j
amounts — such na those |
6:17 p.m. — 873 E. Wabasha large
St,, Barbara Kulas residence , from ntlilct Ic contests — always
!
Scud ii copy of the t>ook as a jjift from me t«;
|
nre deposited in a bank and
basement fire caused by over- not kept nt the schools.
heated eluctric heating tape, fire Superintendent Nelson sug1621 W. Kin S St.
charred floor joists, smokfl dam- gested lhat sometimes in the fuNAME
j
j
ngc throughout house, two hose ture consideration might be
Phon* 3281
companies and one truck com- given to a revision in the cusj
ADDRESS
j
pany put fire out in an hour. todial schedule which would
High School , bhe hud lived in provide (ot some one to be on
'"
CITY AISD STATE
.
j
duty at lli« high school during
j
California since 1920.
the
night
for
uround-tho-clock
Survivors are; Her husband,
Otto ; two daughters; one son ; fitmerv/ufont.
(DONOR: YOl'll N A M K
)
•
j
nine grandchildren ; 11 greatDlRIttTOItK thought t h a t
grandchildren , and three sisters. study should be made of a Mutual ol ORUha limiranct CoiWV
One son , Dale , died in January workable |)lan such as (he suHimt Oltlct • Omito, Ntbraika
Mh'surv ed books trill he matled m F e b r u a r y i
1903.
perintendent had suggested.
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School Supervisor
Wins Boa rd's Praise
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Retailers Name
New Directors

Teacher Pay
Talks Deferred
____

20 Coffer Poems
A ccepted f or
Annual Anthol ogy

A FASCINATING NEW KIND
OF NEWS ANNUAL AVAILABLE
-EXCLUSIVELY-TH ROUGH
THIS NEWSPAPE R NOW!

Eustis to Speak
At DFL Dance

RESERVE YOUR COPY-TM^
SPECIAL PRICE OF $3.

¦
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JAMES GARRY
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Redmen
Skafers
Triumph

S T. MARY'S BOMBS JOHNNIES 75-62

Redmen First Half Enough Again
By GARY EVANS
Dally News Sports Editor

No one is going to convince St. Mary 's Coach Ken
Wiltgen that large halftime
leads are detrimental.

He will agree, however,
that they do little to improve
a team 's second-half offensive performance.
That was the situation at
Monday
Heights
Terrace

trrs^^a

JSlP^ ^
iliiiPSPORTS

OZZIE LOEFFLER, a familiar figure here until deciding
tp invade the north woods for a job at Bemidji State College,
drops a line :
•'Someone .seri f me tlie year-end edition of the S unday Hews
wiih nil Ihe highlig ht;; oj 1964. I call your attention to someth ing
that mig ht have been overlooked. The Warrior golf team lost
the conference champ ionshi p to Mankafo Stat e b j only one
stroke and th is freshmen taaen squ aa was not
conceded a chance. Also . Dick Jones was the
medalist in the conference meet.
"Bemidji aiid the college are treating me
fine. This quarter I am teaching three classes
in first aid . one in techni ques of officiat ing ,
running the intramural program , and managing ihe training room.
"Our varsity team is a young (cam a tid
we have an addition this quarter in (he person
of a Ronald Smilley. He is a 6'5" Negro who
¦ p layed hig h school hall with Caztie Russell.
;
He will probabl y rep lace our inel i gible Jack
Loeffler
Phelps in the starting lineup . I rnenuonea a
young team . . . one senior and two ju niors are all ihe active
first 14 include. We have another injured senior who will see
little service.
"Had. an opportunity to p lay tn the Chamber tij Commerce
fund raising contest of Brains vs. Brawn. It drew a tremendous
crowd and was a lot of fun. Even the p resident of the colleg e
played in the contest. "
SPEAKING OF BEIMIDJ I and the Northern Intercollegiate
Conference, the Beavers and St. Cloud Huskies were singing
the blues. Now the Huskies are whistling happily.
Phelps , a 6-3 forward, and Jim Tay lor , 5-10 guard , are
Ineligible stars at Bemidji .
At St. Cloud , Mike Forrest , a standout starter as a freshman , and 6-7 John Hamre were believed out
/f ^ _
also because of bouts with the books.
/y ^&&
A later check of grade point averages
r^^V*)
revealed a mistake and both will be eligible
»/T c OL
to compete during winter quarter.
¦BftY/^r '^W
Forrest , by the way , is the fellow who (J^^Vv
teamed with Winona 's Dave Meisner to bring v;r X T x) _£
Cloquet within an eyelash of the Minnesota r^MT \Jl\ ^
I -Ik_ A /
State Tournament championship in 1963.

•

•

•
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right as the Redmen outsmarted a St. John 's team
that played as if it felt
slighted at Concordia 's 1964
trip to the NAIA football
championship game in the
first half arid then coasted
offensively in the second 20
minutes.
It was over at halftime
with St. Mary's leading 49-30.
but because a basketball
game calls for two halfs, the
second was played and found
St. Mary 's winning 75-62.
The victory marked the
Redmen 's 11th in 13 outings
and sent St. Mary 's into
exam break with a solid 4-1
record in the MIAC, the .only
loss coming at the hands of
defending champion and present league kingpin Augsburg.
The Redmen were thwarted from the field in the second half, scoring only five
field goals, but took advantage of the rugged Johnnie
defense to drop IB of 23 free
throw shots to keep the visitors at bay.
"That' s the second home
game in a row that we
haven 't done much offensively in the second half ," said
Wiltgen. "We get the big
halftime lead and coast. But

CEDAR FALLS, lowa Too bad the Biblical story
of David and Goliath didn 't
work for Winona State 's
Warriors here Monday night
in a basketball game with
State College of Iowa.
Winona State , playing the
role of David, couldn 't uncork a capable rebounding
reserve against the taller
Panthers, and were slapped
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around 104-85 for the Warriors ' worst loss of the year.
State College of Iowa ,
member of the rugged North
Central Conference, copped
its sixth win of the year
against a lik e number of
losses. Winon a is now 3-8
for the season.
The taller Panthers manhandled the Warriors ' defensive setup, which includ-

COLORADO COPS

Indiana Tumbles
Hawkeyes 85-76

Van Hoof May
Not See Action
Donlinger Set

Soph Stelter Pushes
Wisconsin Past Purdue
side shooting by guards
Dennis Sweeney and .Inn
Holien , was enough lo t u r n
Ihe trick.
The triump h sent Coach
.loliii Eriekson ' s sipiad inlo
Wednesday 's game in t lie
field house against Marijuetle with nn over all 5 5
record for Ihe season.
Alter a seesaw fust half ,
Wisconsin tnul<il Ihe Boiler
makers al halftime .17 .'I.I
Then Stelter turned on Ihe
heal Ile rapped in two fast
goals at Die st.irf of the .sec
oud period lo knot the count .
bagged another to tie al :v.i
anil added three more bas-

another drive and it was 1810.
With just over nine minutes
to play in the first half , the
score stood 24-18, but the
Redmen calmly outscored St.
John 's 14-4 in the next four
minutes to make the score
38-22.
In the span. Jim Buffo hit
the lefthanded jump er from
long range, Roger Pytlewski
blasted home a one-hander ,
Jerry Sauser counted on a
layup, Valaika made a free
throw and Buffo two, Maloney a drive , Valaika two
more charity tosses and Sauser one.
Repeated trips to the free
throw line sent St. Mary 's
out front 45-26 with 1:14 left
and for practical purposes
the game was over .
The Redmen toyed with St.
John 's in the second half ,
watched three of the visitors
make the trip to the bench
with fouls before 10 minutes
were past and slid home.
In all, 31 fouls were called
on the visitors and St. Mary 's
won it from the line. The Redmen were outscored 23-22
from the field, but made
( Continued on Page 13)
REDMEN

WHOA! . 7 . Arnold Foster 's left hand cautions St.
Mary 's guard Mike Maloney to stop his drive, but it had
little effect on the Redmen backcourt artist as he went up for
two points , finished with 17 and led his team to a 75-62 victory over Foster 's St. John 's team. (Daily News Sports
Photo)

SCI Thwarts Warrior Plan 104-85

THE SWAMI IS disgusted. He has slumpB L mm a m d
ed to .699 after hitting 27 of 43 last weekend .
&~^
His total without handicap stands at 235 of
336.
With handicaps he is even worse , guessing just 21 of 43
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
to run his total to 200 of 336 for .595.
The journey from the plains to
Now for Tuesday :
the foot of the Rockies is beStewartville over Kasson-Mantorville by 3; Mazeppa over
coming an uphill battle for ColoByron by 1; Lanesboro over Houston by 2; Farmington over rado 's Big Eight Conference
Randolph by 4; Alma Center over Taylor by 14; Arkansaw basketball neighbors.
over Lima Sacred Heart by 2; Trempealeau over Arcadia by
While nationall y ranked Wich3; Fairchild over Cadott by 1: Whitehall over Mondovi by 5; ita. Indiana , St. John 's and DaElkton over Wykoff by 1; Onalaska Luther over Melrose by vidson were boosting their stock
2; Brookwood over Holmen by 2 .
with solid victories Monday
night , the unsung Buffaloes
SPL1TMAKERS in Winona Bowling. At WESTGATE BOWL shook up the Big Eight title pic—Nita Serwa 5-8-10, Ruth Armstrong 5-10, Barbara Kuhlman ture by knocking off conference
6-7, Alice Neitzke 34-10, Shirley Dietrich 3-7-10, Elaine Smith favorite Kansas 61-59 for their
5-8-10, Alice Pehler 5-7, Pat EUinghuysen 5-8-10 , Lora Kanz second straight home-court up3-7 twice ; Marion Tulius 5-7 twice , Peggy Jacobson 5-7, Mike set.
By reversing its two-point loss
Davis 5-10, George Schumanski 6-7. Bob Hughes 4-5 , Mike
Wegman 5-10 . Janice Gady 6-7-10 , Elsie Dorsch 5-8-10 , Lois
Anderson 5-7-9, Thelma Sebo 3-7-10. Elaine Wild 5-7, Carol
Altobell 4-7-10, Virginia Schuminski 4-6-7 , Jeanette Luhman 5-7,
Carol Johnson 4-5, 5-6, Marian Fort 5-8-10, Diane Walters
4-7-10 , Lyle Jacobson 4-9-7 , Rich Moham 5-7, Roinman Kujak
5-7, Lois Ledebuhr 3-7-10, Pat Grossell 3-7, Arlene Kessler 3-7,
Elaine Neitzke 5-6-10, Joan Loer MO , Irene Curran 5-10, Esther
Keltn 5-8-10 . Lyle Jacobson 5-10, Floyd Broker 5-10, Earl Ford
6-7-10, Bette Sievers 4-10 , Arlene Kessler 9-10, Betty Schoonover 5-10, Leona Lubinski 4-7-9 , Dorothy Adams 5-7, 5-10, Judy
There has been a change
Plait 6-7 , 4-5-7, Pete Cummings 9-10 , Judy Cocker fi-7 , Thelma in Friday '
s scheduled Golden
Pellowski 4-7-10 . Loretta Steivang 3-7, Marion Tulius 5-8-10, Gloves boxing match at tbe CotKathy Greden 6-7-10 , June Dalleska 5-10 . Pat EUinghuysen
ter Physical Education building.
5-8-10 . Milly Lica 6-7 , Mary Schossow 7-9-10, Dorothy Chuchna
Tom Van Hoof , the flash y Wi5-7, Tom Grant 5-10 . Bruce Brakan 4-5 , Orvilla Cisewski 5-7 . nonan , may not be able to fight
Friday due to an injury . Van
At HAL-HOD LANES Hetty Biltgen 4-7-10 , 6-7-10 . Alice Stevens
Hoof was to have fought Kenny
5-10 , Florence Hob. _ !-!(> , Ceil Edel 5-6-10 twice , Ann Banicki
3-7-10 , Florence Holz 4-10 , 5-7 , Pat Brang 3-7-10, Alice Stevens Reynolds of Minneapolis , tbe Upper M i d w e s t middleweight
3-7-10 . 4-5-7 , Nancy Springer 5-10 , Bob Sehcvve 5-7-9 . Betty
champion .
Jaszewski :i-9-10 . ii »-10 , Irlene Trimmer 5-11-10 , Met ;i Lilla
To replace ' the Van l loof-Key5-,' Mn . Frances Pederson :.-7-l (l , 5 fi-10 , Leona Lubinski 5-7.
no/ds headJiiKT will be .firrt DonDorothy Beynon 5-7 . Helen Grulkowski 5-8-10 , Jill Schuminski.
linger , a top amateur heavy6-7-R-10 . Hope Dennis r >7 , Irlene Trimmer 3-7-10 , Janice Tropp le weight . Donlinger is currently a
5-7-ii . Evelyn Erie 4-III , .lean Lubinski 6-7-10 , Rut li Hop f 5-0- 1 (1, Winona Sl ide College student.
Ron - Chap iewski 4-7 -Kl . Ted Snyder 4-1( 1, Amos fiakken 5-fi-IO.
An opponent for Donliti tf cr i.s beVirginia Prussing fi-7 -K ) . Glad ys Hlanchfield S-H-lO . Orvilla
ing arranged.
Other Ixints will fi nd Rusy
Cisewski 5-1 ( 1 . Eleanor Griesel 4-5-7
At WINONA ATHLETIC CH II: Rut h Kukovv.ski 4-1U , Ceil Clark of Hocbester facing Paul
Dody of SI. Paul in a middleBell ,')-7 , Hetty llarcltke 5-7-it . Irene Herrman 5-10 , Orvilla
Cisewski 4-5-7 . Sharon Heaser 2-7-11 ) , Bernie Mayze k 5-10 , Or- weight match , and Pat O'Convilla Cisewski 4-5-7 . Bev Porter 5-7 , Marlene Kahler 5-11-10. nor of Rochester fighting Boot s
Itaboin of SI . Paul in a featherAt KKI ) .MEN < I t Ii. Eva Walsk i 4-7-1 ( 1 . Arlene Jandt I'-MO ,
weight malch.
Lorraine Tod d 5 7 . John lining 5( 1 , 5 7 , Emil Miller 5- 11) ,
Admission lo tbe event is h y
Milton Pfeiffer 5-7-0 Roy Schatipp 4-5-7 , 5-10 , Earl Svnnes 7ft ,
Winter Carnival button.

MADIS ON '1'
A husk y
sop homore led Wisconsin ' s
Badgers out of the llig Ten
basketball wilderness Mon
day night
Six foot -eight Keilli Slcltei
set a blistering second half
scoring pace , connecting on
six straight f ield goal at
tempts in a Bii(l |;er rally
t hat Battened I' unliie 76 66
for Wisconsin ' s fi» > l league
Melon alter losses lo Minne
sol a, lowa anil Illinois ,
Not
onl y thai , Stelter
learned up wit h l.cn t .uslafMili lo give Wisconsin control of the l ebound ' , 51-45.
Th.it , p lus Millie line out-

defensively we were tough
in the second half. That helps
a lot."
It was a contest for five
minutes, St. Mary 's leading
by 11-9 at that point. Then ,
suddenly, it was all over —
the ease with which the Redmen packed it away again
amazing.
It began with George Hoder slapping through a jumper from the free throw line to
run it to 13-9 and continued
after Tom Durenberger of
St. John 's had made a free
throw.
Mike Maloney got an assist
from George Valaika and
spun through for a two-point
layup. Jerry Sauser counted
on a free throw through a St.
John 's technical, Hoder hit

kets in .succession, A layup
by reserve center Tom
Schocneck put the liadgei s
ahead to stay.

Purdue played n tight
man-for-man defense b u t
Wisconsin solved It with
sharpshooting from the outside b y Sweeney anil Bohen ,
with (iuslafson adding effectiveness with brilli ant rebound play ,
Stelter , playing bis greatest game as a Badger ,
wound up Ihe night with
eight baskets in II tries for
111 points and matched Gustnfson with 11 rebounds.

to Kansas in the Big Eight preseason tourney final last month ,
Colorado matched the Jayhawks' 2-1 league record. Oklahoma State whi pped visiting
Iowa State 67-48 and gained
first place with a 3-0 mark —
but the Cowboys have yet to
make the trip to Boulder. Oklahom a topped Nebraska 89-82 in
another Big Eight game.
Chuck Gardner , the Buffaloes '
6-foot-8 mathematics major ,
tallied 21 points , including a
pair od free throws that put the
home club in front to stay, and
held his own with Kansas ' 6foot-11 Walt Wesley off the
boards . Gardner ' s 21 points last
Saturday led the Buffs to an 8077 ambush of Kansas State at
Boulder.
Dave Stallworth , Wichita 's
All-America , hit all seven of his
field-goal attempts and teammate Dave Leach connected on
nine of 14 , pacing the thirdranked Wheatshockers to a 94-81
home-court victory over Southern Illinois ,
Stallworth finished with 20
points , Leach with 19 as Wichita
fired a torri d 59 per cent from
the floor in winning its 11th in 13
starts.
Six straight poin ts in the last
l' j minutes sewed up Indiana 's
85-76 Big Ten decision over
loM' ii , .saddling the home team
with its first conference loss.
Steve Redenliaug.i fired
22
points , Dick Van Arsdal e and
John AleGlocklin , 20 CM -I I , tor
the fifth-ranked Hoosiers , now 21 in the conference and 11-1
over-all. Wisconsin surprised
Purdue 7(i-t>(i in |lie onl y other
Big 10 action.
Bob Mclntyre ' *! 10-for-13 sni ping carried St . John 's to n 72-06
triumph over (Teighlon at New
York. The Redmen , 10-2 and No.
7 in the land , held Bluejay slur
Fritz Pointer to a single field
goal . Mclntyre , a f. -fool-fi junior ,
totaled 26 points and grabbed a
dozen rebounds .

Eagles, Cowboys
Cop Victories
The Eagles nnd Cowboys
notched wins in YMCA Adu lt
Intramural basket ball games .
The Fugles pulled out a 57
55 win over the Bears , nnd the
Cowboys hammered (be Giants
74-411.
J, I). Burnett pueed Eag les to
their win with his 17 points
Hog Wistrcill added 12.
For Bears , Ron Schultz connected for 22 nnd Jim Vigness
had Hi.
In Ihe Cow hoy win , Dave
Cbapit) and Jim Martin scored
15 and 14 points. Lynn Berry
hit for 1.1 and Hank Shcradon
ten for the (limits.

ed both a man-to-man and
a zone press. Coach Bob
Campbell used both types in
the first twenty minutes,
then switch ed to the zone
press in the second half.
"They got a lot of easy
buckets in the second half ,"
stated a Warrior spokesman. "I think Campbell
was satisfied with the

UCLA Holds
Poll Lead ,
Wolves 2nd

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Indiana, which slipped three
spots in this week's Associated
Press college basketball poll to
No. 5 after losing to unranked
Ilinois a week ago , made sure
that lightning wouldn 't strike
twice.
The Hoosiers . leading Iowa by
four points with three minutes
to go Monday night , held the
Hawkeyes to two points the rest
of the way and won going away
85-76. A string of six points in
the last 90 seconds wrapped it
up for Indiana , now 11-1.
Three other members of this
week's top ten played Monday
night and all won . St. John 's of
New York , ranked No. 7,
whipped visiting Creighton 7266, third - ranked W i c h i t a
whacked Southern Illinois 94-81
and No. 8 Davidson trounced
The Citadel 100-81
UCLA , idle Monday night,
continues to lead the poll. The
defending national champions
drew 33 first-place ballots and
394 points in the voting by a regional panel of 42 sports writers
and broadcasters
Michigan climbed back into
the runner-up spot which was
vacated by Indiana. The Wolverines , who beat Illinois in
their only start last week , drew
:.3f; points.
Wichit a jumped two slots into
third place and had two firstplace ballots included in its 251
points. St. Joseph's, Pa., with a
12-1 record , remained fourth
with 242 points and one firstphice vot e .
The top ten , with first-p lace
v o t e s in parentheses , and
points:
1.
3.
3.
4
S.
i
7.
I.
t.
10.

UCLA (13|
Michigan
Wlchlti n>
St. Joseph' s (I)
Indiana
Providence (4)
SI. John 's
Davidson
Sin Francises
Duke

team ' s showing though , ' he
said.
The final score isn ' t indicative of the game , however. The Warriors jumped
off to R l and 10-3 leads
early in the game and were
in the contest until six minutes remained in the half .
With the clock reading
6:00. the Panthers tied the
Warriors at 25-25 then spurted out in front. In the closing minutes SCI outscored
the Warriors 19-8 . The score
at the half was 46-33
The Warriors found themselves unable to overcome
the 13-point deficit in (he
second frame. The Panthers
led throughout the rest of
game by ten and 12 points.
The nearest State got to
the Panthers in the second
half was 72-60 and 86-72.
Lack of height told the
story of the loss. The skyscraping Panthers , led by
6-7 Craig Kneppe and 6-5
Ron Jessen swept the boards
for a 57-37 advantage in
ricochets.
Inability to score from the
free throw line also was a
factor . The Warriors' Tom
Stallings, who finished with

19 points, only made five of
16 frorn the foul stripe. As
a team, the Warriors dropped only 16.
For the Warriors. Tim Anderson once again led the
point getters with 22. Anderson has now hit over 19
points in his last four contests.
Next to Anderson. Dave
Meisner and Stallings were
next with 19 apiece .
For the Panthers. Kneppe
counted 25, .lessen 20, Jerry
McColley 15, and L y l e
Schwartzenbach and Herb
Justmann 12 each .
The Warriors now rest
until Saturday, when they
entertain rugged Moorhead
State, in an NIC battle at
Memorial Hall.

Winona
Stalling!
Werner
Kasten
And'son
Peterson
Kelly
Rosenau
Dierclu
Goede
Meisner
Asleson
Total
WINONA
SCI

j'
j

ST. PAUL, Minn.—St. Mary 'i
hockey team won Ita third gain*
in as many days here Monday
night and 16th straight in tha
MIAC.
Falling before the Redmen,
who have established a dynasty in the past two years, was
previous kingpin Macalester.
The score was a convincing 103.
It was St. Mary 's fifth
straight in the conference this
year and established the Redmen as definite favorites to
walk off with their second
straight title. The season slate
now stands at 5-3.
WHAT BEGAN at a tight
game ended as a picnic as the
Redmen, who broke from a 6-3
score in the final period tried
fruitlessly over the final three
minutes to set Dennis Cooney
up for his third "hat trick " ia
three days.
"It was wild!" reported a
St. Mary 's observer. "They
were setting him up right and
ieft and he was ringin g shots
at the net almost continuously ."
When it was over , Cooney had
scored two goals to run his
weekend output to eight.
Bob Paradise
also came
through with another outstanding night , scoring twice on unassisted assaults on Scot goalie Haas.
ALSO SCORING twice for the
Redmen were Bob Magnuson
and J e a n
Cardin. Captain
Andre ' Beaulieu had one as did
Brian Deshiens.
St. Mary 's held a 3-1 lead
after the first period. Cooney
1
hit
on an assist from Beaulieu
at 2:2! before the Scots tied it
<on a goal by Ncimeyer at 4:59.
Magnuson and Ca rdin shoved
in goals in the next seven minutes, and the Redmen were on
their
' St. wav.
Mar'y 'a (10)
Macalester (It

Btautl«u
C
Swan*on
DMbl -m
LW
Neimayer
Cooney
RW
SandtKTfl
Slihop
10
Bonta
P t r t d l i*
KU
Hmsrr
Arcnamb-lii
B
j ST . MARY'S SPARES; Ulrlch. Han
Mc; Cormick, Brekkrn. Tirdeman, Thifcodeau, Berrigan, Urrtino, Anast. Magnuson. cardm.
MACALESTER
SPARES:
Hanicn,
Thawwald,
Pcnon,
Thompson,
He>
wcod, Young, Smith. McKi>n_ l«. Mayor,
Barot. Rlieil. Shuckman.
FIRST
PERIOD SCORING:
SM —
Cooney (Beaulieu) J:_ 1; M — Nelmey«r (Hauser) «:S9; SM — Magnuson
, (Thibwlcau) 7:J3i SM — Cardin (Billv
jI op) 11:31 . PENALTIES: M — Hausar
j (tripping) * :1S.
ji SECOND PERIOD SCORING; SM —
Paradise (Unassisted ) *:U; SM — Magnuson (Cardina and Thlbodoau) 1:1* .
Slate (IS) state Col. lowa (104 ) '; PENALTIES: SM — McCormick (Irlp(9 » pl tp jI pins) i: 13; M — Mayor (charging) S:J1)
IS « pt lp
7 s S lt Daniels
1 3 2 7 I M — Nelmeyer (charging) 1J:S1.
T H I R D PERIOD SCORING: SM —
1 0 3 2 .lessen
4 * 3 .(
1 0 0 ]
Kneppe
I ? J 25 : Oesbiens (Bishop and Beaulieu)
:U>
1
10 3 3 22 McColley 5 5 2 1! ' M — Sandberg (Hauser and Nelmeyer)
1 3
2 3 V.detich 1 0 3 2 ! ! 4:1 *1 M — Ncimeyer (unassisted) * :S.I
3 0 4 4 Sch'baOi 4 4 2 11 'j SW — Cooney (Beaulieu and Oesblerti)
3 0 5 4 Fuelling 0 8 2 C j 7:12; SM — Paradise (unassisted ) t -.Sti
1 0 3 2 Justmann 4 0 ' 4 II f\ SM — Cardin (Beaulieu and Bishop)
l i t ) Pray 'iln 1 1 1 1 | 1»:40; SM — Beaulieu (Cooney and Oe*
7 3 3 It Johnson 4 0 4 t biens)
11:15.
PENALTIES:
SM
O O O O
Beaulieu (elbowing) 1:21.
Totals 37 30 10 104
STOPS:
34 H 37 IS
Arctiambeau
i
i
—II
IJ
52— « Krelbfch
11—tt
44
SI—K4 Haas
i IJ
7—lt

"Can a small-town girl find happiness
(married to a man who 's in love with his new Dodge Polara?} "
"A man who talks
in his sleep
about such nonsense,
as a 383
cubic inch V8 ,
a 121 inch wheelbase,
and over 17
cubic feet of
trunk space?

A man who
even smiles while
he dreams about
the money he saved
by buying a
Polara instead of
big-car X?
Can she?

She can
if he shares it
i
with her
once in a while!"

;

It4
131
351
341
301
ttl
147
131
130
it

Chuchei Captures
700 Club Tourney

John Chuchei captured first
place Saturday in the annual
bowling tournament of the Winona chapter of the "700" Club
of America held at Hal-Rod
Lanes .
Chuchei scored 630 errorless
plus 44 for a tolal of 674 . Second was Bill Bell with (517 plus
24 for a tolal of 641 and third
Jerry Dureske with 610.
Ted Mnhlke won the "grandaddy " division with 574.
At a business meeting and
banquet nt Williams Annex , all
officers wen1 re-elected. They
are : King pin , Ted Mnhlke;
m ince pin , Clarence Rivers; pin
buoy, Kdward Kmip husmun;
scorer , Roge r Biltgen; gunrdin
la pins , Andy Kolter: fou l
judges , John Chuchei , Adolph
Schreiber , Don Gostomski and
Rudy Butcnhoff ; turnkeys , Untold Biltgen , Roger Biltgen , Vern
Mnhnffcy and Bill Bell.
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And now a word from our sponso t: "Polara."

g~- faa*

POLARA: Iwo ions ot body beautiful. 303 cu. in. V8 (tegular gas).
Full loam seal* . Plush carpeting. Polata-at your Oodga dealer 's.

' S Dodge Polara -— ^^xm^
^T§C||jj B
DODffi
WINONA AUTO SALES
BUYS
——

9lh & Mankato

WATCH "THL BOB HOpE SHOW ." NBC-TV. CHECK YOUR LOCAL LISTING.
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Betty Englerth Hammers
248 Game for Third Place

pushing Fenske Body Shop to
925—2,556 with her 193—539.
In the Westgate L a di e s
League, Dorothy Ruppert cracked 202 to lead Midland Co-op to
933. Esther Kelm smashed 517
for Grulkowski Beauty Shop and
Sarfanek's 2,583.
RED MEN'S: Mondaynite —
Roy Nelson's 191—472 triggered
920—2,645 for Sunbearn.
HAL-ROD LAVES: Park-Rec
Jr. Girls — Beth Ronnenberg
and Jane Wieczorek split individual honors for Pin Busters
with 142 and 251. Beatles hit
726 and Gutter Dusters 1,377.
VFW—Willard Anderson's 567
led Hamm's Beer to 1,004—2,916.
Ralph Bambenek of Wason 's
Supper Club slid 224.
WESTGATE BOWL: Community — Schmidt 's Beer laced
987 behind Earl Ford's 585.
Francis Haney rifled 212 for
Oasis and Miller High Life 2,877.

ing over 24Q—613. Linahan's
Cafe smashed 1,067, but missed
tenth place, and Wally's of
Fountain City racked 2,885. Earl
Kane and Arnie Breitlow slapped errrorless series of 599 and
548.
The Westgate Alley Gaters
circuit found Arlene Kessler

Betty Englerth came up with
• strong bowling effort in the
Pin Topplers League at Westgate Bowl Monday night; and today holds the third spot in women's game.
She spilled 248 for Main Tavern to take over that position,
trailing Esther Pozanc 's 262 topper and Jo Biltgen's runnerup
256.

THE 248 NOSED Irlene Trimmer's and Larry Donahue's 246
out of third place in the category.
Using the 248 as a solid foundation for success, Betty ripped
on to 579. Lakeside Cities Service came up with team highs
of 963—2,713, both scores ju st
missing the top departments.
In addition , Irlene Trimmer
totaled 543, Eleanore Stahl 541,
Elsie Dorsch 535, Leona Lubinski
516, Vivian E. Brown 515, Delores Wicka 511, Irene Gostomski 506, Betty Schoonover
505, Mary Ann Stalk a 505, Olga
Stever 502 and Irene Bronk 501.
ROD DOEBBERT of Bunke s
APCO in ' the City loop at HalRod led the men Monday, push-

WESTSATE LADIES
Westgate Bowl
W
L
I
4
Safranek's
]
Grulkowski Beauty Shop
.7
Winona Typewriter
4
4
Midland Co-op
4
4
S
I
Haddad's
4
I
Kin's Hardware
REOMENS MON. NITE
Redmans Allys
W
L
Schmidts
1
t
Sunbeam
1
1
Bubs
1
1
Doerers
1
>
ALLEY CATER S
Westgate
Feints
7
Nash' s
Fenske Body Shop
7
Curley's Floor Shop
7
Monlgomery Wards
4
Jeanetfe 's
1
Mohan 's Window Co.
1
Williams Hotel
I
Winona Daily News
I
PIN TOPPLERS
Westell*
W
L
Lakeside Cities Service . . . . li
*
Main Tavern
10
S
Coca Cola
I
7

BETTY ENGLERTH
Wallops 248 for Third

Men s Tourney
Set for Feb. 6-14

The annual men 's city bowling tournament
will be held Feb. 6-14 at the Westgate Bowl.
Entries for Ihe tourney close Jan. 16 with blanks
available at any of the local bowling establishments.
A total of 2 12 teams — 306 doubles , 61? singles
and 504 all-events — were entered in last year 's tourney.
Defending champions from a year ago include
East End Coal Co. in the handicap team division with
a scor" of 2,989; Thomas Thaldorf in the singles division with 668; Leo Goss and Robert Stachowitz in
doubles with 1,268, and Harry Czamowski in allevents with 1,905.
Scratch scores saw Ho ' Fish Shop rip 2,791; Gerald Turner 625 in singles; Goss and Stachowitz 1,164 in doubles, and Luther Myhro 1,768 in all-events.
Handicap will be 195 scratch , two-thirds of a
pin handicap. The highest average as of Jan. 2 will
be used providing at least 21 games were bowled.
Anyone with less than 21 games rolled will use his
highest league average of the previous year. Everyone else will bowl scratch.

Wallyi

Walkini Mary King
Lincoln Insurance
Winona Paint M. Class . . . .
Hamernlks Bar
...
COMMUNITY
Westgate Bowl

Schllti Beer
Miller Will IH *

Schmidt's Beer
Sunbeam Bread
Oasis Bar
Erdmann Trucking
Blumentritt Store
Hackbartli Feed Mill
Ridgeway Creamery
Bub's Pllsen
v.F.W.
Hal Roil
Bunkes Apco
Himmi Baer
Wasons Supper Club
Blanches Tavern

Bernies DX

Bubs Beer
Abrams Furnace Co
Bakken Con. Co
Wlnoni Milk Co
Jonas eV Kroeger
Clark Super IOO
Teamsters
PARK REC JR.
Hal Rod Lanes
All Stars
Roadslders
Pin Busters
Wild Cala
G. B. 's
Beatles
Alley Oops
Gutter Dusters
Gutter Rats
Four F's
CITY
Hal Rod
Oasis Par
Merchan
Bank
Speed Wash
Linahans Cafe
Bunkes Apco
Wallys F. City
Country Kitchen
Hotel Winona
Bubs Beer
Papsl Coli
Grefiam a. McGuir*
KWNO Radio

Hornets Blaze
Past Eau Claire

EAU CLAIRE , Wis . - The
Winona Hornets , operating independency this season, opened
their slate successfully with a
convincing 4-0 win over Eau
Claire lin e Sunday.
The Hornets were formerly in
the Southern Minny Hockey
loop.

WIXGMAN Ed Ratajczvk was
the Hornet hero Sunday, skatins his way around the Eau
Claire defense for a three-goal
"hat trick" and ,an assist .
Ratajczy!. hammered home a
pair of goals in the first period,
one on an assist by Jerry
Drussel and another unassisted .
The Hornet left wing slapped
a pass to Tony Derosier in the
second period and Derosier
pushed it home for the third Winona goal .
Rttajczyk climaxed his afternoon by tallying again in the
third period for the fourth Roal
of the dny. This one was also
unassisted.
THK tiAMK was an imusiitill y
clean affair , with only one penalty being whistled in the oon
test. Th.it was a first period
slashing call on Etui Claire 's Al
Twrrbeg.

< Winona goalie Ray Mertes had
j 22 stops, while Eau Claire net' man Payne had 17.
The Hornets ' next action
comes Wednesday night at Athletic Park when Eau Claire
: comes to town for a rematch.
'
Winona CO
j *I»u Claire .»)
Payne
Madlion
Twerbeg
Shaver
Martin
Kelley

(

O
LO
RD
c
LW
RW

Merles
Drun.il
Hagen
Trainer
RaUlczyk
Derosier

I
I
3
1

*
10
12

7

W

L

4
I
J
4
4
3
3
3

3
4
4
5
S

W
17
14
13
13

L
4
7
I
•

4
4

10

S
J

*
4
4

.1

to
It
to
?
»
7
S
GIRLS
W
7
7
4
4
4
S
5
4
J
1

11
It
II
11
11
14
14

W
12
11
11
31
30
30
31
14
13
13
1)
If

L
11
11
23
11
11
54
14
M
11
11
it
IS

L
1
1
4
4
4
I
S
4
7
»

Harney Walks
Away With 1st
In L.A. Open

EAU
CLAIRB
SPARES:
Gulden,
Cones, LeDue, Elsdrom, MacMahan .
WINONA SPARKS: Hagen, Pampuch,
Thrune, Burt, Certh, Kani, Peterson,
Heckman.

j FIRST PERIOD SCORING: Winona I Ratajciyk (Druiiell); Rataiciyk (unPENALTIES: Eau Clalra —
| assisted);
Tworberg (tinning).
j SECOND PEKIOD SCORING Winona
! — Derosier (Rafiiciykl.

j

7

•

THIRD PERIOD SCORING Wlnoni —
Rataiciyk (unassisted).
STOPS:
»_jj
Mertes
4
I
Payna
4
4
X—17

LOS ANGELES (AP ) There is this golfer , Paul Harney, who has a singular habit.
He comes down here from the
hills around Sacramento , extracts $!'.!,OOO from the local
.Junior Chamber of Commerce
and disappears back in the hills
of Sacramento.
The fellow has done it two
years running now and hopes to
keep the custom going Indefinitely.

TO HONOR MAUCH
PHILADELPHIA (AP ) - The
Philadelphia Sport s Writers Association announced today it
would honor Manager Gene
' Mauch and pitcher .lim Bunning
i of the Philadel phia Phillies at
the organization 's 61st annual
I dinner Feb. I.

Hartley 's secret? All you have
to (lo is beat guys like Arnold
Palmer . Ken Venturi. Bobby
Nichols . Tony Lorna—and yes,
indeed , a man named !><in Slkes
— and win the Los Angeles Open
Golf Tourn ament .
Harney did just ' that Monday
He shot u final-round (ii), two
under par , for a 7'2-hole score of
•JAl . which i.s eight under par
and four better than he used in
winning a year ago.
The likeable Harney joi ned a
pretty exclusive club wi|h his
back-to-hack win. Only Iwo other (-ttys belong. Ben llofitt n won
twice in a row in 1047-48 , and
buck in 1H2JI-2H Ihe late MacDonald Smith did it,
Sikes . ;i fugitive from tht* law
profession from Pont e Vedra ,
Flu., finished second with a
great comeback effort—n 70 in a
round tltfit began with three re.s ounding bogeys, but a final

\ All winter long»»•

^^^

I y^SiS

you gel prompt,
dependable service
on economical,
clean-burning
JHfe JR *%
.,

score of 27!»

HEATING

MOTORCYCLE

FWOILS

• REPAIRS
• PARTS
• SERVICE

Call 9421

ROBB BROS.

f c u n k sAPCO
i d uSTATION
Highway 61 ond Orrin Street

Motorcycle Shop

Open 24 Hour*

573 E . *>tb St.
I

Phone 4007

Basketball
Scores
MINNESOTA COLLIOe-S
Auoburg U, Hamline 44.
Outtavui AHolphus U, Consortia M.
Micatailer 71, St. Thomas tl.
St. Mary 'i 75, St. John'i tl.
Moorhetd II, Morrli 74.
Stale clg. lowa 104, Wlnoni Stall U.
Wayne 101, Mich Tech It.
WISCONSIN COLLEGES
Stout 70, 0»hko»h 44.
Whlliw iltr 15, River Falls 71.
Northern Michigan IS, St . Norbert 71.
Trinity III. *n), Northwiit»rn Wil. tl.
Lakeland 91. Northland 13.
La Croste »7, Platteville 11 (OT).
COLLEGE
EAST
St. John's 73, Crelghton tt.
MIT it, Tufta 71.
SOUTH
Davidson 75, The Citadel 11.
Vtndtrtillt 11, Gnrgl* tl.
Kentucky 101, Tulane 12.
Tennessee SS, LSU S4.
Auburn 47, Mississippi 51.
Alabama », Miss. Stale 11.
West Va. oa, Pittsburgh 71.
M.IOWEST
Wichita »<, Southern 111. II.
Indlam 8S, lowa 74.
St. Louis l i , Notre Dame 47.
Wisconsin 74, Purdue tt.
Oklahoma <f, Nebraska 12.
Okla. State 47, lowa St. 41.
SOUTHWEST
Louisville 70, N. Texn tl (OT).
Ariiona •!, Ariz. St. Col. SO.
FAR WEST
Colorado 41 , Kansas 5t.

Auggies Clobber Raider Matmen La Crosse Uses
Hamline by 88-64 Crush Blair
Overtime to

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
St. Mary 's moved into undisputed second place in the Minnesota Intercollegiate Conference basketball race by beating
St. John 's 75-62, but failed to
gain on leading Augsburg, which
whipped Hamline 88-64.
In other MIAC games Monday
night , Macalester Belted St.
Thomas 78-62, and Gustavus

FA THER-IN-LAW
OF COACH DEAD
Winona High basketball
Coach John Kenney was called oat of town early this
morning because of the
death of his father-in-law,
Harry M. Whitney, at Rice
Lake, Wis.
Bob Lee, "B" squad
coach , will handle the varsity also during Kenney's
absence. The Hawlts play at
Austin Friday in their next
game.

Prothro Takes
Head Coaching Little Hawks
Job at UCLA Tumble Abes

CHICAGO (AP) - Tommy
Prothro , seeking professional
opportunity, is leaving Oregon
State to take the head football
coaching job at UCLA .
"Financially there's no advantage to the move," said the"
44-year-old Prothro , who had
assisted the late Red Sanders at
UCLA before going to Oregon
State for a successful 10-year
tenure.
"But I feel there is professional opportunity at UCLA," he
said Monday night .
Prothro, attending the NCAA
convention in Chicago , indicated
he would like to move his assistants to UCLA where they would
probably receive bigger paychecks .
"I'm not sure about my staff
at this time but I hope most of
my assistants will go with me,"
he said.
Prothro , a native of Memphis ,
Tenn., was a star blocking back
at Duke University from 19391941 . Regarded a brilliant football strategist , his Oregon State
teams compiled a 63-37-2 record .
"They 've been the happiest in
years of my life ," said Prothro ,
whose Beavers suffered a 34-7
loss to Michigan in this year's
Rose Bowl game.

ARCADIA , Wis. — Arcadia
Adolphus defeated Concordia 66- smashed Blair 50-2 in a high j!
56.
school wrestling meet held here !
Non • conference Minnesota Monday night. That ran the I
games saw Winona State bow to Raiders' record to 7-L .
State College of Iowa 104-85 and Arcadia topped Black River ! By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Moorhead State beat Minnesota Falls 35-15 last Thursday and I Unbeaten La Crosse racked
will host Mondovi Thursday.
i
Morris 88-76.
up its . seventh straight State UnBig Dan Anderson scored 29 IW-Jebn Slaby (A) won by forfeit; ,
111—Dennis Rossa
(A) pinned Dennis i iversity Conference basketball
54)
points to lead Augsburg,
in Lee (Bl .- 40; 13d—*ob De ck (Al won
the MIAC, to its win over last by forfeit; 117—Linus Sobotta (A) drew ;, victory Monday night but had to
with Dan Borreson (B) 21; 131—Ray :
place Hamline. The Pipers, Waletzko
win an overtime battle to do it.
(A) pinned Jerome Halverson
down 45-32 at the half , pulled to (B) 1:21; 131—Donald Rumpel (A) ; The Indians , holding first
within two points shortly there- pinned Paul Borreson (B) 1:50; 145— place in the conference, puJled
Blaschko (A) dec. Tom Hanson !
after before Augsburg pulled Chuck
(B) M 154—Linus Soppa (A) won by ]
out a 97-91 decision over Platteaway.
forfeit Its—Ernie Halverson (A) won by
forfeit
ltd—Duane Dorn
(A)
pinned ville.
And in other leagut
Macalester moved up from Jerry
Leque (I) 5:M HWT-JIm Haines |
eighth place by beating St. (A) pinned Steve Oreenwald (¦) 3:45 games Stout surprised Oshkosh
Thomas with a well balanced
70-64 and Whitewater defeated
scoring attack and good reRiver Falls 85-72.
SPORTS
SCORES
bounding. Ron Feist led five
NBA
Macalester men in double figIn nonconference games. NorthMONDAY'S RESULTS
ures with 14 points.
ern Michigan downed St. NorDetroit 111, Los Angeles 117.
St. Louis 100, Philadelphia N.
bert 85-78, Lakeland won a
Guitaws led narrowly all the
WEDNESDAY'S GAMES
hard fought 98-93 contest from
way to replace Concordia in East-Wait All-star game at St. L
¦Northland and Trinity of Illinois
NHL
fourth place. Phil Rogosheske
beat Northwestern of Watertown
WEDNESDAY'S
GAME
dropped in 23 points for the Chicago at Toronto.
90-69.
Gusties, who had a 35-32 halftime margin.
DENNIS THE MENACE
In non-conference basketball,
Moorhead rolled past Morris behind 34 points scored by Pete
Lysaker. who tossed in 16 baskets. Alden Hofstedt and Roger
Schnaser each had 18 for the
Cougars, who trailed 46-37 at the
half.

Tip Platteville

OUD

Twins, Mabel Tie
In Darfball Loop

In the preliminary to the Winona Higfr-Eau Claire Memorial game played at Eau Claire
Saturday night , Bob Lee's "B"
squad downed the Little Abes
54-46.
ROOT RIVER
Although Eau Claire was in
DARTBAI.L LEAGUE
command 10-9 after a quarter ,
the Hawks were out front 31-22 H. P. Twins 34W L• S. C. Hlwki ISW 17L
at halftime and 45-35 with six y . t\
14 • Garnets
IS 17
Bltcktiammtr I 14 H. P. Aeai
10 11
minutes to play.
Ftushlord
17 11 Highland
117
Paul Plachecki amassed a 21- Highland Prairie 's Twins and
point total for Winona and Rick Mabel continued in a first place
Curran totaled 15. Becker had tie in the Root River Dartball
1^ for Eau Claire .
League after games ot Dec. 28
Winona 'B' (S4> Eau Claire 'B' (44 )
fg It pl tp
.» » p. lp and Jan. 4.
Hubbard 1 0 1 ] Rowt
3 1 3 .
The Twins swept games from
Holubar
1 0 0 J HoWar
J 1 I i
Garness and Spring Grove, while
0 3 13
Moen
» _ 0 _ Zielia
beat the same two
Hannon
. 4 1 1 13 Mabel
* 0 • 0 Becker
Pla 'ecki ? 3 1 Jl Tricksy
1 1 4
1 teams three times to remain in
Hopf
1 1 1 5 Olson
1 1 1 f
Curran
7 1 3 15 Sor 'jon
» • 1 " first .place.
Fay
0 0 0 .
In other games, Rushford
Ivai
1 1 3
3 Totals
17 11 U 4t
won a pair from Blackhammer
Oarlach
1 * 1 3
and Highland , and Highland
Lee
1 0 0 1
Prairie Aces took two from
Totals 13 113 54
and Blackhammer
WINONA
•— 54 Highland
* 11 14
EAU CLAIRE
. 10 11 13
11-41 won two from the Aces.

'lOOy . PAL. l 'M .GOWH mL'XXi ASAlM-THe 0o#fr
•OOrJT LET AWY&OY
UCK IHC $POOy$l '
„ By Alex Kotiky

APARTMENT 3-G

REDMEN

(Continued From Page 12)
good on 31 free throws to 16
for the Johnnies.
The court margin was not
indicative of play, however.
Bolstered by the frantic first
half . St. Mary 's didn 't need
the buckets and was plagued
by shots that went in and
spun out on repeated occasions.
But defensively there was
no letdown. St. Mary 's bothered St. John 's with the
tough man-to-man and kept
perfect control of an awkward
situation.
"I guess our defense always saves us," smiled Wiltgen.
Once again it was a field
night for the Redmen 's big
six . The fi rst iive finished
in double figures and sixthman Jim Buffo got eight.
Maloney was a narrow
first with 17 points. Hoder
counted 15, Pytlewski 13, Sausi>r 12 and Valaika 10.
, In addition , Pytlewski felt
right at home-, in the midst
of the under-the-bn sket melee
and dragged down rebounds
in convincin g fashion , no one
disputing St. Mary 's right to
the ball when his big hands
swept near tbe sphere.
Durenberger led the losers
with 14 points. Joe Mucha
and Hog Hipwell Rot 11.
The game was marred by
an injury to St. John 's guard
.Ion Theobald at 12:33 of the
first half. He chased a rebound into the right corner
of the floor and slipped , extendin g his left knee. They
carried him off Ihe court and ,
although he did make it
back to the gym ' under his
own power , be left the school
on the shoulders ot two
teammates.
With exams coming up, St.
M.iry '.s won 't resume competition until Jan. 21 when the
Redmen travel to Lakeland
College on a two-game stop
that pushes the Hilllopper *.
against the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee the following night .
St.

Mary 'i 01)
St. John's
lg
t« II |il tp
J ] J II Mucha
1
l
I I 1 10 Ra 'ton
4
5 $ 5 II Rur 'ger
J 7 I 17 Mlpwell
1
4 4 4 IJ Theobald »
14
1 1 Slolfel
1
• o e 0 rosier
1
» • • • Melaiuon ?
. 0 0 . T hl'dtau I

Pytltwikl
valaika
llort«i
Ma "n«y
Sauiar
lulls
Kaanan
Murphy
Luddan
Tatala

IT.
IT.

11 11 17 71

M A R Y '*
JOHN !

Snilyn

Ryan
Krnii
Col Una
Totals

(It)
<t pl lp
I 4 II
l l l
a 1 U
5 ' J 11
« » I
* 1 1
* * 4
» I e
' l l

1 » • »

13 4 1
« 0 1 8
1 0 ) 7
II 1111 17
4»
!4-tl
»
U—41
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Blues, Jeff
Tie for Lead
In Heavyweight
JUNIOR HIGH
HEAVYWEIGHT

W L
Central Blues 1 1 Washington .:
Jellirson
1 1 Phelpi
Central Oolds J 1

W L
1 '
• «

Central Blues and Jefferson
are tied for first place in the
J u n i o r High Heavyweight
League after Jeff was upset
39-26 by Central Golds.
Blues beat Phelps 44-26 behind 20 points by Mark Patterson and aine by Jim Beeman ,
Stan Teske hit 18 for Phelps .
Gene Cady got 18 for Golds
and Joe Helgerson 15 for Jeff.
Golds also copped a 41-26 deIon over Washington-Kosciusko.
Jerry Urness counted 14 for
Golds and Kurt Kiekbusch 11.
Steve Strelow had 17 for W-K.
LIGHTWEIGHT

W
Golds 4
1
Blues 1

Central
Phelpi
Central

L
1 Jefferson
1 Washinston-K
1

i

SET CARNIVA L
CURLING MEET
In conjunction with Winona Winter Carnival festivities, the Centerville Catling
Rink at Centerville, Wis.,
will be the scene of a bonspiel Sunday.
This is the first year that
curling activity has been
field in connection with the
carnival.
The bonspiel will be held
from 1-6 p.m. The public Is
Invited .

This Week's
Basketball
FRIDAY

LOCAL SCHOOLS—
Winona High •» Austin.
BIG NINE—
Rochester at Faribault.
Albert Lea at Northlleld.
Red Wing at Mankato.
HJAWATHA VALLEYKasson-Mantorville at Kenyon.
Stewartville it St. Charles.
Zumbrota at Cannon Falls.
Lake City at Plainview .
WASIOJA—
W L
Pine Island it Byron.
1 1
Dover-Eyota at Wanamingo.
0 5
Claremont at Hayfield.
West Concord at Dodge Center.
CENTENNIALFaribault Deaf at Goodhue.
Elgin at Wabasha.
Randolph at Mazeppa.
ROOT RIVERCaledonia at Houston.
Mabel at Spring Grove.
Rushford at Canton .
MAPLE LEAFWykolf at Spring Valley.
Lanesboro it Chatfield.
Harmony at Preston.
BI-STATEHokah St . Peter at Wabasha St . Felix.
Lima Sacred Heart at Rolllngstone
Holy Trinity.
Caledonia Loretto at Onalaska Luther.
WEST CENTRAL—
Pepin at Fairchild.
Arkansaw at Taylor.
Alma at Gilrnanton.
DAIRYLAND—
Eleva-Strum at Whitehall.
Alma Center at Independence.
Osseo at Coctirane-Fountaln City.
Blair *l Augusta.
COULEE—
Holmen at Gale-Ettrick.
Melrose at Bangor.
Mindoro at Trempealeau.
Onalaska at West Salem.
NON-CONFERENCE—
Peterson at Lewiston.

Central Golds hold a halfgame lead in the Lightweight
League after taking, two victories over the past week.
The leaders hammered Jefferson 28-20 and bashed Washington-Kosciusko 25-1. Against
Jeff , Steve Spencer counted 10
for the winners and Jeff Percy
nine for the losers. Biesanz had
six against W-K,
In the other game Blues , led
by 26 points from Dave Czaplewski and 16 from Steve McCown,
spilled Phelps 53-20. Scott Hazelton totaled 14 and Gary Bauer 11 for the losers.

Hustlers Cop
Third Win in
Lightweight

SATURDAY

LOCAL SCHOOLS—
Moorhead State at Winona State, 1:15
p.m.
Houston vs. Lewiston (State prelim),
4:30 p.m.
Cotter at St. Paul Hill.
NON-CONFERENCE—
Owatonna at Hayfield.
Dodge Center at Harmony.
Minneapolis West at Northfield.

CATHOLIC JUNIOR
HIGH BB LEAGUE
Heavyweight Division
W L
2 1 Royals
2 1 Rockets

Knights
Saints

WL
1 1
• 3

Knights and Royals scored
wins in Catholic Junior High
basketball play.
The Knights edged the Saints
29-28 behind the 10 and ninepoint scoring of Joe Richardson and Bob Whetstone. Bob
Hildebrandt and Tom Riska had
10 each for the losers.
In tbe other contest , Royals
battered Rockets 36-1:2. Mike
Conway led the way for the
Royals with 15, while Scott
Featherstone had 11. Allen
Rivers scored eight for the
Rockets.
Lightweight Division
WL
3 I Mustangs
1 1 Johnnies

Hunters
Falcons

WL
1 1
t 3

In Lightweight games, Hustlers and Falcons came up with
easy wins.
The first place Hustlers walked over the Mustangs 24-15,
with Bruce Pomeroy netting 10
and John Dulek eight. Kevin
O'Brien tallied six for the Mustangs.
In the Falcons' 26-14 win over the Johnnies, Ron Pod j ask i
accounted for 13 for the Falcons, while Sherman Johnson
had eight for the losers.
*

____

Name Van Brocklin
For Hall of Fame Spot

CHICAGO (AP)-The National
Football Foundation Honors
Court nominated 12 college players and six coaches Monday as
1965 Hall of Fame finalists.
They include Minnesota VikInps conch Norm Van Brocklin ,
nn Oregon back in 1942-4B.

CHICAGO w> — The moonlighting of assistant football
coaches who allegedly are being
paid on the side by the National
and American Football Leagues
for keeping tabs on outstanding
collegiate players is expected to
be an explosive item in a report
scheduled for today before the
policv - making council of the
NCAA.
The report is to be presented
by Jim Corbett , LSU athletic
director and chairman of the
Professional-Relations Committee of the NCAA.
It was touched oil by premature signings of players which
terminated their collegiate eligibility and brought the banning
of several from participating in
bowl games.
Corbett's review is said to put
all the cards on the table "for
safeguarding the integrity of
college athletics."
This would be to the extent of
admitting that possibly a large
number of assistant coaches are
being paid by the pros for specific scouting reports on outstanding prospects.
The pay varies , but rises ac
cordingly for a few who are con
vincing enough to steer out
standing stars into pro camps.

REPORT OF CONDITION OF THE

Winona National ond Savings Bank
of Winona, in the Slate of Minnesota, al the
close of business on Dec. 31, 1964
by comptroller of

Iho currency, under Jeclion

ASSETS

Cash, br.lfli.c r - . w i t h other h. nr •,, Ami ¦ • /. «... ilt- .m In pror rv.
of c o l l e c t i o n
United State! Govrrnmrnt nhlig/iManv direr t nnd o u m n n T f f r t
(Net ol nny re-» e r v e s)
Ohlirjntlons ol s l a t e s ent) politic nl MJ IK!ivhion* .
(Net ol nny l e .civr.l
fMher bond*., note- ,, nnd d e b e n t u r e s ( N M ot nny r e s e r v e - ,)
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Other
a^e t *.
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CAPITAL ACCOUNTS
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By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Can you beat this?
On Oct. 15 a team that had
been counted out of the pennant
race a month before won the
World Series. The next morning
the winning manager walked
into the boss' office and handed
him a letter of resignation .
Just a couple of hours later
the losing manager -was fired
from that post , even though he
had won a pennant in his freshman year .
Four days after these events,
the winning manager was chosen to head up the team he had
just beaten , And about a month
later the ousted losing manager
took a coaching job with another club , where one of his bosses
was a man who had been fired
as general manager of fhe victorious club he had helped to
mould.
Can you beat it?
No, say a vast maj ority of
some 250 sports writers and
broadcasters participating in
The Associated Press year-end
poll. By an overwhelming vote,
they picked this sequence of
events as the sports Oddity of
the Year for 1964.
The clubs, of course, were the
St. Louis Cardinals and New
York Yankees and the managers Johnny Keane and Yogi
Berra.
Separately or collectively,
these events, comprising what
one writer called "The BerraKeane Bit" were named as the
greatest oddity by 175 of the
voters and about 15 others gave
them secondary mention .

ST. LOUIS GETS
HELP IN NBA
RACE FOR TITLE

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
The St. Louis Hawks, chasing
Los Angeles in the National
Basketball Association's Western Division race , got some help
from an unexpected source
Monday night.
The Hawks, playing the Philadelphia 76ers in Tulsa , Okla., as
part of the NBA's road show,
whipped the 76ers 100-90 and
picked up a game on the Lakers, who lost to fourth-place Detroit 128-127 at Pittsburgh.

Set to Expose
Assistants for
Flier Killed
'Moonlighting'
But Plane
Misses House

Charter No. 1»MJ

Publlihed In roiponte to call madt
J3U, U S revlied italutci.

Berra-Keane Whose Judgment Is If?
Fiasco Chosen
Top Oddity

FREMONT , Calif . (AP) Courage and luck were on the
side of Navy Cmdr . Henry T.
Stanley when his T33 jet trainer
developed mechanical trouble
Monday above a Fremont residential area. But fate was
against him.
Cmdr. Stanley passed the
courage test. He stayed with his
plane past the safety margin —
try ing to avoid hitting homes.
And he died.
But luck placed the crashing
jet in a vacant lot , directly in
the heart of a bustling neighborhood crowded with hundreds ol
school children headed home.
The plane exploded, scattering debris. Lou Ann Endicott ,
7, was so close she was spattered with mud.
"It took a hell of a lot of guts
and a hell of a lot of luck , " a
Navy spokesman said.
Stanley, 39, had only seconds
to make a decision when it was
evident the plane "would crash.
He ordered hiss copilot , Lt.
Cmdr. Harford Field , 35, of Mobile , Ala., to bail out at 2 ,500
feet . Field saw Stanley aim the
aircraft toward Mission Peak , a
mountainside with no homes,
and then eject himself. Stanley 's chute never opened.
"Cmdr. Stanley deliberately
stayed with his plane until Ihe
last minute , " the Navy spokesman quoted Field as say ing.
Down below , Lyle Nevels , 23,
a hatchery worker , looked up
when he heard an explosion . He
apparently heard the pilot eject
himself.
"1 saw something that looked
like a bird , and it disappeared ,"
Nevels said . "Three of us went
to look. We saw something that
looked a tractor purt . There was
a body in it. "
Stanley 's body was slill inside
the ejection uni t . Novels estimated Ibe flier was at about 2 ,(«K) feet when he ejected
The jet \s canopy wa.s found on
a rooftop, half a mile fro m the
crush .scene.
The bit where the aircraft
crashed wa.s a little larger than
a football field

Fremon t policeman Willia m
I'.hlen wnlched the plane skim
over rooftops , narrowly miss
Mission San .lose High School ,
then nose downward when il lost
its speed.
"The plane jus l seemed to
slop in the air . lip nose-down
and then crash, " Khlen said .
Stanley,
commissioned
a
Navy flier in l.ll.'i , is survived
hy his widow, Mary , and their
t hree children , Henry T . Ill , 12 .
William J , 10, .and Barbara , 6.
They live in Alameda.

encourage, Binford replied . He
said:
"You've made a decision to
do something about problems
and blight. Now if the plan
doesn't look good enough when
it's finished , then you needn't
go ahead. But on the basis of
your good faith declaration of
intent the agency has authorized
the advance. Nevertheless the"
city is . not liable if it chooses
not to-jiroceed. "
IF THE CITY "backs out ,
then goes ahead on its own ,"
Stoltman asked , would there be
any cost liability ? Binford said
he had never seen the question
arise but the law requires any
funds which become available
to the Local Public Agency (the
WHRA ) would be used for repayment of the planning advance .
Stoltman pursued the subject.
Would the city have to repay
the advance grant if , in the
future , it elected to seek assistance on a project? In this
event, Binford said, the grant
becomes part of the project
cost, shared three-fourths by the
federal government and onefourth by the city.
Any locally satisfactory system of inspections for code
compliance is acceptable to
HHFA and w ill not be superseded, Binford told County Attorney
S. A. Sawyer , citizens advisory
committee member. An inconsistent plan would bring protests
enough locally to create selfregulation , he said. It's Winona's code, inspections are made
to Winona 's standards and "we
don't go behind that jud gment ;
we feel you're capable people,"
Binford said.
NOTING THAT other requirements must be met , Robertson
asked whether there are other
areas about which the city
should be concerned . Binford
said neighborhood analysis appears to need attention , since
little or nothing has been done
in this respect.
Stoltman raised the question
of non-cash credits which may
be applied against the city 's
share of r renewal program.
An area program is divided into
manageable projects , Binford
said , and each is treated separately. The city pays one-fourth
of the net cost of each , he
said , and must post its contribution in advance.
It is possible, he said , that
a city could abandon its overall
program at some point. It is
also possible, he told Stoltman ,
that the government could terminate a program for lack of
progress but the government
will not cancel any contracts it
enters unless there is lack of
compliance by the city .

If improvements such as curb
and gutter arc specially assessed against adjoining properties,
Binford told Aid. Daniel Bambenek , their qualifications are
doubtful. Costs of their engineering and related expenses, directly related to the project
area, would be credits, Binford
told him.
Some exceptions to these rules
are made for schools, he said.
Retroactive credits for school
construction go back seven
years, instead of the three-year
limit set on other improvements. A school also is considered to benefit a project, area
to some extent if located within 1V4 miles of the area, he
said. He conceded that special
investigations of each such instance would bey necessary before a determination could be
made.

3 Break-ins
Solved, Officer
Says at Alma

WHITEHALL, Wis . (Special)
— Break-ins at Central High
School, Strum-Eleva, at the
LaVern Engen garage, Eleva ,
and Jackson Implement, Mondovi , early Monday morning
have resulted in arrests of-two
young Eau Claire brothers,
Roger Loomis, 26. is in the
jail at Whitehall , and his brother, Robert, about 21, is in jail
at Alma. Robert was scheduled
to be brought before Judge
Gary B. Schlosstein at 1:30
p.m. today , according to Clem
Breen , deputy sheriff.
They were apprehended Monday morning.
ROBERT HAS admitted the
break-ins, Breen said. George
Jackson , Mondovi, saw a small
foreign car at his place of business Sunday at 11:30 a.m . and
it was traced by the license
plates.
Sheriffs Eugene Bijold , Whitehall, and Myron Hoch, Alma,
with Traffi c Officer Robert
Sing, Mondovi . went to Eau
Claire Monday . With county officers there, they apprehended
the Loomis boys at Roger's
home and recovered the loot.
Robert was living with Roger ,
who is married and has one
child.
Sheriff Bijold received a call
from Superintendent George
Heinemann of Central High
School at 6:15 a.m. Monday.
Accompanied by Maurice Scow,
Whitehall, deputy and traffic officer , Bijold found footprints in
newly fallen snow leading to the
door to the agricultural room
in the south part of the building. A section of glass had been
been broken near the lock to
make entry .
Missing at the school were
gym socks , an electric shaver
and about $10.
WHILE AT the school the
sheriff was called to the Engen
garage. Coming to work Monday morning, the proprietor
there found the window had
been smashed in the back door
to gain entrance. Here about $5
was taken from a soft drink
dispenser and $2.50 from the
bottom of a drawer .
While working at Eleva , officers heard over the police radio
that the Mondovi implement
company had been broken into.
Missing there were 23 pennies
from the cash register and
Jackson 's camera.
Carl Swain , night policeman ,
looked over the imp lement company on Highway 10 in the west
end at 12.15 a.m. Monday. When
he got there again about 2 a.m.,
he noticed fresh footprints and
car tracks . He followed the
prints, found the opened door ,
and called Jackson. The place
had been ransacked. An unsuccessful attempt had been made
to open the safe.
Mondovi's police chief , Marcel Thoma, was called at 4

ROBERTSON asked whether
the city could offer commitments for improvements in project areas as a substitute for
posting its one-fourth cost share
in advance. Binford acknowledged that this is possible and
includes improvements made
within 36 months previous to
project activation .
A municipal parking lot, he
told Holden , would not be a
non-cash credit unless it contributes directly to a project
area.
Martin Beatty , local attorney ,
asked whether an initial project
could be outlined , planned and
started before the complete
neighborhood renewal plan was
finished. If this were possible,
he asked, would the project be
initiated , and the overall plan
later completed , without public
hearings?
A project frequently is begun
before completion of such a
plan , Binford replied , since it
is often obvious almost from
the beginning where actual
work is most needed and should
start.
No public hearing is required
for approval of the general overall plan , he said , but public
hearings are required—by state
and federal laws—in any case
where land must be acquired
to proceed. If the overall plan
indicates 10 projects , for example, there would be separate a.m.
The men are former Eleva
public hearings for each of
residents, officers said.
area
acquisithem , he said , if land
Robert told them he had broken
tion is required.
into the buildings . His brother ,
ALD. JIM MOHAN asked Roger , was drunk and sleeping
whether a civic auditorium in the car , he told Sheriff Bijold.
•
would constitute a non - cash
credit. It would not , said Bin- HOKAH WOMAN FALLS
ford , since this is a citywide
HOKAH , Minn. (Special) facility and not directly bene- Mrs. John Gstalder fell on an
ficial to an individual project. icy walk while going to church
If land were acquired as part Sunday morning and broke her
of a blight-removal progra m , right hip and arm. She is a
he told J. D. Scott , citizens ad- patient at Lutheran Hospital ,
visory committee chairman , La Crosse. This is her third
the cost of acquisition could be
arm fracture in the last sevconsidered a credit.
eral
years .
Public schools , in or out of
¦
project areas, could constitute
credits in proportion to the KKLLOGC, PATIENTS
KELLOGG , Minn. (Special)—
amount they benefit the project
areas—the number of pup ils in Bruce Klein , 14, son of Mr . and
such areas who attend , for ex- Mrs. Victor Klein , is at St.
Mary 's Hospital , Rochester , for
ample—Binford said.
Hoberlson asked whether mon- medical care and observation.
ey received from other sources Miss Catherine Lydon was adthan local taxation — and spent mitted there Friday . Mrs . Joson project area improvements- eph linger underwent major
could be treated as credits. Bin- surgery Monday at St. Elizaford said slate street and high- beth's Hosp ital , Wabasha. Ronway aids would qualify hut do- ita , 4-month-oId daughter of Mr.
nations by private individuals and Mrs. Donald Heaser , who
or concerns would not . He add- wns a patient there with pneued that federal aids for con- monia, is home now .
struction would not be consid- HACK SHORTLY?
ered among non-cash credits
TORONTO (AP) - Left-wingsince "we only subsidize you er Dickie Moore , his back injury
once , not twice. "
healed , skated Monday and said
THK TI1KOHY of general, not he hopes to be playing for the
localized , benefits also rules Toronto Maple I_eafs within two
out such buildings as city li- weeks. Moore, .14, suffered an
braries , city halls and court injury at the base of hia spine in
houses as non-cash credits , Bin- a National Hockey League
game in New York a month ago.
ford told Sawyer.
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LIVESTOCK

SOUTH ST. PAUL, Minn. I* — USDA
— Cattle 6,000 calves 2,200 slaughter
steers steady to 25 higher; heifers
mostly steady; cows steady to strong;
bulls strong to 50 higher; vealers and
slaughter calves strong to 1.00 higher;
feeders steady; high choice and prime
1.159 lb. slaughter steers 24.50 ; most
choice t.OOO-1,250 lbs. 23.00-24.00 choice
90O-1.00O Ib. heiters 22.00-22.75; mixed
good and choice 21.50-21.75; i(Ood 18.7521.25; utility and commercial
cows
12.00-13.00; canner and cutter 9.50-12.00;
utility and commercial bulls 16.00-17.00;
cutter 13.50-15.50; high choice vealers
31.00-32.00;
most
choice
27.00-30.00;
choice slaughter calves 17.00-20.00; good
13.CO-16.0O; standard and good 600 to
750 Ib. feeder steers 14 .50-17.50; utility
and standard 12.00-14.00; choice 600 Ib.
heifers H.0O.
Hogs 12.000; barrows and gills only
moderately active; weak to mostly 25
lower; sows and feeder piss steady;
t-2 190-230 Ib . barrows and gilts 16.2516.75; medium 1-2 160-190 Ibs. 14.5016.25; 1-3 270-3O0 Ibs . sows 13.75-14.35;
3OM00 Ibs. 13.25-14.00; 2-3 <00-500 Ibs.
13.00-13.50; choice 120-160 Ib. feeder pigs
14.00-14.50.
Sheep 3,500; all classes active slaughter lambs 25-50 higher slaughter ewes
strong to 25 higher; feeder lambs fully
steady; choice and prime 8O-110 lb
wooted slaughter lambs 22.OCV22.50; good
and choice 70-85 Ibs. 21.00-21.50; utility
and good slaughter ewes 6.0O-7.00; choice
and fancy 60-60 lb. wooled feeder lambs
21.OO-22.O0; good and choice 50-40 Ibs .
19.00-20.50; choice 80 Ib. shorn feeder
lambs No. 1 and fall shorn pelts 19.50.
CHICAGO * — USDA - Hogs 6,500;
butchers steady to 25 higher; 1-2 190225 Ib. butchers 17.00-17.25; mixed 1-3
190-230 Ibs. 16.25-17.00; 2 J 250-270 Ibs.
15.00-15.75; 1-3 350-400 Ib. sows 13.2513.75; 2-3 500-600 lbs.12.00-1S.75.
Cattle 3,000; slaughter steers steady to
strong; load prime 1,397 Ib. slaughter
steers 26.00; few loads high choice and
prime 1,150-1,250 Ibs. 25.25-25.50; choice
1.000-1.3CO Ibs. 24.00-24.75; good 21 .0023.00; load and part load high choice
and prime 1,060-1,125 Ib. slaughter heifers 24.25; few lots choice 850-950 Ibs.
23.00-23.50; mostly good 19.50-22.00; utility and commercial cows 11.50-13.25;
cutter to commercial bull! 14.00-18.00.
Sheep 400; slaughter lambs steady;
few packages high choice and prime
85-105 Ib. wooled slaughter lambs 22.0022.50; cull fo good wooled slaughter
ewes 5.5O-6.50.

Burglary Charge
Brought Against
Man; He 's Jailed

Aerospace,
Gold Mining
Stocks Down

GRAI N

NEW YORK (AP)-The stock
market moved irregularly higher early this afternoon despite
sharp losses among aerospace
stocks and some of the gold
mining issues. Trading was fairly active.
The aerospace issues reacted
sharply to a forecast that Defense Department budgeting for
aerospace will sink about 30 per
cent in the next five years.
Some gold mining stocks continued to retreat as the price
for gold in London eased further and the British pound sterling became firmer .
A generally higher trend prevailed among steels, airlines,
building materials, oils, rails,
utilities, and farm implements.
The cigarette stocks , were
m o s t l y unchanged following
their late rally of Monday. Lorillard added a fraction.
The Associated Press average
of 60 stocks at noon was up .5
at 328.0 with industrials up .4,
rails up .5 and utilities up .4.
Tht, Dow Jones industrial
average at noon showed a minor
gain of .86 at 884.08.
The averages were braked by
minor losses among such pivotal stocks as Du Pont, General
Motors, Woolworth, Union Carbide, Baltimore & Ohio and
Southern Railway.
Prices were generally higher
on the American^ Stock Exchange .
Corporate bonds were mixed.
U.S. government bonds showed
scant change.

MINNEAPOLIS (AP ) —Wheat
receipts Mon. 315; year ago 534
trading basis unchanged to 1
lower; prices '4 to IVi lower ;
Cash spring wheat basis, No 1
dark northernNo11 to 17 protein
1.75^-1.82%.
1 hard Montana winter 1.67%-1.78%.
Minn. - S.D. No 1 hard winter
1.67%-1.73%.
No 1 hard amber durum,
choice 1.73-1.75; discounts, amber 3-5; durum 7-10,
Corn No 2 yellow 1.19'/4-1.19%.
Oats No 2 white 62%-70% ; No
3 white 60V4-68V4; No 2 heavy
white 69V4-72V4; No 3 heavy
white 67^4-69%.
Barley, cars 194, year ago 203;
good to chuice 1.02-1.34; low to
intermediate 1.01-1.28; feed 94*
1.00.
Rye No 2 1.17H-1.21V4.
Flax No 1 3.19.
Soybeans No 1 yellow 2.74.

WINONA MARKETS
Swift & Company

Buying hours are trom 8 a.m. te 4
p.m. Monday through Friday.
Thera will be no calt marktlt during
the winter months on Frldayi.
These quotations apply «» to noort
today.
All livestock arriving after closing tirm
will be properly cared 'or, weighed and
priced tha following morning.
HOGS
The hog market is steady to weak.
Top.butchers 190-250
15.60-16.00
Top sows
12.85-13.25
,
CATTLE
The cattle market is all classes sleady.
High choice
.2,50
; Top beef cows
.
13.25
Canners and cutlers
ll.OO-down
VEAL
The veal market is steady.
Top choice
.25.00
Good and choice
8.00-18.OO
Commercial and boners .. 8.00-dowr.

PRODUCE

CHICAGO (AP ) — ( USDA) Live poultry : wholesale buying
prices unchanged to % lower;
roasters 23-26; special fed white ;
rock fryers 18-19%; a few heavy I
|
hens 18.
CHICAGO (AP) - Chicago
v
Mercantile Exchange '— butter
steady; wholesale buying prices
unchanged; 93 score AA 57%; 92
A 57%; 90 B 56Vi; 89 C 55%;
cars 90 B 57; 89 C 5634.
Eggs steady; wholesale buying prices unchanged , 70 per
cent or better grade A whites
27% : mixed 27%; mediums 25;
standards 25; dirties unquoted ;
checks 20.

Froedtert Malt Corporation

Hours; 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.; closed Saturdays. Submit sample before loading.
(New crop barley)
No. 1 barley
Jl.ll
No. 2 barley
1.05
No. 3 barley
IS
(6
No. 4 barley

Winona Egg Market

These quotations apply as ot
10:30 a.m. today
Grade A dumbo)
Grade A (large)
Grade A (Medium)
Grade A (small)
Grade B
Grade C ..

.2*
21
18
10
.18
10

Bay State Milling Company

No.
No.
No .
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

I
2
3
4
1
2
3
4
1
2

northern spring wheat . . . . t.fif
northern spring wheat
1.67
northern spring wheat .. , 1.63
northern spring wheat . . . 1.5?
hard wlnler wheat
1.5?
hard winler wheat
1.37
hard winter wheat
1.53
hard wlnler wheat
.. 1.4?
rye . . .
f\n
rya
1.10

the FAMll/AWS,

CHICAGO (AP ) - (USDA) Potatoes : Arrivals 50; on track
190; total U.S. shipments 404;
old — supplies moderate ; demand for russets good, market
firm ; for round reds demand
moderate, market steady ; carlot track sales : Idaho russets,
8.60-8.65; Idaho bakers 10.30;
Minnesota North Dakota Red
River Valley round reds 6.256.65.
NEW YORK TA P) - (USDA)
— Wholesale egg offerings ample. Demand fair today.
(Wholesale s e l l i n g prices
based on exchange and other
volume sales.)
New York spot quotations follow :
Mixed colors : Standards 28%30; checks 23Vi-25.
Whites : Extra fancy heavy
weight (47 lbs min ) 31-33; fancy medium (41 lbs average )
26M.-28; fancy heavy weight (47
lbs min ) 30Vi-32; medium (40 lbs
average) 26-27; smalls (36 lbs
average) 23%-24Vz,
Browns: Extra fancy heavy
weight (47 lbs min) 34-36; fancy medium (41 lbs average ) 2728% ; fancy heavy weight (47 fbs
min) 32-33% ; smalls (36 lbs average) 24%-25%.
Butter offerings more than
ample.
Cheese steady.

William J. Cozart , 27, Chicago, was charged in municipal
court today at ll:;i0 a.m. with
burglary using a tool ,
Cozart testified under oath
that he has no money, and
Judge John D. McGill ordered
County Attorney S. A. Sawyer
Phono 3321
to obtain a court-appointed attorney from District Court .
Cozart was released today
from Community Memorial Hospital and immediately arraignttati Birtk. NO. S4l
ed in municipal court . His new
REPORT OF CONDITION OF THE
home is county jail where he
was confined this afternoon under $10,000 bond .
THK CHICAGO man 's next
court appearance is scheduled
for Jan. 19 at 9:30 a.m. when he
of Rollingstone, in the State of Minnesota , at the
can ask for or waive a prelimidote of business on Dec. 31, 1964
nary hearing in municipal court.
ASSETS
He cannot plead lo the felony
Cash, balances with other banks, and cash Items In process ol collection
I240, 2<). -0
charge in the lower court.
United States Government obligations, direct and guaranteed
.48,0,0.on
The burglary charge against Obligations ol States and political subdivisions
It.oon 0A
Olher bonds, notes, and debentures (Including $130,000.00 securities ol
Cozart i.s the most serious that
Federal agencies .tnd corporations not guaranteed by U .S.) .
130, 000 00
can be brought under the state's Loans and discounts (Including J487._ 5 overdrafts)
315 . 197 «„
...WO OO
btirplary statute. Conviction Bank promises owned $600.00, furniture and fixtures 11700.00
would carry a maximum penalty
Total Assets
,
X .t , 16\ 03
LIABILITIES
of 20 years in prison , a $20,OOO
Demand deposits ol Individuals, partnerships, and
fine or both.
corporations
tr.u.nsM?
If Cozart asks for a prelimi- Time and savings deposits ol Individuals, partnerships , and
corporation s
.1. ]U II,
nary hearing in municipal court ,
' ul United Metes Government (Including postal
the state will have to prove that Depn'
savings)
, .. ,,
*,)/,? is
4S.1I/CS
a crime did take place and that Oepoilt'. ot Stales end political subdivisions
I
Total Deposits
*°VU_ 2 .5fl
there is good reason to believe
(a) Total demand deposlls
J3M,1'|7 ."J
(b) Total time and savings deposlls
S49i.l94.7A
the defendant committed the

DAILY NEWS
WANT ADS

THE FIRST STATE BANK

crime.

IT WOULD BE up to Judge
McGill to decide whether the
slate hns sufficient evidence to
justify trying Cozart. If there is
not . Cozart would go free.
If Cozart waives Ihe preliminary hearing, he will be bound
over to District Court for arraignment , where he will plead
to the burglary charge.
The defendant , shot through
both legs Thurnday morning at
Winona Senior llifih School in
a Run bottle witli police , told
Judge McGill that he is married
and hns two children.
An accomplice of Cozart escaped from the school after
shooting Patrolman Sylvester J.
Roterlng in the arm. He is still
at large. Holering is progressing satisfactorily at the hospital ,
an official said today.

Other

liabilities

).«4i .?5

Totul Liabilities

CAPITAL ACCOUNTS
Capital: (a) Common stock, total par value S.S.OOO.OO
Surplus
Undivided profits
Total

Capital Accounts

I

!

;
!
!
!

iAM .t' .i a]
;

« JS.OOO . OO
'
H. Otm oo
40,}n ' .20
% 90 ,If' / .20

Accounts
l944 ,fA1.01
MEMORANDA
Assets pledged or esiloned to secure liabilities, and for other purposes
(Including notes end bills radlscognltd and secur ities sold with
S .\0O0 0C
agreement to repurchase)
Wa, II. J Litcher, Vice President, and Josephine Kohner, Assistant Cnshlnr. nl
that
this
mnnrt
of
condition
do
solemnly
awear
Is true and
the above named bank
correct, to the best o« our knowledge) and hello!
Tolal Liabilities

I
'

end Capital

H. J. LMCHI.R. Vice ('reside nt
JOSEPHINt K O I I N I R , Assistant Cashier
Correct Attest:
J. It KI. U. I.H
PAUL KRONEUUSCH
FRANCIS KHEIDERMACHKR
Directors

State ot Minnesota, County et Winona, »»¦
Sworn to and subscribed betore me Ihls Bill day ol Jan l . ">. end | hereb y
certify lhat I am ml *n ofllcor or director ot this bank
(Notary Seal)
PATRICIA KOHNER, Notary Public
Winona County, AAinn.
My Commission Expires Jepf, |j, |y;o

j
,
'

i

!
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Want Ads
Start Here

a

wire, world's beet known plaitate
houseware, at home parlies. Make
your own hours. Fun, profitable.
Should have ear. For Interview In
privacy of your own home, call your

E-«, U, U, 71, Tl, tb, JB, It, 15.

N O T IC E
Thli nawspapar will bt Ntpontlb la
tor only on* Incorrect Insertion of
any classified advertlstmint published In tht Want Ad lection. Check
your id ind call 3321 If ¦ eorrectlon must be made.
,

..

¦
,. ' . "

Card «t Thanks

.,,'

neareit distributor.
Mi
l I*, SA^tS
IM S. Wabash, St. Paul

LOST—Thuri., ladlei white gold Bulova
watch. Reward . Tel . 9394.

Partonalt

7

TRY ONE!
OUR SPECIALS every Tuei. and Wed.
evenlnfl, walleye pike, shrimp and
chicken ; every f r l . evening, walleye
pike; every Sun., roast chicken, serving 12 to 12. Special, all you can eat,
$1.50. Anchor Inn, Reads Landing, Minn.
THE INNKEEPER'S having a sale. See
Classification 57 for details. Come ont,
come all, set who can make the biggest haull WILLIAMS HOTEL.
EXCELLENT, efficient and economical,
that's Blue Lustre carpet and upholstery cleaner. Rent electric shampooer,
tl. R. D. Cone Co.
GET A HEAD START on e good day with
a good breakfast at RUTH'S RESTAURANT, 124 E. Jrd. Open 24 hours a day,
except Men.
IF your suit* fit you like a clown; bring
them up and we 'll trim them down. w.
Bettlngtr, rillor.

.
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ROUTE MAN

LOCAL AREA. Experienced In meeting
tbe public. Must be married, neat In
appearance and have own car. For Interview appointment write E-84 Dally
Newi.

Train for PRINTING
•JV Hand Composition
Linecasting and Presswork
Write
GRAPHIC ARTS
Technical School
for Catalog
Approved for Veteran Training
1104 Currie Ave., Minneapolis
Situations Wanta-d—Fam. 29

GOLTZ PHARMACY

FDR SALE af Hokah, Minn., mtivrtnl,
living quarters and buslnesi. Terms
miy be arranged. Inquire at Bank or
Tel. 8*4-3570.

OWN YOUR OWN BUSINESS
GgT PAID weekly, healthful work. Libera
l
to right man In choice ten
Furnitura Repairs
18 rltoryterms
as sales representative for Wisconsin's Greatest Nurstry, established
FURNITURE REFINISHING and minor
over 53 years. No delivering or collectrepairing. Reasonabla prices, pick up
ing. Liberal guarantee. Nurseries ol
and delivery. Frte estimates. Tel . 944?
over 700 acrei at Waterloo, Wisconsin.
noons and evenings. Robert Graves.
Write : McKay Nursery Company, Waterloo, Wliconstn.

Plumbing, Roofing

21

ELECTRIC ROTO ROOTER
For clogged sewers and drains
Tel. MW or 643t
l year guarantee

CALL SYL KUKOWSKI

PUSH A BUTTON . . . dishwashing '!
done. No need to set a dial. Juit load
and latch your KltchenAld dishwasher ,
push a button, leave It. Dishes are done
cleaner and drier th*> KltchtnAld way.

FRAN K O'LAUGHLIN
PLUMBING & HEATING
J07 E. 3rd
Tel. J703

Held Wanted—Female
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HOUSEKEEPER WANTED In the country, small family, 3 or 6 dayi a week.
Write E-M Dally Newi.
LADY FOR part-time cleaning work. Tel.
8-1518 or apply In person Sterling Motel.

Money to Loan

40

Real Estate - Loans
Life Insurance
FRANK WEST AGENCY

175 Lafayette St.
Tel . 5!40
(Next to Telephone Office)

LOANS "^^
PLAIN NOTE-AUTO-FURNITURE

170 E. Jrd

Tel. 2915

Hn. 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.. Sat. 9 a.m. to noon

Quick Money . . .

on any articles of value . . ,
NEUMANN'S BARGAIN STORE
121 E. 2nd St.
Tel. JIM

HoriM. Cattlt. Stock

TED MAIER DRUGS
Animal Health Center

Poultry, Egg* , Supplies

43
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DEKALB 20 week old pullets, fully vaccinated, light controlled, raised or slat
floors. Available yaar around. SPELTZ
CHICK HATCHERY, Rolllnastone, Minn.
Tel. B489-2311.

Wanted—Livestock
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HOLSTEIN SPRINGING COWS and heifers wanted, also open and brad heifers. E. E. Gremelsbach, Inc., Lewiston,
Minn. Tel. 4161.
LEWISTON LIVESTOCK MARKET
A real jieod auction market for your
livestock. Dairy cattle on hand all
¦weeks, hog. bought every day. Truckj
available. Sale Thurs, Tal. 2667.

Farm Implement!
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WANTED—DeLavol milker. George Ressle, Rt. 1, Winona. Tet. Rolllngstone
6S9-O40.
WANTED—used stanchions and stalls. Elmer Reps, Lewiston, Minn.
See tho new 12 Ib. model XL IZi
HOMELITE CHAIN SAWS
AUTO ELECTRIC SERVICE
2nd & Johnson
Tel. 5455

Pflzer 's
Combiotic
Aqueous Suspension
10 CC
2St
100 cc
il.99
fl Naylors Teat Dilators, 79c

TED MAIER DRU GS
Animal Health Center

D-DAY '65
JOHN DEERE DAY
Thurs., Jan. 14
High School Activity Room.
8 p.m.

Free Movies & Lunch
Luehmann Impl. Co.
St. Charles, Minn.

1—John Deere tractor
spreader
1-Coby
Don't forget our Teweles
Farm Seed day, January 18,
1965.

F. A. KRAUSE CO.
"BREEZY ACRES"

South on New Hwy. 14-61
Hay, Grain, Feed
SHORT OF FEED?
replacement stack
have high quality
them for you. Tal.

50

Don't Hcrlflce your
at today's prices. I
feed and will board
Altura 7521.

CHOPPED CORN and pea silage mixed,
high teed value and easy tc handle,
Tel. Altura 7.521.

position. TEAM of chestnut marei, white laces,
weight 3200, will broke i brats work
darneii end coflari; New Idea none
manure spreader with new apron, PhilCHECK-OUT GIRL-J0-J5 noon a week.
lip Nortman, Black River Falls, Wis.
Experience helpful but not essential.
Tel. 1-4904.
Write E-86 Dally News.

HAY FOR SALE - Will deliver. D L.
Wright , St. Charles, Minn , Tel. 932-

for

cleaning

GENERAL HOUSEWORK and Ironing, \ .
days a week. Tel. 3W6.

MOLITEIN BULLS—purebred, serviceable
age end /ounger. J. J. Rosenow, Waumandee, Wis.

YOUNG LADY to meet public In pleasant
olllce In Winona. Mult be high schoo l HEREFORD PUREBRED bull, (Untie.
Herb Haase, Rt. 1, Winona, Minn. Tel.
graduate, have attractive personality
MIV-23U.
and ba • good typist. Some office experience preferred. Good salary, 5-dayPIGS—M,
weened ai)d castrated. A. D.
wetk , paid vacations, fringe benefits.
McNally, Rt. 3. Winona, Minn. Tel.
Tel. 1346.
1-1418.
NURSB-R.N. or L.P.N, wanted for Pepin
View Nursing Home, full lime work. HOLSTEIN springing heifer . Waller Davis,
Lamoille, Minn.
Write Box 4.7. Lake City, Minn.
12 PER HOUR . . . all year around. To
apply write Avon, Box 764, Rochester,
AAinn.

PRIVATE SECRETARY

Local firm has an opening
for a woll qualified secretary.
This position requires ability
to work with top management , make appointments,
receive business callers,
handle correspondence.
Good shorthand and typing
required.
Salary open depending on
experience ond qualifica tions.
Paid vacation , sick leave
and other fringe benefits.
Apply ln person
at

Minnesota Stale
Employment Service
163 Walnut Street
Winona , Minnesota

( First

Pub. Tuaiday, Dec

V). i>44 )

State nf Minnesota ) is .
) In Probate Courl
County of Winona
No. !J,»«*
In tht Mitttr el the Rslata et
Samuel tchlappl, Oecedint.
Order tor Hearing on Petition te Probale
Will and for Summary Assignment
or Distribution
Doris
E. Hewlett, having flltd t
petition In thli Court alleging that said
decMlcnl died testate and that said
titnte cronlits only ot tha homestead of
said decedent and only Mich person-l
property
. Is exempt from all debts
ind clinrflej In Probate Court and praying tor the probate nl tha Will Of said
decedent nnd tor » summary assignment or distribution ot nald eitata to
the person* entitled thereto, which Will
ll on file In thli Court and open to Inspection;
IT 15 ORDERED, That tht hearlno
thereof bt had on January 52, I W , at
10 30 o'clock A M., betore this Courl In
the probate court room In tht court
houie In Winona, Minnesola, tnd that
oblectlons to the allowance of said Will,
if any be slated In writing and flltd
at or before said time of hearing) end
that notice of snld hearing be given
by publication ol thli order In tht Wl
nona Dally Newi tnd by milled nolle*
is pioviiled by Itw.
Daled December .33, 1164.
t . D. l l l t L R A ,
Probalt Judji.
(Probata Courl Seal)
William A. Lindquist,
Attorney for Ptlllloner.

LEWISTON
LIVESTOCK MARKET
Afternoon Sale

Thurs., Jan. 14
1:30 P.M.
On consignment:
11—1st and 2nd calf Holstein
heifers , springing.
8—3rd and 4th calf Holstein
heifers , springing.
9—Holstein heifers, vaccinated, approx. 450 lbs.
2—Registered Brown Swiss
cows, springing, coming
with 3rd calf.
12—Holstein heifers, vaccinated, approx. 750 lbs.
6—Holstein steers , approx.
400 ibs,
A top market for good dniry
cows and heifers.
A top market for butcher
cows and veal.
DAILY HOG MARKET
Check With Us
Before You Sell!
Last Week :
Springers sold up to $242,50
Venl sold up to $32.25 cwt.
Holstein heifers $14.05 cwt.
Holstein steers , $13.15 cwt.
Bulls , $18.00 cwt .
Butcher cows sold up tn
$12.85 cwt., generally from
$10.20 (o 311.95.
Boars sold up to $9.25 cwt.
Small pigs, $10.60 per head.
Largo pigs, $15.70 cwt,
Lambs, $20.30 cwt.

LESLIE GARRISON
& SON, INC ,
Owners and Managers
Tel. Lewiston 2067

"I have a contagious cold—Hand over the cash or I'll
sneeze in your cage!"
For adverllsliiB results you can't sneeza at call 33J1
lor a Dally News Classified Ad.

Furn., Rugs, Linoleum

64 Wanted to Buy

SLEEP SALE at BURKE'S FURNITURE
MART. Englandars twin size ComloFoam mattress and box spring. "Only
S49.95 set, At
BURKE'S FURNITURE, 3rd & Franklin
USED FURNITURE—oak dresser, $10;
twin Hie metal bed, $5; lull size mahogany bed, complete, like new, $50;
occasional , chair, J5; mahogany kneehole desk with matching chair and
glass top for desk, S59. BORZYSKOWSKI
FURNITURE,
302
Mankato.
Open evenings.

tm.

SWEET CORN silage by the ton, delivered, vary high In protein, good toed.
For Information contact Kramer and
Falling. Tel. Witoka 2258 or Winona
MOS.

Articles for Sale

37

ALL
NEW
MERCHANDISE!
Ladles'
snowbooti, 77c pr.) boys ' sweatshirts ,
73c; 2-pc. knit dresics, 76c; children's
snowbootl, He; bedroom slippers, 97c;
women 's bells , loci children ' s rubbers ,
8Gc, Bfic; men's tennis shoes, )1.47i
men's wlnlen caps, 43c. Bargain Cente r,
253 E. 3rd.
TYLER Commercial refrigerator, 45 cu.
ft., In oood condition, reasonable; GE
home type electric range, reasonable;
various other items for sale nt tha
WILLIAMS HOTEL. See Ihe Innkeeper,
Ray Meyer.
T0RO 8N0WBLOWER—used 20 minutes.
Mrs. Wesley Stahr, 374 W. AAnrk, (after
4.30).
BURN MOBIL. FUEL OIL and enloy the
comlort ot automatic personal care.
Keap full service — complete burner
care. Budget planned and guaranteed
price. Order today from JOSWICK'S
EAST END COAL a, OIL CO., 901 E.
8th. Tel. 3389.
INSULATED UNDERWEAR, heavy duty,
*m.V5 set. BAMflENKK'S, »th «. Munkato Ave.
FOR LOWEST PRICES on now nnd used
appliances scf Frank Lllla fi, Sons, 761
E. 8th. Opem evenlnos.
WE CAN MIX WOOD stains, to match
any woodwork or creels now colors.
Bring your sample to the PAINT DEPOT, your
Flllott
Crown Imperial
Wood Slain Denier, W Center St.
ICE SKATE Exrlinnae, new and uiod.
Skates sharpened.
KOLTFR
tllcyclo
Shop, 502 /'rtniikAto. Tel. 5665.
TROPIC-AIR G HUMIDIFIER, 10" fan.
automatic humldlstat, winter level Indicator, automatic low water shut ofl.
Regularly »o».93, discount price S39 .V.V
SCHNEIDER SALES, 3?3» _ lh St., Odv .

81

USED Allis Chalmers B tractor
cultivator wanted. Tel. t£87-&33.

with

WM. MILLER SCRAP IRON & METAL
CO. pays highest prices for scrap
Iron, metals, hides, wool and raw lur,
222 W. Jnd. Tel. 2W7.
Closed Saturdays
See Us For Best Prices
Scrap Iron, Metal, Wool, Raw Furs
M & W IRON 4. METAL CO.
201 W. 2nd St.
Tel. 3004

65

HIGHEST PRICES PAID
for scrap Iron, metals, rags, hides,
raw furs and wool I

CORN FED 6EEF-34C Ib. lor a side or
will quarter. Norbert Ulsclter, Fovnalln
City, Wis. Tel. 467-3843.

INCORPORATED
Tel. 3847
450 W. 3rd

Good Things fo Eat

Sam Weisman & Sons

APPLES - Cortlands, Mcintosh, Pralrte Rooms Without Mtals
86
3py, Haralsons. Priced right. Get them
at F. A. Krause Co., "Breezy Acres", EXCELLENT SLEEP INO room, 4 blocks
S. on Hwy . 14-41.
from WSC, i blocks from high school.
Garage. Tel. 9336.
BURBANK RUSSETS—20 Ibs. Wc, large
variety of cooking and eating apples.
Winona Potato Markel. 118 Market St. Rooms for Housekeeping 87
ONE ROOM, light housekeeping. Suitable
for couple. 222V. W. 2nd.

Tree Riperted

Apartments, Flats

ORANGES
&

90

NEAT 3-room upper apt., all utilities furnished. Adults. $55. 133 E. 8th. Tel.
8-1404.

'

THREE-ROOM heated apt., no children.
168 E. 3rd. Tel. 2737

USElfMANURE GRAPEFRUIT
Last load for season
SPREADERS
2-Schultz PTO
APPLES
1—Minnesota PTO

PUREBRED CHESTER White boar, 2J0
1» 300 Ibi. M. H. Treder, Allure, Minn,
LADY TO LIVE In and care for elderly
Tel. Lewiston 2741.
lady In Winona. Tel. Rushford 164-7241.
LADY WANTED
Tel. MM1.

U»«d Cars

Special Prices
Heuer & Johnson
Bluff Siding, Wis.

Household Articles

PILE Is toft and lofty . . . colors retain
brilliance In carpets cleaned with Blue
Lustre. Rent electric shampooer, tt. H.
Choate 8. Co.

70

We Service and Stock
Needles for All
RECORD PLAYERS
Hardt's Music Store
118 E. 3rd it.

Refrigerators

72

KELVINATOR & GIBSON

REFRIGERATORS, ill rlzsr. In stock ,
WINONA FIRE «. POWER CO.. 54 E.
2nd . Tel. 5065. (Across from the new
parking lot .)

Sewing Machines

73

USED SINGER ELECTRIC console, like
new. WINONA SEWING CO., 551 Hull
St . Tel. 9348.

Specials at the Stores
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21" 1965 Console TV Sals,
$169.95. No trade needed.
1 Only Phllco Strroo Cnnsole,
$159.95. Floor modrl.
See our selection of portable TV/
Sets and Phononrnpr^

300 W. 3rd

75

FAMOUS AI.ADDIN blue llama kerccne
heaters. No smoke, no omell, burn-, J5
hours on 1 Ballon . Also ranoes, . '• or
oil heaters . Service and parts. RANGE
OIL BURNER CO., 907 E. 5lh St. Tel.
7479. Adolph Michalowski.

77

Typewriters

TYPEWRITER S and sddlng machines
for 'ale or rent. Rensonnble rates,
free delivery, See us ter all your o(flce supplies, daiks, files or otllca
chairs. Lund Typew riter Co. Tel. 5353.
YOUR ONE-STOP Typewriter and Business Machine Headquarters. We service all types ol mnchlnos, stock ribbon", for any make; and sire typewriter.
WINONA TYPEWRITER SERVICE
Tel, 13300.
161 E. Ird.

KITCHENETTE APT.—Gentlemen preferred. Tel. 8-32.1.

IEE OUH SELECTION ot med refrigerators, TV isti and range j. B I B
ELECTRIC, 113 E. 3rd.

PERWAGLASJ WATER MEATERJ
Oaa or Electric
Select the Unfit at

SAN ITARY

Pl UMHING a. HEATINO
ret . 2737
UB f . 3rd St.

DAILY NEWS
MAIL
SUBSCRIPTIONS
May Be Paid At
TED MAIER DRUGS
Coal , Wood, Othlr Fye.1 63
SI Aft WOOD
Irxxl dry oak slabs.
n^UNKOW'S SAW MILL
t, LUMBER Y A R D
Trempealeau , Wli .
Tel. 514 *314

$114.95

Two-cycle Dryer
:t Temps.

Houses for Rent
NEW TWO-BEDROOM
Tel. 2290 or S751.

95
home

for

rent.

Lincoln Agency, Inc.
Real Estate—Insurance
LIST WITH LINCOLN
We need 2, 3 and 4 bedroom
homes to satisfy the present
demand.
REMEMBER: WE BUY . . .
SELL . . . OR TRADE . . .
TRY VS
\FTER HOURS
Pat Heise . . . 5709
Gordon Weishorn . _ . 4884

M
JUh
P*
gf%»

L INCO LN
AGENCY
«9 \Y. 4th
Tel. $431
107

Trucks, Tract's, Trailars 108
TANDEM LIVESTOCK trailer, can be
made Into flatbed. Merlin Hungerholt,
Rushford, Minn.

-1963 International Scout

WANTED ? or 3 bedroom unfurnished
apt. Move Feb. 1 or later . Writs E-82
Dally News.

4-wheel drive, complete with
w e s t e r n snowplow, new
truck warranty . A-l condition.
$1895

TWO-CAR GARAGE-neated or able to
heat, electricity. Reasonable. Tel. 7502
or 9319.

Winona Truck Service

Wanted to Rent

96

NO VACANCIES for smart landlords who
Advertise In ;'i _ Cla' .'.ili'd Section. Tel.
3321 lor an a-i-wrlter today!

Houses for Sale
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E. WEST END location. 3 bedrooms.
Large living room. Built-in slove and
oven In the kitchen. Dlnlno room. Oil
heat. Excellent buy at only S12.0O0.
A B T S AGENCY, INC., Realtors, 159
Walnut St. Tel. B-4.165 nr alter hourv
. R. Clay P-2737. Bill Ziebell 4BS4 , E.
A. Abts 31E4.
C E N T R A L L Y LOCATED - 7 rooms, Wi
balh<.. cccenlly
redecorated.
110,500.
Tel B-7130.

HOMES

FARMS - LOTS- AC REAGES
CORNFORTH REALTY
Tel. M5-210«"
Ln Crcr.ccnt , Minn.

^BOB
;

«

C- ^\-

$

Tel. 2349
120 Center S*.

'^iv ; ¦*i.ru,,r *m'. , ^ZlSy3S

y

109 Uttd Cart

y ia!Ur

January Specials
A. Three-bedroom brick,
near Lincoln School

112,500

B. Apartment House.
Cenrtnl locnllon

l\4, fO0

D. Three-bedroom, fireplace ,
tomlly room, In Wincrest

J1H. 9O0

F. Downtown duplex, low down
payment
SB.5O0
H. Coltegevlew three-be<lroom.
iwo baths, family room,
knotty plna kitchen with
bullt-lns
174,900

AFTER HOURS C A L L :
W. L. (Wlb) Helrer »-2lll
Leo Koil 4S81
Laura Fhk 2111
llob Selover 7B .7

IBOB

!l

-, Q

. rN ^Tel. 234B

Q^.\t -*

IHC TRUCK SALES
*•
& SERVICE '
(55 Laird
Tel. 47H8

Used Cars
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RORO-1960 FdlrMne 4-donr sedan, 1-owner car. Will sell lor SM0. Inquire Merchants National Bank ol Winona, Trust
Dept.
DODGE, IMP 4-door , real iharp, reasonable; l l l l Fnrd ' .-Ion pickup. Will lake
trade-In. Inqulra Mankato Deep RocK.
Tel, 97.S2.

STOP
and Shop in Comfort
at NYSTROM'S
INDOOR
Show Room
1 962 PONTIAC
Catalina

120 Center St

Complete

to The Winona Daily News

WINONA ELECTRIC
CONSTRUCTION CO Dial XY21 for an Ad T_iker.

4-door, radio, heater, automatic transmission,
power
stecrlnrj,
power
brakes. Mclory
nlr- conditioning. A
local one-ownrr CAT with low mlleaoe. Excellent condition throughout.
NOW JUST ! I

$1995

NYSTROM'S
Chrysler- Plymouth
Open Frlaay rJIghl*

Have We Had
the Pleasure of
Serving You?
$450

195R OI.D.SMOr.ll.K 8ft
Convertible
Blue nnd white willi while
top, V-H , mitomsifk transmission , power stecrin f* , power
hral .es, white walls.

$350

1950 CHKV ROUST
Rel Air
4-door , white wn)l tires , V-n ,
automntie t r a n s mission ,
power steering, p o w e r
brakes, radio , white and
grey in color.

WA LZ

ntllCK-OI.nSMOHll.IvtIMC
Open Friday Niuht.s

This small ad will lead
you to a big savings ln t
fine wed car.
1959 LINCOLN Capri 4-door
hardtop, this car is like
new and drives better
than most new cars. Only
$1095.

'64 Mercury Parklane 4door
13265
'M Ford Galaxie SOO
hardtop
$2085
'63 Ford Galaxie 500
convertible
$2495
'63 Ford Custom
Tudor
$1595
W» AdvirtlM Our PrltM

_

1963 CHEVY II Sport Coupt,
6 cylinder, standard shift,
• Sharp.
1962 FORD 4-door wagon,
V-8, Fordomatic , all w>iit«
and sharp. Only $1595.

(gEOfcBs)
^

^

•10Years In Winona
Lincoln-Meroury-Falcon
Comet-Fairlane
Open Friday Evenings
and Saturday p.m.

\M/
Outstanding
Buys

*63 CHEVROLET Bel
4-door
'63 FORD Fairlane
4-door
'60 FORD Starliner
2-dr. hardtop
'59 PONTIAC 4-door
hardtop
'58 OLDSMOBILE
4-door
'59 CHEVROLET
4-door
'58 CADILLAC
4-door
'57 CHEVROLET
4-door
'55 OLDSMOBILE
4-door
•55 PONTIAC
2*door

Air
$1895
$1595
$1095
$1095
$ 795
$ 895

1963 FORD Galaxie 500 4door, V-8, Fordomatic,
like new, 5,000 mile full
guarantee.
1960 R A M B L E R, 4-door,
brand new 6 cylinder motor , standard shift, this
unit is new.

O & J MOTOR CO
"Your Ford Dealer "
St. Charles , Minn.

STATION WAGON

SALE

1 962 RAMBLER
Classic

V-8, standard transmission ,
radio , heater.

1961 RAMBLER
Station Wagon

6 cylinder , radio , heater ,
automatic transmission .

1 960 CHEVROLET
Brookwood

6 cylinder , automatic transmission, radio , heater.
THE ABOVE WAGONS
ARE IN STOCK.
The following Station
Wagons are coming in
on '65 trade-ins.

$1095
$ 485
$ 395
$ S5

SHOP

i09

Discouraged?
Don't Give Up

ONE
OWNER
LOW
MILEAGE
LOCAL
CARS

" 1964 CHEVROLET
Bel Air

9 passenger
V-fl , standard transmission
with overdrive , radio, heater , power steering.

1963 CHEVROLET
Bel Air

VENABLES

75 W . 2nd
Tel. 8-2711
Open Friday Evenings

6 passenger
V-8, automatic transmission,
radio , heater, power steering.
Come in now and ma^e your
selection while there are
several to choose from .
These wagons are priced
low to move out.

"BE A

CAUTIOUS
BUYER "

$$## &&

I960 PONTIAC
Bonneville

2-door hardtop, power steering, power brakes, radio,
heater , white wall tires, V-8,
1 owner , real sharp.

Door Busters
SPECIAL
1959 PLYMOUTH

6-cylinder , standard transmission , radio , heater , runs
real well. This is a rebuilt
engine with less than 4 ,000
miles on it.

$245

WC^HJVIIOIET*^
103 Johnson
Tel. 2398
Open Friday Night Until 9:00

Mobile Homes, Trailers lit
RENT OR SALE - Tr»IHr» and eimi*
• n. LEAHY'S, Bu'Ulo City. WIJ. Til.
Cochran* 343-2532.

Auction Sales
ALVIN KOHNEF
AUCTIONEER. Clly tnd s.ata lletwtd
and bonded. 252 Liberty 81. (Corner
E. Sth and Liberty) Tel . 4?M.
AUCTION ! I ! HoU- ehoM, Llveilock sr
General . LYLE L. BOBO, St. 3, Houston, Minn. Tel. Hok»h 8*4-210J . Llc«m*d fc Bonded . '

Minnesota
Land & Auction Sales

Everell J. Kohner
'!» Walnut. Tel. 8-3710. after hours 7IU

W INON A UTO
RAMBLER /" \ DODGE^

& SALES #

Open Mon. & Fri. Eve.
Te). 8-3649
3rd & Mankalo

CARL FANN, JR.
AUCTIONEFP. Bon .ed and Llc«m**l.
Tel. 8M-7III
Rushlord. Minn.
JAN . l&~S«t. 12 .10 p m , "i mitt UM.
fit EyoU, Minn. Rusiell Jensen, own'r;
auctioneer;
Farmert
Don
Tiffany,
Stele Dank cf Cvole. clerk.
JAM. 16- Mon., !;C0 o m. « miles E. ct
Alma, Wis. on Counly Trunk "N. " Mlrrl
Harold, ownfr; Frandi Werleln, auctioneer: Northern Inv. Co., Clark.

AUCTION I

y

Telephone Your Want Ads

Tel. 51(02

(Winona's Only Real Estate Buytr)
Tei. 6388 and 7093
P.O . Box 345

CHEVROLET—1961 Apachp plckuo, B-ft .
box Very good condition. See Harry
Krage, Cochrane, Wis.

TOP LOADING WASHER
MATCHING DRYER
Floor models, slightly marked

119 W. 3rd

"HANK" JEZEWSKI

52V: E. 3rd
Tel. 6066 or 234?

Stirneman-Selover Co.

$169.95

$339.95

WILL PAY HIGHEST CASH PRICES
FOR YOUR CITY PROPERTY

TRAILERS
Built . . . Repaired . . . Rebuilt
BERG'S, 3950 W. 4th .
Tel. 4933

Westinghouse
Dryers

One Compact Model
Just 2!>" wide.

102

PRIME DOWNTOWN LOCATION - Retail and office space. Available now.

K. Story and a halt, three bed
rooms, oil heat and garage,
Goodview
tl 0,900

Mach.

Wanted—Real Est«t«

Motorcycles, Bicycles

SNOWY TUESDAY
BRI . GHTENERS
OK USED FURNITURE STORE

Ironing

7Hy Wk^^i^W_ W^
U^M *
M MMMM^
601 Main St.
Tel. 2849

CENTRALLY LOCATED—3 larpe roomi
and bath, modern furnished apt. Immediate possession. Tel. 7776, ask for Syd ONE OF THE LARGEST Honda Dealers
Johnstone,
in the U,S„ we am now located at
La Crosse, Eau Claire and 573 E. 4lh
WOMAN LIVING alone would like workSt ., Winona. ROBB BROS. MOTORing girl or woman to share home with
CYCLE SHOPS.
her. Tel. 7821.

I. Assume Gl loan, pay down only
J40O on Ihls threebeflroom rambler
I t / ,SOO

Washing,

CALL US '
FOR
FREE APPRAISAL
& CONSULTATIONS
on the sale
of your home.
We will either list it for sale
or purchase it outright.
RESIDENCE PHONES:
E. J. Hartert .. . 3973
Mary Lauer . , . 4523
Jerty Berthe . .. 8-2377
Philip A .Baumann .. . 9540

91

FOUP. B F'DROOM tarn", all modern , car
peted, looted "Wl block on W. eth . Clos
to schools. Tel. I i l l .

TAKE MONTHS TO PAY
NO MONEY DOWN
FIRESTONE STORE
Stovett, Furnaces, Parts

Apartments, Furnished

Business Places f or Rent 92
67

Musical Merchandise

SPACIOUS 3-bedroom, lower duplex, garage, central location, ample closets,
newly decorated. Tel. 4324 for appointment.

79

273 B. 3rd St.
We Buy
We Soil
Furniture—Antlqun—Tools
and other items.
Tal. 0 3/01

WINONA DAILY NEWS 11

BUICK—IMS Sky Lark, V t , powtr (tarI. DUPLEX on West King, between Mate
ing and brakes, excellent condition.
College end college of Sf. Teresa . 3
RMMnabl*. Til. MAS.
bedrooms down, 3 bedrooms up. Oil
burning furnace for lowar floor heif.
In excellent condition, reedy ts move
Into, Corner M. 1-car garage. Full
prlea SUOOO. ABTS AGENCY, IKC,
Realtors, 159 Walnut Sf. Tel. 94345 day
or night.

Hess & Clark
" IRON-GRO PELLETS
For Baby Pig Anemia

PART-TIME work desired by bookkeeper ,
who fypti accurately and takes shorthand. Tel. 8689-2249.

ARE YOU A PROBLEM DRINKER? Man or woman your drinking creatts
37
numerous problems. If you need and Bualnati Opportunitiai
want help, contact Alcoholics Annonytnous. Pioneer Group c/o General De- 31 SEER TAVERN, doing good business.
livery, Winona, Minn.
Illness reason for selI Ing. Write E-87
Dally Ntwi.
TRUSSES—ABDOMINAL BELTS
SACROILIAC SUPPORTS
DISTRIBUTOR SOUTHERN Minn., alt
new nationally advertised product, high
potential and permanent repeat business, must have $2,400 to handle. In174 B. Jrd
Tel. 2547
vestment secured by stock and equipment, could be operated part time to
14 start. For Information write E-79 Dally
Buslnai* Services
News.
PARTY-TIRED CARPBTINO can be revitalized end ra|uvenafed by our experts. Make colors glow again, floor
csverlnps ready fo go again by calling
J7J2. WINONA RUG CLEANING SERVICE, 11. W. 3rd.

Tuesday, January 12, 19€

ft

IF YOU WANT to buy, sell er trade
be sure to see Shank, HOMEMAKER'S
EXCHANGE, 552 E. 3rd.

$1.95 bag

JANIKOWSKI—
Wa wish te extend our heartttlr thanks
and appreciation for the acts ot Kindness, messages of sympathy, beautiful MECHANIC WANTED-Wrlle E-JJ Dally
floral and spiritual offerings received
News.
from our many friends, nelshbors end
relatives In our sad bereavement, the ACCOUNTANTS-at one*, who are thorlots . of our beloved husband end faoughly qualified to prepare form 1040.
ther.' we especially thank Msor. GrulMust be experienced In all phases ef
Individual Income tax returns. Men sekowski for his words of comfort, the
lected will receive high salary and
choir, servers, Or. Robert Tweedy
bonus. H. fc R. Block, m Walnut.
and the nurses, thosa who contributed
the u<* of their cars, the pallbearers.
Mrs. Julia Janlkowskl & Children.

4

^Haa ^B^^ M.

(Enough for ont titter)

COUNTRY PRINTER—wanted by new
owner. Inquire Galesville Republican,
Galesville, Wis.

Lotr and Found

^aH^^ i.^^ .^^^^^ «H^M«i ^_________hwM

(No Injection necessary)

RAINBOW SALES
. Bloomington Kit., Mpls.
T«l. PA MMI1

Help Wanted—Mak

P«HiMM>H-«aMM

FEEDER PIGS-15/ .25 Ibs. each/ Walter
Blum, Fountain City, Wis. Til. 6M7*t07.

Tel. 227-2MI

».

HOUMS for Sal*

STRICTLY BUSINESS

43

EXPERIENCED WAITRESS wanted for FEEDER PIOS-40. average weight 100
Ibe. Allen Orr, Rt. 3. Houston, A/Inn.
day and night work, 2 or 3 days a
'
T«l. i»e-M73.
wlik. Apply In perton at The Steak
_
Shop, or Tel. Frank Cunningham, 3150,
PUREBRED Duroc boars, also Landrace
boars. Clifford Hoff, Lanesboro, Minn.
PART TIME. Age SMC. No experi(Pilot Mound),
ence necessary. Demonstrate Tupptr-

BLIND ADS UNCALLED FOR—

i

26 Hon**, Cattt*. Stock

Located Vt mile northeast of Eyota , Minn . Lunch by j
Eyota American Lcpion .
7'

Sat., Jan. 16

12:30 P.M.

5 - REGISTERED ABERDEEN ANGUS CATTLE - S
1 herd bull Rowley fi H . H.W ., 16 months , sired by
Own Son of imported Prince of Rowley ; 1 cow Evergreenmere Elba H.H.W ., due in May, 5 years old ; 1
cow Juanas Quality Enfilrenmcrc, :! years old with
hoifer calf that i.s eligible for Registration and bred back
(this cow wa.s rcservr champ ion at Olmsted Co. Fair
in lfl(.:.); 1 cow Esthonia Il.H. W . (12, 27 years old , due
in May with 1st calf (this cow w.is reserve champion at
Olmsted Co. Fair in 19tM ) ; 1 raw Bandolier Evergreen
R.l' ..) ., 20 months old , due in Ma\ with 1st calf
THIS IS A CHOICE I.OT OF ANGUS.
DAIRY CATTLE - .r> Holstein cows , cominR with 2nd
and 3rd calves in Feb , and March; ;: Ho lstein cows, fresh
in Nov . with 2nd calves ; l Guernsey cow , coming with
2nd calf in May; 2 Holstein hei for calves. All of the
above c;iltle nre llanos tested Clean herd.
HORSES -- 1 mare , .1 years old , broke lo rule ; 1
marc colt , 17 years , broke to ride ; 1 mare colt , r> months ,
sired bv Nied-A-Skect .
FARM MACHINERY
l'.Wl John Deere Model Ii20
tractor with Rower-lrol ; manure loader with scoop and
snow bucket; McCormick Deering Iractn r plow on rubber ,
2-l ()-inch ; John Deere single disc , !.>-ft. ; John Deere
power mower , 7-ft .; .Minn, tractor manure .spreader; steel
wai'on on rubber; -.-.section steel drug ; McCormick Deerinn disc drill with urass seed attachment , 10-ft . Ideal hotf
waterer, 70 j »i»l .; ;i Ideal hog feeders; power l;iwn mower;
rubber tired whcelb. irrow ; Craftsman band saw ; .saddle.
DAIRY EQUIPMENT -- Cherry-Bui rcll bulk tank , 91
Ral.; Surge milker pump RV .:i with 2 Surge buckets;
miscellaneous utensils .
FEED: 10 ft of silage . SOME HOIJSKII01.1 » GOODS .
HUSSEI.L JENSEN
OWNER
Don Tiffany, Elgin , Auctioneer
Farmers State Bank of Eyota
Clcik
'•
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LI'L ABNER

By Milton Canniff

STEVE CANYON
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professional Cleaners and Finishers. When
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couple this with Sta-Nu, there 's j ust
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* Torn Pockets Repaired
7- Hooks and Eyes Replaced

Efficient Service

EXTRA CHARGE
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